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Mr. Chairman, members and guests of the
American Liberty League, and my friends
listening in, as I have been told by the newspapers, from all parts of the United States.
At the outset of my remarks let me make
one thing perfectly clear. I am not a candidate for any nomination by any party, at
any time. What is more. I do not intend
even to lift my right hand to secure any
nomination from any party at any time.
Further than that, I have no axe to grind.
There is nothing personal in this whole performance in so far as I am concerned. I have
no feeling against any man, woman or child
in the United States. I am in possession of
supreme happiness and comfort. I represent
~o group, no man, and I speak for no man

grown to be a great stabilizing force in
world civilization. I love it, above everything
else, for the opportunity that if offers to
every man and every woman that desires to
take advantage of it.
No man that I know of or that I probably
ever read of has any more reason to love it
than I have. They keep that gateway open
for me. It is a matter of common knowledge
throughout the country, and I do not state
it boastfully, because it is well known, that,
deprived by poverty in my early years of an
education, that gateway showed me how it
was possible to go from a newsboy on the
sidewalks of New York to the Governor.ship
of the greatest State in the Union.
Now listen. I have five children and I have
ten grandchildren, and you take it from me
I want that gate left open, not alone for
mine-I am not selfish about it-not for
mine, but for every boy and girl in the country. And in that respect I am no different
from every father and mother in the United
States.
Now, think it over for a minute, figure it
out for yourself. It is possible for your children's success to be your success.
I remember distinctly my first inauguration as Governor of New York, and I am not
sure that the young folks understood it
throughly, but there were three people at
that inauguration that did understand it:
One was my mother, and the other was my
sister, and the third was my wife, because
they were with me in all of the early struggles.
I am here for another reason. I am here
because I am a Democrat. I was born in the
Democratic party and I expect to die in it. I
was attached to it in my youth, because I
was led to believe that no man owned it.
Furthermore, that no group of men owned
it, but, on the other hand, it belonged to all
the plain people of the United States.
Now, I must make a confession. It is not
easy for me to stand up here tonight and
talk to the American people , against a
Democratic administration. It is not easy; it
hurts me. But I can call upon innumerable
witnesses to testify to the fact that during
my whole public life I put patriotism above
partisan.ship.
And when I see danger, I say danger, that
is, then stop, look and listen to the fundamental principles upon which this government of ours was organized. And it is difficult for me to refrain from speaking up.
What are these dangers that I see? The first
is the arraignment of class against class. It
has been freely predicted that if we were
ever to have civil strife again in this country
it would come from the appeal to the passions and prejudices that come from the
demagogues who would incite one class of
our people again.st the other.
Of course in my time I met some good and
bad industrialists, I met some good and bad
financiers, but I also met some good and bad

o group, but I do speak for what I be-

laborers. This I know-that permanent pros-

lieve ~be the best interests of the great
rank a d file of the American people in
which cl s I belong.
Now, I am here tonight also because I
have a great love for the United States of
America. I love it for what I know it has
meant to mankind since the day of its institution. I love it because I feel that it has

perity is dependent upon both capital and
labor alike. I also know that there can be no
permanent prosperity in this country until
industry is able to employ labor, and there
certainly can be no permanent recovery
upon any governmental theory of soak the
rich or soak the poor. You can't soak capital
without soaking labor at the same time.

WHICH DIRECTION-THE
DEMOCRATIC PARTY?-!

HON. LARRY McDONALD
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. McDONALD. Mr. Speaker, over
the past several months, there have
been many instances when individuals
in the Democratic Party have been
wondering which direction are we
heading. I think my colleagues should
take a look, a long look, for the answer
to that problem from some observations made by an earlier Democrat in
our history.
It was in January of 1936, that the
man who rose from the poverty of the
streets of New York to become Governor of that State, addressed the Liberty League dinner here in Washington,
D.C. In the first part of that speech,
Alfred E. Smith, American, painted
the honest appraisal of where this
country was heading. Also, in that
first part, which I share with you
today, Al Smith begins to examine the
then planks of the Democratic Party.
Let us today, seriously examine what
Al Smith said yesterday. Then and
only then will we as Democrats reply
to that soul searching question, are we
as Americans first in one of the Nation's darkest hours, going to follow
the path of patriotism or partisanship? This is the question that Al
Smith asked in yesteryear and we
should ask today.
Part I follows:
PATRIOTISM OR PARTISANSHIP-REMARKS OF
HON. ALFRED E. SMITH AT THE LIBERTY
LEAGUE DINNER IN WASHINGTON, D.C., JANUARY 1936

~
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The next thing that I view as being dangerous to our national liberty is government
by bureaucracy in.stead of what we have
been taught to look to: government by law.
Just let me quote something from the President's message to Congress:
"In thirty-four months we have set up
new instruments of public power in the
hands of the people's government, which
power is wholesome and appropriate, but in
the hands of political puppets, of an economic autocracy, such power would provide
shackles for the liberties of our people."
Now, I interpret that to mean that, if you
are going to have an autocrat, take me.
But be very careful about the other
fellow.
There is a complete answer to that, and it
rises in the minds of the great rank and file,
and that answer is just this-we will never,
in this country, tolerate any law that provides shackles for our people.
We don't want any autocrats, either in or
out of office. We wouldn't even take a good
one.
The next thing that is apparent to me is
the vast building up of new bureaus of government draining the resources of our
people, to pool and redistribute them, not
by any process of law but by the whim of
the bureaucratic autocracy.
Well, now, what am I here for? I am here
not to find fault. Anybody can do that. I am
here to make a suggestion. Now, what would
I have my party do? I would have them reestablish and redeclare the principles that
they put forth in that 1932 platform.
Even our Republican friends, and I know
many of them-they talk to me freely, we
have our little confidences among ourselves-they have all agreed that it is the
most compact, the most direct and the most
intelligent political platform that was ever
put forth by any political party in this country.
The Republican platform was ten times as
long as it. It was stuffy, it was unreadable,
and in many points not understandable.
No administration in the history of the
country came into power with a more
simple, a more clear, or a more inescapable
mandate than the party that was inaugurated on the 4th of March in 1933, and, listen,
no candidate in the history of the country
ever pledged himself more unequivocally to
his party platform than did the President
who was inaugurated on that day.
Well, here we are. Millions and millions of
Democrats just like myself, all over the
country, still believe in that platform. What
we want to know is, why wasn't it carried
out?
And listen, there is only one man in the
United States of America that can answer
that question.
It won't do to pass it down to an Undersecretary. I won't even recognize him when
I hear his name. I won't know where he
came from. I will be sure that he never lived
down in my district.
Now, let us wander for a little while and
let us take a look at that platform and let us
see what happened to it. Here is the way it
started out.
"We believe that a party platform is a covenant with the people to be faithfully kept
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by the party when entrusted with power
and that the people are entitled to know in
plain words the terms of the contract to
which they are asked to subscribe."
"The Democratic party solemnly promises
by appropriate action to put into effect the
principles, policies and reforms herein advocated and to eradicate the political methods
and practices herein condemned."
My friends, these were what we called
"fighting words." At the time that that platform went through the air and over the
wire, the people of the United States were
in the lowest possible depths of despair, and
the Democratic platform looked to them
like a star of hope, it looked like the rising
sun in the East to the mariner on the bridge
of a ship after a terrible night, but what
happened to it?
First plank: "We advocate an immediate
drastic reduction of governmental expenditures by abolishing useless commissions and
offices, consolidating departments and bureaus, and eliminating extravagance, to accomplish a saving of not less than twentyfive per cent in the cost of the Federal Government."
Well, now, what is the fact?
No bureaus were eliminated, but on the
other hand the alphabet was exhausted in
the creation of new departments and-this
is sad news for the taxpayer-the cost, the
ordinary cost, what we refer to as "housekeeping costs" over and above all emergencies, that ordinary housekeeping cost of government is greater today than it has ever
been in any time in the history of the Republic.
Another plank: "We favor maintenance of
the national credit by a Federal budget annually balanced on the basis of accurate executive estimates within revenue."
Why, how can you balance a budget if you
insist upon spending more money than you
take in? Even the increased revenue won't
go to balance the budget, because it is
"hocked" before you receive it.
It is much worse than that. We borrow.
We owe something. We have borrowed so
that we have reached a new high peak of
Federal indebtedness for all time. Well, that
wouldn't annoy me so very much ordinarily.
When I was Governor of New York, they
said I borrowed a lot of money. That
wouldn't worry me. If it solved our problems
and we were out of trouble, I would say, "All
right, let it go." But the sin of it is that we
have the indebtedness, and at the end of
three years we are just where we started.
Unemployment and the farm problem we
still have with us. Now, here is something
that I want to say to the rank and file:
There are three classes of people in this
country, there is the poor and the rich, and
in between the two is what has often been
referred to as the great backbone of America, that is the plain fellow, that is the
fellow that makes from $100 a month up to
the man that draws down five or six thousand dollars a year.
Now, there is that great big army. Forget
the rich; they can't pay this debt; if you
took everything they got away from them
you could not pay it. There are not enough
of them.
Furthermore, they ain't got enough. Now,
there's no use of talking about the poor.
They will never pay it, because they got
nothing. This debt is going to be paid by
that great big middle-class that we refer to
as the backbone and the rank and file, and
the sin of it is, they ain't going to know that
they're paying it.
It is going to come to them in the form of
indirect taxation. It will come in the cost of
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living, in the cost of clothing, in the cost of
every activity they enter into, and because
it isn't a direct tax, they won't think they
are paying it, but take it from me, they are
going to pay it.
Another point: "We advocate the extension of Federal credit to the States to provide for unemployment relief when the diminishing resources of the State render it
impossible to provide for them."
That is pretty plain.
That was a recognition in the national
convention of the rights of the States. But
what happened? The Federal Government
took over most of the relief problems, some
of them useful and most of them useless.
They started out to prime the pump for industry in order to absorb the ranks of the
unemployed, and at the end of three years
their affirmative policy is absolutely nothing but the negative policy of the administration that preceded it.
"We favor unemployment and old age insurance under State laws." Now, let me
make myself perfectly clear so that no
demagogue or no crack pot in the next week
or so will be able to say anything about my
attitude on this kind of legislation. I am in
favor of it, and I take my hat off to no man
in the United States on the question of legislation beneficial to the poor, the weak, the
sick or the afflicted, men, women and children.
Because when I started out a quarter of a
century ago, when I had very few followers
in my State, during that period I advocated,
fought for and introduced, as a legislator,
and finally as Governor, for eight long
years, and signed more progressive legislation in the interest of men, women and children than any man in the State of New
York. And the sin of this whole thing, and
the part of it that worries me and gives me
concern is, that this haphazard legislation is
never going to accomplish the purpose for
which it was designed. And bear this in
mind-follow the platform-"under State
law."
Here is another one: "We promise the enactment of every constitutional measure
that will aid the farmers to receive for their
basic farm commodities prices in excess of
cost."
Well, what is the use of talking about
that? "We promise every constitutional
measure." The Supreme Court disposed of
that within the last couple of weeks. And,
according to the papers the other day, some
brilliant individual has conceived the idea of
how to get around the Constitution. We are
going to have forty-eight AAA's, one for
each State.
The day that the United States Supreme
Court decided the case I left my office to
attend a board of trustees meeting. I got in
a taxicab to go downtown. The driver was
reading the extra, "Supreme Court Declares
AAA Unconstitutional."
We rode along for a few minutes and then
we got caught at a red light. The taxi fellow
turned around and said: "Governor, ain't
there any lawyers in Congress any more?"
Just then the light changed. I was afraid
to answer him for fear I might disconcert
him, but I was all ready to say: "Yes, son,
but they don't function."
We got another plank! "We advocate
strengthening and impartial enforcement of
the anti-trust laws." What happened? The
NRA just put a gas bag on the anti-trust
laws and put them fast asleep.
And nobody said anything about it. I don't
know whether they are bad, but I know that
they didn't work.e

DEFENSE
DEPARTMENT
RESPONDS TO BIAGGI INQUIRY
ABOUT THE TRAINING OF
BRITISH
TROOPS
IN
THE
UNITED STATES

HON. MARIO BIAGGI
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

• Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Speaker, as chairman of the bipartisan-121-member
Ad Hoc Congressional Committee for
Irish Affairs, I wish to share with my
colleagues a recent exchange of letters
between myself and the Department
of Defense on the issue of British
troops training at U.S. military facilities. My inquiry was sparked by consistent reports which I have received
from the Irish American community
and some published press reports
which allege that these troops eventually do serve in Northern Ireland.
I am pleased that the Department
responded as quickly as they did to my
request although I do consider their
response to be interim at best. What
needs to be examined in greater detail
is the relationship between NATO and
Northern Ireland. More specifically,
are the troops being trained under a
United States-United Kingdom-NATO
agreement being eventually dispatched for duty in Northern Ireland?
If so, that would be a matter of profound concern to me and to many in
the Irish American community.
I have maintained throughout the
almost 4 years that the ad hoc committee has been in existence that it
does have a role to play in Northern
Ireland. That role is as a neutral
broker-a role which would have the
United States offer to bring all of the
parties together for a peace summit-a
role that might include eventual foreign economic assistance. We should
not be aiding the British Government
in maintaining its direct rule over
Northern Ireland. I assure my colleagues that I will continue to investigate this information until I have received all necessary data to establish
that our Nation is not using taxpayer
funds to train British troops for service in Northern Ireland.
The letters follow:
JUNE

Hon. CASPAR w. WEINBERGER,

23, 1981.

Secretary of Defense,
The Pentagon,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: As Chairman of the
121-Member, bi-partisan Ad Hoc Congressional Committee for Irish Affairs, I am
writing to obtain information on persistent
reports I receive that British troops are
being trained at U.S. military facilities for
later stationing in Northern Ireland.
One report indicated that training procedures were being conducted at Hubbert Air
Force Base in Florida. Other reports have
mentioned facilities in Maryland. Formerly,
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Camp LaJeune had been used for such pur- ciation has studied the situation in
poses.
depth, and is convinced that the probI would appreciate the following informa- lem is not that Detroit residents have
tion:
no need for the goods and services of1. If British troops are using our facilities
for training, under what law or treaty is fered by neighborhood businesses, but
rather that many urban residents are
such training permitted?
2. Are any of these troops assigned to sub- not aware of the strong connection between thriving neighborhood businesssequent duty in Northern Ireland?
3. What types of training are involved?
es and the cohesiveness of the entire
4. Have any protests been registered?
community. Thus, Grandgreen is unYour attention to this matter would be dertaking two important and related
· very much appreciated.
missions: To let community residents
MARIO BIAGGI,
Chairman, Ad Hoc Congressional
Committee for Irish Affairs.

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE,
Washington, D.C., July 2, 1981.

Hon. MARIO BIAGGI,
House of Representatives,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BIAGGI: Thank you for
your June 23rd letter to Secretary Weinberger regarding the training of British
military personnel in this country.
Training of British military personnel is
authorized under the Arms Export Control
Act and is an integral part of our mutual obligations under the North Atlantic Treaty.
Training increases the expertise of the individuals and units involved, develops an appreciation for the tactics of allied forces,
provides experience under varying conditions of terrain and climate, and results in
meaningful contact between the host and
guest armed forces.
Our cooperation with the United Kingdom is solely for the purposes of our NATO
missions. Examples of the types of training
include: management training, staff colleges, radio operator training, some aircrew
training, maintenance training, Red Flag
exercises in Nevada, and search and rescue
training. None of the UK troops are trained
in order to fight in Northern Ireland, and
none receive internal police training here.
Concerning your last question, we have
had no reason to protest. All training is for
NATO missions-not for internal police
functions.
I hope this information will be helpful to
you in responding to your constituents. If I
can be of further assistance, please let me
know.
Sincerely,
Fred c. Iltle.e

THE GRANDGREEN BUSINESS/
COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION

HON. WILLIAM M. BRODHEAD
OF MICHIGAN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. BRODHEAD. Mr. Speaker, I

would like to take a moment to familiarize my colleagues with the work of
the Grandgreen Business/Community
Association in Detroit. This association is actively working to revitalize
neighborhood businesses in the
Grandgreen area of the city, and I believe that its innovative approach is
worthy of attention.
There is no question about the need
to help businesses in urban areas survive. Far too many of these businesses
fold each year. The Grandgreen Asso-
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know the importance of patronizing
local businesses whenever possible and
to let existing and potential entrepreneurs know of the business opportunities that exist within the Grandgreen
area. I am pleased that the association's efforts are enjoying broad and
increasing support from the community.
At a time when many of America's
cities are experiencing severe difficulties, and the administration has proposed large cutbacks in Federal aid to
our cities, I know that my colleagues
will be very interested in the positive
way in which Grandgreen Association
in Detroit has responded to this adversity. I hope that they will join me in
wishing the association and its president, Morris Goodman, every success.•
THE PROBLEMS OF THE
NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY-II

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON
OF INJ?IANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, in

the April 12 edition of the New York
Times magazine Mr. Anthony Parisi
describes the difficult situation of the
nuclear power industry in the United
States. Entitled "Hard Times For Nuclear Power," Mr. Parisi's piece is
quite detailed and comprehensive. It
raises questions of clear relevance for
those of us who wish to understand
the nuclear power industry's condition
and prospects. I hope that my colleagues will give the article the close
attention it deserves.
Drawing heavily on the information
and opinion contained in "Hard Times
For Nuclear Power," I addressed a
series of questions to Mr. James Edwards, the Secretary of Energy. The
response was signed by Mr. Thomas
Dillon, Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Nuclear Reactor Programs, Office of
Nuclear Energy. In my view, Mr.
Dillon is to be commended for a response that is both careful and complete. My letter, Mr. Dillon's covering
letter, and the first half of his enclosure 1 are reprinted here for the benefit and. use of my colleagues. The
second half of enclosure 1, enclosure 2,
and enclosure 3 will be reprinted in
subsequent editions of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Washington, D.C., May 28, 1981.

Hon. JAMES EDWARDS,
Secretary, Department of Energy, Forrestal
Building, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: I recently read an
article entitled "Hard Times for Nuclear
Power" in The New York Times Magazine
of April 12, 1981. The author of the article,
Mr. Anthony Parisi, is not known to me, but
if his observations are accurate then he is
raising several important points which must
be addressed.
After studying the article quite closely
and giving it a good deal of thought, it occurred to me that I ought to get your ideas
on a number of matters. Your answers to
the following questions would be greatly appreciated:
1. Mr. Parisi states that "nuclear power is
shrinking in this country • • • under its own
economic weight." He attributes the industry's financial plight to a slackening in
demand for electricity in the face of higher
prices for fuel. In your opinion, what does
the slack demand <high price) referred to by
Mr. Parisi mean for the industry in the
short run? In the long run?
2. Mr. Parisi claims that existing nuclear
facilities save consumers money that they
would otherwise have spent to buy coal or
oil. He adds, however, that nuclear facilities
ordered today would not achieve such savings. Do you agree or disagree? What are
your reasons for your view?
3. Because of "slipping economic growth"
and "the consumer's decision to shun highpriced energy • • •most utilities today have
far more generating capacity on hand than
they need," according to Mr. Parisi. Is this
an accurate assessment of the situation nationwide? What is the situation in the Midwest? In Indiana?
4. According to Mr. Parisi, analysts on
Wall Street are beginning to take a dim view
of nuclear facilities, calling them "an unattractive financial proposition" and "too expensive to build • • • to compensate investors adequately." How widespread are such
views among analysts and investors? Does
your experience lead you to believe that analysts and investors should be skeptical
about nuclear power? What does such skepticism mean for the future of the industry?
5. On another question of finance, Mr.
Parisi notes that "more than one power
company now finds itself in a critical financial squeeze because of nuclear projects that
have proved much more expensive than
anyone had expected." Is this so? If it is,
what are the prospects for these companies?
6. Mr. Parisi acknowledges that federal
regulations have hit the industry hard. He
then cites a study which concludes that
there will be more, not less, regulation in
the years ahead. To your way of thinking,
how much of the industry's problem is due
to unwarranted regulation? Is it your feeling that the conclusion of the above-mentioned study is correct?
7. According to Mr. Parisi, the "number of
new safety problems being detected each
year isn't falling, it's climbing-steeply." Is
it your impression that he is correct? If so,
how would you account for the trend? How
would it be perceived by the public?
8. According to Mr. Parisi, groups of citizens who oppose nuclear power have caused
utilities to incur only minimal additional expense. Do you agree or disagree?
9. In commenting on the relationship between regulation and economic health in
the industry, Mr. Parisi suggests that "even
the ministrations of a sympathetic White
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House are unlikely to cure nuclear's malaise." He then makes the striking claim that
"nothing short of a wholesale dismissal of
the nuclear community's own safety policies
would make a fundamental difference in the
economics of nuclear power." What do you
think of this point of view?
10. Mr. Parisi reports that among utilities
there may now be more interest in coal-fired
plants than in nuclear facilities. As concerns
cost, he says that "virtually all the analyses
show an unmistakable trend toward coal."
Do you sense a growing interest in coal
among utilities? Is coal in fact overtaking,
or has it already overtaken, uranium as a
less costly source of electricity?
I understand that I have put a very large
number of complex questions to you, but I
do want to get a better grasp on the issue of
nuclear power and I am certain that you are
a person whom I should consult. Please feel
free to make whatever additional comments
on Mr. Parisi's article you deem to be appropriate. I look forward to hearing from you
at the earliest possible date.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,
LEE H. HAMILTON,
Member of Congress.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY,
Washington, D.C., June 29, 1981.

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. HAMILTON: This letter is in response to your inquiry to Secretary Edwards
of May 28, 1981, regarding nuclear power
issues. You have raised interesting and important questions that address many of the
key issues facing nuclear power today. We
appreciate the opportunity to present our
views on these key questions.
The answers to the specific questions you
raised are contained in Enclosure 1. In response to your questions concerning generating capacity reserve (question 3), my staff
has prepared additional analyses of the current situation. These are included as Enclosures 2 and 3.
We hope our reply meets your needs, and
if we can be of further help, please let us
know.
Sincerely,
THOMAS A. DILLON,
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Nuclear Reactor Programs,
Office of Nuclear Energy,

Three enclosu:-es.
Enclosure 1.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS RAISED BY HON. LEE
H. HAMILTON
Question 1. ~v1r. Parisi states that "nuclear
power is shrinking in this country • • •
under its own economic weight." He attributes the industry's financial plight to a
slackening in demand for electricity in the
face of higher prices for fuel. In your opinion, what does the slack demand <high
price) referred to by Mr. Parisi mean for the
industry in the short run? In the long run?
Answer. Electric utilities have faced increasingly difficult times since the Arab Oil
embargo in 1973-1974. Lower demand
growth, quadrupling fossil fuel prices,
lengthening project schedules for new construction as a result of substantially increased regulatory requirements, all-time
high financing costs as the result of general
inflation, and failure of State utility commissions to set rates that permit utilities to
earn a fair return on investment, have
eroded the strength of most of the Nation's
utilities. While these conditions affect all

types of powerplants, higher financing costs
have significantly impacted both nuclear
and coal-fired plants due to the initially
larger capital investment required. However,
this higher capital cost is offset by significantly lower fuel costs over the operating
life of the plant, and, as compared to oil or
gas-fired alternatives, nuclear and coal
plants produce electricity with overall lower
total power costs.
In the short run, utilities have adjusted to
these changed conditions by canceling and
deferring some previously ordered plants. In
1980, for example, 12 nuclear plants were
canceled, continuing a pattern of the last
several years. Many utilities have stressed
the importance of conservation in an attempt to preclude the requirement for further capital investment.
In the long run, it is important to note
that while the rate of change of electricity
demand is down from previous levels, the
total demand is still growing at a significant
rate. Even during periods of stagnant domestic economic growth, the consumption
of electricity and the fraction that electricity represented of total energy grew. In
recent testimony before the House Science
and Technology Committee's oversight and
investigations subcommittee, Martin Greenberger, an energy forecasting expert from
Johns Hopkins University, said that while
energy to gross national product ratios have
tended to decline since the 1950's, even
during periods of level or declining prices,
this has not been true for electricity. Electricity demand has tended to increase faster
than gross national product, so that ratio is
probably 1.3 to 1.5. Hence, economic growth
of 3 to 4 percent would require electric
energy demand growth of 4 to 6 percent.
Recent studies by the Edison Electric Institute and the Electric Power Research Institute have reached similar conclusions.
Fueled by a revitalization of our economy,
we believe this trend to increased electrification will accelerate.
Question 2. Mr. Parisi claims that existing
nuclear facilities save consumers money
that they would otherwise have spent to
buy coal or oil. He adds, however, that nuclear facilities ordered today would not
achieve such savings. Do you agree or disagree? What are your reasons for your view?
Answer. We disagree with Mr. Parisi's assertion that future nuclear powerplants will
not be more economic than coal or oil-fired
plants.
Existing nuclear powerplants
produce power at a lower average cost than
coal and oil-fired powerplants; in fact, the
cost of fuel for oil-fired plants is more than
twice the total average cost of producing
power in nuclear plants. Further, we believe
that future nuclear powerplants will continue to provide electric power at lower or competitive costs as compared to coal-fired
plants. As Mr. Parisi notes, there are large
differences in the cost of power from individual plants due to regional and site-related differences, such as design requirements,
the cost of construction labor, and the type
of coal burned. On a regional basis, existing
coal and nuclear plants exhibit a wide range
of estimated costs-up to 30 percent. In
some regions, nuclear power costs are lower
and in some regions coal-fired power is
lower, but on the average for the United
States, nuclear power is most economic.
It is difficult to predict the future cost of
power from any system because of the regional differences, fuel costs, changing regulatory requirements, and time-related uncertainties. Studies of future power costs tend
to vary widely, but most, based on realistic
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assumptions, project a continued cost advantage for nuclear power. There are several reasons for this. Although nuclear powerplant capital costs continue to rise, coalfired plants are subject to many of the same
capital cost escalation factors, such as for
labor, materials, equipment, and engineering. Also, both types of plants have similar
requirements for turbine plant equipment,
electric plant equipment, heat rejection systems, land, and some structures. These
items are more than half of total plant
costs.
A large capital cost uncertainty affecting
both plants is the time required for construction. Factors that lengthen construction periods result in increased costs due to
escalation and interest on funds borrowed
during construction. High capital costs and
longer construction periods make it more
difficult to raise funds for construction in a
tight capital market. Even though a nuclear
plant will produce power at a lower cost
over its operating life, a utility may opt for
a coal-fired plant to lessen the short-term
problems of financing construction. There is
no doubt that the time to construct plants
and the economics of nuclear plants would
be improved if regulatory requirements
were stabilized so that plants would not
have to be redesigned and backfitted during
construction.
The other major uncertainty is the cost of
fuel. Nuclear power has always had a fuel
cost advantage and there are factors that
could make this more pronounced in the
future. In 1979, 18 percent of nuclear plant
power costs were for the fuel cycle, as opposed to 56 percent for fuel in large coalfired plants. Therefore, coal-fired plants are
more sensitive to fuel-related costs. In the
future, coal costs may be even more susceptible to price escalation, since uranium has
no significant alternative uses whereas coal
does. Most long-term energy analyses
project a greatly expanded demand for coal
used by industry and utilities, and for synfuels and exports. Hence, if coal supply becomes restricted in the future, coal prices
could rise rapidly.
Question 3. Because of "slipping economic
growth" and "the consumer's decision to
shun high-priced energy • • • most utilities
today have far more generating capacity on
hand than they need," according to Mr.
Parisi. Is this an accurate assessment of the
situation nationwide? What is the situation
in the Midwest? In Indiana?
Answer. Because of the long lead times required for new generating capacity, utilities
began construction of plants in the early to
mid-1970's based on the higher trends in
eleetric power demand growth at that time.
As a result, some utilities have more than
adequate capacity at this time, but this is
not true for all utilities.
A large reserve margin does not, however,
ensure security of electric energy supply nor
low cost power because in some utilities and
regions the reserve margin is mostly oilfired generating capacity. In 1980, about 26
percent of the generating capacity in the
United States was oil fired and another 11
percent was gas fired. This compares with
an actual reserve margin of 31 percent. In
some regions such as New England, Texas,
New York, Florida, and the Southwest, this
is even more acute, with oil and/or gas comprising 45 to 77 percent of total generating
capacity. In some regions such as Southern
California, reserve margins are dangerously
low, and there is no option but to burn oil
and gas for base load power.
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Most regions of the United States have
the potential to maintain an adequate
supply of electric energy throughout the
1980's if new coal and nuclear plants are
completed on schedule. However, licensing
delays for nuclear and coal plants, environmental concerns with coal, and utility capital shortages will likely delay the schedule
of many of these plants. Therefore, reserve
margins are likely to be lower than currently projected and will be even lower when
electric power demand and economic growth
occurs as a result of the Administration's
economic revitalization program. We recently prepared analyses of electric supply adequacy for the United States, the Midwest,
and Indiana. These analyses are included as
Enclosures 2 and 3.
Question 4. According to Mr. Parisi, analysts on Wall Street are beginning to take a
dim view of nuclear facilities, calling them
"an unattractive financial proposition" and
"too expensive to build . . . to compensate
investors adequately." How widespread are
such views among analysts and investors?
Does your experience lead you to believe
that analysts and investors should be skeptical about nuclear power? What does such
skepticism mean for the future of the industry?
Answer. The view that nuclear powerplants are no longer sound financial investments is widespread among many analysts
and investors. The same is true, to only a
slightly lesser extent, for coal-fired plants.
There have been approximately 50 nuclear
and 50 coal-fired plants canceled by utilities
in the past 5 years. Although costs for both
coal and nuclear plants have increased well
above the inflation rate, they both can still
provide power at costs substantially below
those of oil or gas.
At the present time, any large capital expenditure by utilities is not in their best financial interest due to their current low
return on investment. Utility rates being set
by State commissions are resulting in an average earned return on investment of only
11 percent, well below that which an investor could obtain elsewhere. Therefore, many
utilities have adopted a very conservative investment strategy and are canceling or delaying both coal and nuclear plants, not because it is necessarily in the long-term interest of their customers, but because they are
obligated to protect the shorter term financial interests of their investors.
In summary:
Nuclear and coal plant costs have increased substantially due in large part to an
unduly long, complicated licensing and regulatory process;
Inflation has driven up the cost of borrowed money and basic plant costs; and
State commission rate decisions have not
fully compensated for the effects of increased costs and inflation, but have allowed pass-through fuel adjustment costs.
In many cases, these adjustments are automatic without extensive public review.
Unless inflation is brought under control,
the nuclear licensing and regulatory process
streamlined, and utility rates based on providing utilities with a return on investment
consistent with other investment opportunities, then more nuclear <and coal) plants
will be canceled, and the current defacto
moratorium on new nuclear plant orders
will continue.
Question 5. On another question of finance, Mr. Parisi notes that "more than one
power company now finds itself in a critical
financial squeeze because of nuclear projects that have proved much more expensive

than anyone had expected." Is this so? If it
is, what are the prospects for these companies?
Answer. Without exception, over the past
decade, utilities have found that the costs of
nuclear <and coal) plants are higher than
originally anticipated. This is primarily the
result of the rapid increase in general inflation and a nuclear licensing and regulatory
process that has become unduly long and
complicated. At this same time, as noted in
the answer to the previous question, the
rate of return earned by utilities, as set by
the State commissions, has not kept pace
with general inflation. For many years, utilities were able to compensate for these factors by "feeding" off of their good financial
health. They did this by borrowing more
money and issuing more stock. However,
their financial condition has deteriorated to
the point where they can no longer use this
approach. Instead, utilities are in the process of improving their financial prospects by
the only means they have under their direct
control, namely: ( 1 > they are canceling
plants that have little construction completed (<20 percent>: <2> delaying those that
have some construction completed (20-80
percent>; and <3> attempting to expedite
those that are nearly completed <>80 percent>.•

LUTHER BURBANK SENIOR
HIGH SCHOOL

HON. ROBERT T. MATSUI
OF CALIFORNIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Mr. MATSUI. Mr. Speaker, it was
my pleasure recently to learn of the
great strides being made at one of the
schools in my district, Luther Burbank
Senior High School.
A proud faculty member, Frances
Graves, the school librarian, has noted
for me the great number of students
honored for a range of academic and
extracurricular activities. The list is
too long to reprint here, but I want to
formally extend my congratulations to
the entire faculty, staff, and student
body for their many achievements.
I would urge continuing and new
students of Luther Burbank to keep
striving for the standards of excellence that have been set by previous
classes.
I think it is important for those of
us in public life to take official note of
the activities and achievements of our
young people.e
CONGRESSIONAL SALUTE
TO
HON. EUGENE ZOPPO, OF NEW
JERSEY, EXEMPLARY CITIZEN,
DISTINGUISHED LABOR CONSULTANT, AND OUTSTANDING
COMMUNITY LEADER

HON. ROBERT A. ROE
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

• Mr. ROE. Mr. Speaker, on Thursday, July 16, the residents of my con-
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gressional district and State of New
Jersey will join with the officers and
members of the New Jersey Federation of Senior Citizens in testimony to
one of our most distinguished citizens,
founder and immediate past president
of the New Jersey Federation of
Senior Citizens, Hon. Eugene Zoppo,
an outstanding community leader and
good friend whose standards of excellence throughout his lifetime have
truly enriched our community, State,
and Nation. I know that you and our
colleagues here in the Congress will
want to join with me in extending our
warmest greetings and felicitations to
Gene Zoppo in deep appreciation of all
of his good works and share great
pride in the success of his accomplishments with his wife, Riva; daughter
Dorothea of Dallas, Tex.; daughter
Judith Zoppo Filyaw and husband
George of Oakland, N.J.; son Eugene,
Junior, and wife Barbara of Tucker
Ga.; and grandchildren Laura · Filyaw:
Jason Filyaw, and Damion Zoppo as
they celebrate this milestone of
achievements in their family endeavors.
Mr. Speaker, Eugene Zoppo was
born in San Leucio, Province of
Naples, Italy, on May 30, 1909. He attended Gian Battista Della Porta
School, Naples, Italy; Gian Battista
Della Porta High School, Naples,
Italy; and St. Mary's Elementary
School, Paterson, N.J. During the
period 1946 to 1974 he attended inservice summer college for UAW union
representatives. In 1973 he was awarded a certificate for completion of a
course on occupational health and
safety-OSHA-at Rutgers University,
New Brunswick, N.J.
We are proud to boast that he
adopted America as his home and is a
resident of the city of Paterson, N.J.
Gene will long be remembered for
his outstanding service to the working
man and woman as a consultant in
labor relations. Beginning January
1928 to January 1946 Mr. Zoppo was
employed by the Curtiss-Wright Corp.
as aircraft parts inspector. During this
period he also served as labor representative helping to negotiate the first
collective bargaining agreement, dated
October 21, 1943, between UAW Local
669 and Curtiss-Wright.
In 1946 he was employed by the
International United Auto, Agricultural, Aerospace Workers of America
<UAW) as an international representative where he served with distinction
until he severed his duties in June
1974 in compliance with a UAW constitutional provision requiring retirement of persons reaching the age of
65. He negotiated first contracts following union organization and subsequent renewal contracts. He presented
approximately 500 cases in arbitration
before "ad hoc" and permanent
"umpire" system. He was responsible
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for presenting worker's grievances at
various steps of grievance procedure
and prearbitration hearings and for
writing prehearing and posthearing
briefs. For his professional expertise
and capabilities he received the UAW
Solidarity Award for outstanding service in December 1972.
Gene addressed college and high
school groups on "Labor's Role in our
Economy," and achieved renown as a
speaker on various subjects concerning
labor-management relations. He conducted grievance procedure classes at
UAW Summer College and at union
halls throughout our Nation. He instructed union leaders in collective
bargaining, and is well known for his
conduct of classes on contract interpretation
and
job
evaluation<NMTA). Among his publications on
labor relations, he authored the book
entitled, "Umpire Decisions"-Bendix
Corp. and the UAW, 1946-63.
Mr. Speaker, Gene Zoppo has served
on numerous municipal committees
and has made an outstanding contribution to the development and enhancement of our community-particularly in providing quality leadership to our senior citizens-all in the
cause of good will, friendship, and the
ever lasting dignity of his fellowman.
He was a founder of the New Jersey
Federation of Senior Citizens and with
your permission I would like to insert
a profile on the organization of this
most prestigious organization for our
s~nior citizens which has brought enrichment of the spirit and recreation
to all of our people through the many
programs fostered by the organization
for the enjoyment and richness of the
leisure hours of our seniors and retirees, as follows:
THE NEW JERSEY FEDERATION OF SENIOR
CITIZENS

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
Wit!; unity of purpose the New Jersey Federatio!1- of Senior Citizens is able to do more
than Just speak out on the issues. It is able
to actively work on them each and every
day.
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from the current twice a year to once
a year.
This proposal was considered under
a rule which provided for a straight up
or down vote on a large package of
budget provisions. While I did not support every section of the bill, I felt
that on balance it provided a reasonable approach to controlling the growth
o~ Fe~eral spending. Additionally, the
b~part1san measure actually provided a
higher level of funding for several important educational and social programs than the Budget Committee's
alternate proposal.
Immediately following the vote on
the .bipartisan proposal, there was a
motion to recommit the bill to the
Budget Committee with instructions
to restore the twice a year COLA for
Federal re~irees. House parliamentary
rules reqmre that Members first vote
to e.nd debate in order to vote on a
n:iot1on to recommit. I voted to discontu~ue debate and move to the consider~t1c;m of the twice a year COLA. A maJor~ty of the House concurred in this
action by a vote of 215 to 212.
Soon after the motion to recommit
was adopted, Rules Committee Chairn:ia? R~CHARD BOLLING, who was pres~dmg m the Speaker's chair at the
time, called for a vote on the twice a
year COLA. I called out "aye," as did
m~ny of my colleagues. To the surprise of .a great number of Members,
myself mcluded, Chairman BOLLING
ruled that the "nays" had carried the
vote.
A.s a result of parliamentary maneuvermg by the leadership of the House
of Representatives, we were denied the
oppo:tunity for a recorded vote on
this important issue. I am sure that
had the Members of the House been
presented with a recorded vote, there
wo1:1ld i:aye been a very good chance of
mamtammg the twice a year COLA
for Federal retirees.
Mr. Speaker, it is my sincere hope
that the House Post Office and Civil
Service Committee move expeditiously
to restore and reinstate the twice a
year COLA for Federal retirees.e

Mr. Speaker, it is important to note
that Gene Zoppo served as my congressional senior intern in May 1979
an.d .1980, a program in which I was
privileged to be a sponsor with some of
my colleagues providing an opportunity for our senior citizens to learn firsthand what the Federal Government is
doing in policy areas of special interest
to the e~derly. I was proud of his representation of my office at the series
of briefings with experts from Governn:ient agen~ies and private organizations and his outstanding contribution
~o the comprehensive overview of
issues of concern to our older Americans.
Mr. Speaker, Gene Zoppo was an
active member of many civic and charitable orgar;iizations ..He was secretary,
Paterson City Council on Aging; chairman, Passaic County Advisory Board
Of~ice on Aging; legislative director:
pmted. County Seniors; founder and
1mmed1~te past president, New Jersey
~ederation of Senior Citizens; executive board member, Citizens Labor
Energy Committee-CLEC; trustee
Paterson Association for the Blind_:
PAB; member, Community Development Advisory Committee; and chairman, Title XX Coalition, Passaic
County.
All of us have been deeply touched
by Gene's exemplary wisdom dedicatioD:, ~nd sincerity of pur'pose in
ach1evmg excellence in the quality of
life and its fulfillment. I am pleased to
call your attention to his lifetime of
goo~ .works and seek this national recogmt1on of Gene Zoppo who meets
each day's challenge with a zeal and
purpose that we can well take heed of
ar;id ad~ir~. I share the great pride of
his family m his accomplishments and
al? privileged to be numbered amongst
his many, many friends.
Mr. Speaker, it is indeed appropriate
that we reflect on the deeds and
achieyements of our people who have
contributed to the quality of life and
~ay of life here in America. We do
mdeed salute a distinguished citizen JERRY
FALWELL
VERSUS
community leader, and good friend_:
LIONEL STANDER OF "HART
Hon. Eugene Zoppo.e
TO HART"

New Jersey Federation of Senior Citizens
emerged as a result of a "Rally against inflation" held in January 1975 by the Pater·
son Council of Seniors and the Passaic
County of Seniors. This on-target assault on
one of the most pressing concerns of seniors
is typical of the sharp focus which the Federation has brought to all areas where they
have championed.the cause of the elderly.
The New Jersey Federation was founded
as a non-profit, non-partisan action coalition a_nd has_ expanded to become the most
effective semor organization in the State. It
serves as a vehicle which provides input into
t~e decision making processes affecting the
lives of our State seniors and their commuTWICE A YEAR COLA FOR
nities. At present, the Federation has over
FEDERAL RETIREES
50~ Senior clubs and represents over 300,000
ret~r~es from almost every cultural, ethnic,
rellg10us and geographic community in the
HON. CHRISTOPHER H. SMITH
garden state.
OF NEW JERSEY
Perhaps the key to the success enjoyed by
IN
THE
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
the New Jersey Federation of Senior CitiTuesday, July 14, 1981
zens lies in the fact that it is truly a nonpartisan organization and also that it deals •Mr. SMITH of New Jersey. Mr.
with those issues to which seniors can ad- Speaker, when we in this House passed
dress themselves with unity. Because the
Federation embraces, without exception the "Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
any senior who wishes to see positiv~ Ac~ of 1981," a provision of this legischanges for the elderly this viable organiza- lat10n altered the cost-of-living adjusttion can plan its method more efficiently. ments for Federal civil service retirees

HON. LARRY McDONALD
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. McDONALD. Mr. Speaker in
these ?ays of historical significaiice,
when it appears that America is re~~rning to moral and legal responsibil1t1es, there still exists those who would
atte~pt to smear through gross hypocrisy, those who fight for such a
return. One example of such hypocri~Y was contained in the May 16-22
issue of TV Guide.
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The article was titled, "Lionel
Stands Up for Things." He sure does.
For my colleagues and the rest of
America, the record of Lionel Stander,
sometime chauffeur, sometime butler,
sometime dog supervisor, should be
spelled out. Of course, in the article
written very soliticiously by Robert
Ward, the first attack is on Jerry Falwell and his moral majority. And that
is where the hypocrisy comes in.
Stander makes much of the fact that
Falwell is an alarmist. After all, Stander, speaking of some 50 years ago
states: "Back then, there was as much
or more adultery, homosexuality, and
all the things Falwell hates."
There is no doubt that the statement of Stander is a truism-for himself. For not a few paragraphs later,
Stander would state: "It was always
the same. I always went for a girl from
the ages of 18 to 24. I always fell
madly in love with her, lived with her
for anywhere from 4 months to 4
years, then got married because she
wanted to. I never wanted to. Then we
had a child, and when the child was 2
or 3, I'd leave." And a few sentences
later: "You have to do what your
heart tells you to do, no matter what."
And to the average American thus far,
I would query: Which side, America,
Jerry Falwell or Lionel Stander?
Then there is Stander calling for
Jerry Falwell to take the money in
contributions, from which Stander
calls suckers and have his TV presentations compete in the free marketplace. Now that is ironic, for you see,
Lionel Stander, identified in sworn testimony, has been a Communist Party
member since at least 1938. And as
most of us know, Communists do not
believe in the free marketplace. It is
further ironic, for at the time Stander
was active-and who knows, still is-in
the Communist Party, David Selznick
had offered $1 million to the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League-which was directly under the control of Communists-if they would change their
name to the Hollywood Anti-Nazi and
Anti-Communist League. Of course,
the Communists being the hypocritical socialists they were and are, would
not accept. And again we ask America:
Which side, Jerry Falwell or Lionel
Stander?
Then there is the observation of
Lionel Stander that, "and my own
friends-the half-assed liberals-they
ignored me completely." We wonder if
he could have been talking about

Edward G. Robinson, who on April 30,
1952, testified as follows of men like
Lionel Stander:
I have always been a liberal Democrat.
The revelations that persons whom I
thought were sincere liberals were, in fact,
Communists, has shocked me more than I
can tell you. That they persuaded me by lies
and concealment of their real purposes to
allow them to use my name for what I believed to be a worthy cause is now obvious. I
was sincere. They were not. Not one of the
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Communists who sought my help or requested permission to use my name ever
told me that he or she was a member of the
Communist Party.

For the benefit of my colleagues I
submit the sworn testimony of four individuals concerning Communist activity of Lionel Stander. Note in one instance that individual whom Stander
introduced to the Communist Party,
Marc Lawrence, that he, Lawrence,
"* • • will make out more with the
dames," if he becomes a knowledgeable Communist. And once more, America, which side, Jerry Falwell or Lionel
Stander? Testimony from the House
Committee on Un-American Activities
follows:
COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF HOLLYWOOD
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
TESTIMONY OF MARC LAWRENCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY HIS COUNSEL, MURDAUGH S. MADDEN
Mr. TAVENNER. You are Mr. Marc Lawrence?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Yes, sir, I am Marc Lawrence, and I am a motion picture actor. I
have been an actor for 19 years in the
motion picture business. I came to California in 1932, and in 1932 I worked around
Hollywood.
About 1938 I attended a number of "cause
parties." This was not because I was interested at the time, but that is what happened: There was a girl who played the
piano very well, and she introduced me to
these parties. I went to these parties with
her, and then I met an actor named Lionel
Stander, who said to me, "You want to get
to know how to talk to these people. The
thing for you to do is to go to classes."
Mr. TAVENNER. Now, that was Lionel
Stander?
Mr. LAWRENCE. Lionel Stander.
Mr. TAVENNER. S-t-a-n-d-e-r?
Mr. LAWRENCE. S-t-a-n-d-e-r, that is correct, sir. So I went to a number of classes
with these guys.
Mr. TAVENNER. When was this? Did you
state the date?
Mr. LAWRENCE. About 1938, sir. I went to a
number of these parties where they used to
read from the books and read the lectures,
and intellectuals would tell stories, and it
was very confusing.
Mr. TAVENNER. The stories of what?
Mr. LAWRENCE. They would read. Guys
come in and they would read books. They
would tell us, "This is what happened, and
this is the reason for the war in Spain. This
is what happened here, and that is what
happened there." I got a lot of headaches
listening to these guys.
I want to say this: That after I attended
about 12 of these meetings what happened
was this. They came to me with a card and
they said, "Sign this card, because you are a
member of the party, but don't sign your
own name for security reasons." I did not
know what this meant. I was at the time interested in paying, you know, for the expenses of this thing, so I signed a name. Not
my name. I picked it out of a newspaper,
and that is what I signed. I don't know what
name I signed.
Mr. TAVENNER. You stated that Lionel
Stander was the one who introduced you
into the Communist Party?
Mr. LAWRENCE. He was the guy that said
to me, "Get to know this stuff and you will
make out more with the dames." This is the
guy. This is the introduction.
Mr. VELDE. What was that he said to you?
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Mr. LA WREN CE. You get to know the dames
more, with the line. I got confused a great
deal. Now, this stuff really confused me. I
thought at first it was a good idea. I went to
the thing because I thought that you could
learn something. I never learned anything.
Mr. TAVENNER. Well, was he one of the
persons who was in this cell with you,
Lionel Stander?
Mr. LA WREN CE. He was; yes. Yes, of course
he was.
TESTIMONY OF HAROLD J. ASHE
Mr. TAVENNER. You are Mr. Harold J.
Ashe?
Mr. ASHE. That's right.
Mr. TAVENNER. When and where were you
born, Mr. Ashe?
Mr. ASHE. Irvington, Pa., February 18,
1901.
Mr. TAVENNER. What is your profession or
calling?
Mr. ASHE. I am a free-lance magazine
writer.
Mr. TAVENNER. Now, while you were a
member of the downtown group of the Communist Party, were you assigned the task of
organizing units or sections of the Communist Party or cells of the Communist Party?
Mr. ASHE. At one time I was. I held possibly 20 positions at one time or another in
the Communist Party.
Mr. TAVENNER. Well, I think this would be
a good time for you to state just what positions you have held in the Communist
Party.
Mr. ASHE. Well, I was State chairman of
the State central committee of the party in
1936. I was downtown-section organizer for
about a year, year and a half; Western
Worker correspondent for approximately a
year.
Mr. TAVENNER. Now, right there for just a
moment. What publication was that?
Mr. ASHE. Western Worker, official publication of the Communist Party at that time.
Mr. TAVENNER. Was it succeeded by another publication?
Mr. ASHE. Yes. I was succeeded by the
People's Daily World.
Mr. TAVENNER. Proceed.
Mr. ASHE. I believe I was county chairman
at one time of the Relief Workers' Protective Union, which was composed of unemployed workers and which was a very fine
source for recruiting party members at that
time. I was chairman of various united-front
groups. I was official speaker for the Communist Party for a considerable period of
time. I toured the State. I believe I edited a
paper called the Hunger Fighter, official
organ of the Relief Workers' Protective
Union, and probably held a good many
other jobs. I taught briefly in the Los Angeles Workers' School, taught what was
known as labor journalism. Actually, it was
teaching them basic English.
I can't think of any more offhand. Oh,
yes, I served for a while on the Los Angeles
County disciplinary committee and I was a
member of the executive committee of the
Communist Party here in Los Angeles
county.
Mr. TAVENNER~ Will you give us the name
of others, please?
Mr. ASHE. Lucy Stander, who was at the
time the wife of J. Stander, also known as
Lionel Stander. He was a character actor, I
believe, in Hollywood. He, however, was not
in the unit for any great length of time. I
recall distinctly that he was brought in and
a very short time later was transferred out.
I don't know the reason for the transfer. I
think it was arranged directly between
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Stander and the county office of the party.
However, his wife remained in one of these
professional units.
Mr. TAVENNER. You are definite in your
statement, however, that Lionel Stander
was a member of this group?
Mr. AsHE. Lionel Stander was definitely a
member of this group. He was transferred
in, and I handled the transfer. Of that I am
positive.
Mr. TAVENNER. Do you recall from what
place he was transferred?
Mr. ASHE. I believe New York City.
TESTIMONY OF MILDRED ASHE
Mr. TAVENNER. You are Mrs. Mildred
Ashe?
Mrs. ASHE. That is correct.
Mr. TAVENNER. You were formerly the
wife of Mr. Harold Ashe?
Mrs. AsHE. Yes.
Mr. TAVENNER. Well, now, tell us more
about your duties as a collector.
Mrs. ASHE. Well, my duties were-I had a
list of people who contributed each month,
and I contacted them at a place that they
designated, picked up the money, gave them
a receipt always made out to a name that
would be comparable to a party name. I
mean, their own name never went on a receipt, but they received a receipt that had
the party seal on it, and I brought the
money into the office.
Mr. TAVENNER. When was this?
Mrs. ASHE. In 1934.
Mr. TAVENNER. What territory or area did
you perform those services in?
·
Mrs. ASHE. Well, Los Angeles, Hollywood,
a time or two I even went down to Malibu
Beach. It was southern California-I mean,
it was the Los Angeles area.
Mr. TAVENNER. Did you seek contributions
from persons engaged in the moving-picture
industry?
Mrs. ASHE. There were a few; yes.
Mr. TAVENNER. In receiving those donations, did the donor understand the purpose
for which the money was being given?
Mrs. ASHE. Yes; they understood it perfectly.
Mr. TAVENNER. They understood that it
was for the Communist Party?
Mrs. AsHE. Yes; they understood that.
Mr. TAVENNER. And you gave them receipts in fictitious names?
Mrs. ASHE. That's correct.
Mr. TAVENNER. Can you give us the names
at this time of persons in the industrymoving-picture industry?
Mrs. ASHE. Well, I can only give you a few,
because my memory isn't good on it. J.
Sanders was on my list. That is Lionel
Stander, as he is known professionally.
Mr. TAVENNER. How frequently did he
make contributions?
Mrs. AsHE. Once a month. I know he used
to complain because he said he was a fatted
cow for the party, and that was all.
Mr. TAVENNER. He was what?
Mrs. ASHE. A fatted cow. He was making a
lot of money.
Mr. TAVENNER. Well, were these special
contributions or were they dues?
Mrs. ASHE. No; they were not dues. They
were voluntary contributions to the Communist Party for use in party work.
Mr. TAVENNER. Did you receive donations
from persons who were not members of the
party?
Mrs. AsHE. Well, at the time I was collecting from Mr. Stander we didn't know he was
a party member.
Mr. TAVENNER. How is that?
Mrs. ASHE. We didn't know he was a party
member at that time.
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Mr. TAVENNER. Yes.
Mrs. ASHE. This was before Z-100 and Z150 were organized.
Mr. TAVENNER. It was after that that he
became a member of the Communist Party
Cell Z-100?
Mrs. ASHE. Yes, that's correct.
TESTIMONY OF MARTIN BERKELEY, ACCOMPANIED BY HIS COUNSEL, EDWARD BENNETT WILLIAMS
Mr. TAVENNER. What is your profession?
Mr. BERKELEY. I am a screen writer.
Mr. TAVENNER. Now, before we come to a
discussion of that, can you give us the
names of persons known to you at the time,
persons who later were known to you, to be
members of the Communist Party who attended this first meeting at the home of
Frank Tuttle which was being addressed by
V. J. Jerome?
Mr. BERKELEY. There were approximately
50 people at the meeting. Looking back on
the meeting I would say that approximately
20 of these people were later revealed to me
in fractions or in party groups as members
of the Communist Party.
One of the most active there was John
Bright, a screen writer whose wife, Josephine Bright, was an organizer in the Mexican section of this community.
Mr. TAVENNER. Will you spell his last
name, please.
Mr. BERKELEY. B-r-i-g-h-t. John Bright.
His wife's name was Josephine Bright. I also
met for the first time Lionel Stander, who
later became chairman of the actors' fraction. With him was his wife-his then wife,
Alice Twitchell. It is interesting to know
that sometime later during the strike at the
Hollywood Citizen News, for which I gave a
benefit at my home for the striking newspapermen, at which we raised approximately a
thousand dollars. I believe, to help the
newspaper Guild, and I am very proud that
we did, Stander was at this meeting and
called me over into a corner and introduced
me to Comrade Harry Bridges:
Mr. TAVENNER. You refer to Stander as the
chairman of the actors' fraction, if I understood you correctly.
Mr. BERKELEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. TAVENNER. By fraction, what do you
mean?
Mr. BERKELEY. Well, a fraction is a group
of party members-now, there were two
kinds of fractions. There is an open fraction
and there is a closed fraction. When I use
the word "fraction" from now on, I mean a
closed fraction at which only party members are admitted. The fraction is composed
of Communists who have a common interest
either in a mass organization in which they
are functioning or a trade-union, a political
party or such like. There were fractions of
actors, fractions of writers, I presume fractions of the directors, though I have no
knowledge of that; fractions in the Hollywood Anti-Nazi League and other front organizations.
Mr. TAVENNER. But in short, it meant
membership in the Communist Party?
Mr. BERKELEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. TAVENNER. You mention the name of
Lionel Stander.
Mr. BERKELEY. Yes, sir.
Mr. TAVENNER. Did you ever attend a Communist Party meeting in his home?
Mr. BERKELEY. I did, sir.

And a postscript. We mentioned a
doubt as to whether Lionel Stander
still is a Communist. Only he knows,
and when queried by House committee
investigators, he simply hid behind
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the fifth amendment. Ironic, it is, for
one to hide behind the fifth amendment of our Constitution when loyalty
to communism was then loyalty to the
U.S.S.R. which entertains no tolerance
to dissent in the Soviet Union. So
much for Lionel Stander, sometime
chauffeur, sometime butler, sometime
dog supervisor-on the TV program"Hart to Hart."•
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE
CONGRESSIONAL STEEL CAUCUS

HON. BARBARA A. MIKULSKI
OF MARYLAND

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Ms. MIKULSKI. Mr. Speaker, in accordance with Executive Committee
order No. 1, I am respectfully submitting herewith the quarterly financial
report of the Congressional Steel
Caucus for insertion in the RECORD.
The report is as follows:
Quarterly Report, cumulative statement of
expenses, U.S. Ho'Use Of Representatives,
Congressional Steel Caucus

Salaries ............................................... $10,585.86
Postage ................................................
38.45
Stationery <donations-Mr. Bevill)
108.25
Telephone ...........................................
137 .55
Publications........................................
89.60
Equipment ..........................................
528.60
Printing...............................................
169.50
Miscellaneous.....................................
236.27
Total expenses for the 1st quarter 1981 ......................................... 11,894.08
Quarterly Report, fund balance statement,
U.S. House of Representatives, Congressional Steel Caucus

Balance forward <as of Jan. l,
1981) .................................................. -$230.11
Total revenues <clerk hire, dues
and donations> ................................ 28,244.11
Balance ...................................... 28,014.00
Expenses:
January 1981 ................................ -3,260.48
February 1981 .............................. -4,617.98
March 1981 ................................... -4,015.62
Remainder .......................................... 16,119.92
Interest deposit..................................
+7.33
Balance <as of Mar. 31, 1981) .... 16,127.25
Congressional Steel Caucus dues paid as
of June 27, 1981:
Joseph Addabbo, Douglas Applegate,
Eugene Atkinson, Don Bailey, Adam Benjamin, Tom Bevill, William Brodhead, Clarence Brown, George Brown, and Don Clausen.
William Clinger, Cardiss Collins, John
Conyers, Lawrence Coughlin, William J.
Coyne, Dan Daniel, Robert Davis, Edward
Derwinski, John Dingell, and Dennis E.
Eckart.
Allen Ertel, David Evans, John G. Fary,
Vic Fazio, William Ford, Joseph Gaydos,
Sam Gejdenson, Benjamin Gilman, Sam B.
Hall, Jr., and James V. Hansen.
John Hiler, Elwood Hillis, Ken Holland,
Thomas Kindness, Ray Kogovsek, Tom
Lantos, John LeBoutillier, Raymond Lederer, Gary Lee, and Jerry Lewis.
Clarence Long, Thomas Luken, Stanley
Lundine, Robert Mcclory, Joseph McDade,
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Bob McEwen, Marc Marks, Dan Marriott,
and James Martin.
Robert Michel, Clarence Miller, George
Miller, Barbara Mikulski, Donald Mitchell,
Robert Mollohan, Ronald Mottl, Austin
Murphy, John Murtha, and John Napier.
James Nelligan, Bill Nichols, Henry
Nowak, Mary Rose Oakar, James Oberstar,
George O'Brien, Thomas P. O'Neill, Donald
Pease, Carl Perkins, and Melvin Price.
Carl Pursell, Nick Joe Rahall, Ralph
Regula, Don Ritter, Robert Roe, Marty
Russo, Gus Savage, James Scheuer, Richard
Schulze, and John Seiberling.
Richard Shelby, Bud Shuster, Paul
Simon, Albert Lee Smith, J. William Stanton, David M. Staton, Louis Stokes, Gene
Taylor, Bruce Vento, and Doug Walgren.
Robert Walker, Richard White, Lyle Williams, Charles Wilson, Gus Yatron, Clement
Zablocki, and Leo Zeferetti.e

AGAIN-THE MISGUIDED SWORD
OF ECONOMY THREATENS TO
HURT THE ELDERLY POOR

HON. MARIO BIAGGI
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Speaker,

As an
original member of the House Select
Committee on Aging-and equally as
important-as a fervent opponent of
the House-passed budget reconciliation bill, I wish to bring to the attention of my colleagues an editorial from
this morning's Washington Post entitled "The Unkindest Cut of All."
This editorial deals with a provision
contained in both the Senate- and
House-passed reconciliation billsnamely the elimination of the socalled minimum benefit paid to some 3
million social security recipients. Let
us examine precisely what the minimum benefit is. It provides these 3
million elderly-many of whom are
among the poorest in our Nation with
a minimum payment of $122 a month.
As the Post editorial points out-

Some may have worked for many years as
domestics, farm workers, or in low wage self
employment not always covered by Social
Security.

Of the 3 million affected, it is estimated that perhaps 1 million may be
able to be carried into the SSI program. However for the remaining elderly, the future is nowhere near as
clear. The reasoning employed for approving this cut is clearly rejected by
the Post editorialFederal retirees are cited as the main
target of the cut-although they make up
only 6 percent of the group and the better
off Federal pensioners who get more than
the minimum will not be affected.

The article concludes with the sobering thought·
If, it turns out that many of the people at
risk are both old and far from well-offthese are savings the society should reject.

I agree with the Post's assessment of
this issue. I hope that in the upcoming
House-Senate conference we can devel-
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op an alternative position which might THE
COMMITTEE
RATIO
forestall the elimination of the miniRACKET: A REFORM FOR ALL
mum benefit. It behooves us to try.
SEASONS
At this point in the RECORD I would
like to insert the Washington Post ediHON. WENDELL BAILEY
torial entitled: "The Unkindest Cut of
OF MISSOURI
All."
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
THE UNKINDEST CUT OF ALL
Take a woman in her 80s who has very
little money. One day soon she will open an
official-looking envelope containing a machine-typed letter that informs her that the
Social Security check she's been receiving
for over 15 years will henceforth be reduced
by about $100 a month, more than a fourth
of her poverty-level income. There's some
fine print she can't make out. It says that, if
she'll dispose of her modest savings, she
might be able to go on welfare to make up
some of her loss.
Tear-jerker? Of course-but it's also a live
possibility for many recipients of the Social
Security minimum benefit who, under the
provisions of the two budget bills now
headed for conference, will share an income
loss of about $1 billion starting next year.
We don't know how many such cases there
are among the total, but neither does Congress or David Stockman. Perhaps this is
why they found it easy to make this cut
while shying away from others affecting
more vocal segments of the Social Security
population.
The Social Security Administration estimates that there are about 3 million people
receiving benefits close to the minimum, 2
million of whom will be likely to face a significant income loss. These are people who,
as a result of low wages or relatively few
years of employment covered by Social Security, would qualify at retirement for benefits smaller than $122 a month. Some may
have worked for many years as domestics,
farm workers or in low-wage self-employment not covered by Social Security at the
time. Others may have entered the labor
force late in life after the death of a supporting relative or desertion by a spouse.
On the other hand, some with substantial
property income or a working spouse may
be relatively well off. A small percent are retired federal workers, some with ample pensions, who earned a Social Security benefit
in a few years of private sector employment.
The only estimates people have on how
many fall into what category of need come
from a 1977 survey, but since it only covered
people then entering the rolls it didn't give
a good picture of minimum beneficiaries,
most of whom are known to be quite oldover half a million are said to be in the 80sand almost all of whom are women. A third
of the group might recoup some or all of
their loss from welfare, if they're willing to
apply. Welfare grants, however, are typically less than a poverty level income and are
offset by income from savings or pensions
while Social Security is not.
Federal retirees are cited as the main
target of the cut, although they make up
only six per9ent of the group and the
better-off federal pensioners who get more
than the minimum won't be affected. If
others in the group are similarly well-situated, as the administration claims, then surely
nothing can be lost by adding a little safety
net. How about exempting from the cut
anyone with an income of less than, say,
$5,000 a year? If no one is that poor, it won't
cost anything. If, on the other hand, it
turns out that many of the people at risk
are both old and far from well-off, these are
savings the society should reject.e
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•Mr. BAILEY of Missouri. Mr.
Speaker, for the past several days, I
have discussed the serious issue of
House committee malapportionment.
The system as it now stands invokes
invidious discrimination among the
Members of this House and, for our
constituents, represents a regrettable
debasement of their vote and will.
For nearly 20 years, such overt discrimination has been judicially banned
for the House as a whole. The 1962
case of Baker against Carr mandated
that legislative representation must be
fairly apportioned on a population
basis. But the House has not seen fit
to extend the principle of "one
person-one vote" to its own internal
operations.
Don Radler, a longtime observer of
the congressional scene, noted in his
1976 book "How Congress Works" that
House committees are, in essence
"little legislatures." Radler said that
"Congress is really a Congress of committees rather than individuals" and
that "90 percent of all legislative work
is done in committee rather than on
the floor." As "little legislatures,"
committees should be apportioned as
equitably as the larger legislature-the
House-is as a whole.
Reforms by the minority have been
attempted over the years, but as partisanship rather than proportionality
was the rule of the day, such reforms
have predictably failed. For the sake
of our democracy, it is time we try
again.
EQUITABLE COMMITTEE APPORTIONMENT: IT IS
UP TO US

Mr. Speaker, constitutionally, the
rules which govern the proceedings of
the House are left to the determination of each Congress. Thus, the
manner in which we conduct ourselves
and the business of this House is left
up to us and reflects on all of us.
With the exception of a few notable
Congresses, the practice of apportioning committee slots to insure overrepresentation by the majority reflects badly on the dedication of this
body to democratic principles. Since
the 94th Congress, cynical partisanship has become the norm. The Republicans evinced the same qualities
when last in majority in the 83d Congress. Neither party can be proud of
its role in the evolution of House committee apportionments.
The issue of committee apportionment has become an unfortunate
game of "one-upmanship" justified by
such euphemistic rationalizations as
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"the mandate of the people" and
"firm working majorities." In reality,
committee apportionment has merely
become a device to thwart the will of
the voters and insure excessive control
by the majority party in this House.
Reforms have been discussed many
times in the past only to be paralyzed
in the grip of partisanship. Only when
the Members of this body place the
search for right above might will the
American voter be truly served.
THREE APPROACHES TO FAIR COMMITTEE
APPORTIONMENT

There are basically three paths of
reform available to us in the House.
First, we can return to the postwar
practice, abandoned in 1971, of establishing committee ratios by informal
negotiation between the majority and
minority leadership. Such a system
worked without a great deal of complaint for a quarter of a century although chronic undercounting occurred. The problem with such an approach, however, is that it still does
not guarantee equitable committee
ratios. Rather it just allows the minority a say before the ax falls. Additionally, this approach smacks of closed
door deals and provides no assurances
to the American voter that his or her
vote will be represented equally. I also
believe the committee apportionment
system has become so sullied that sole
reliance on the good will and fair play
of the majority is no longer sufficient.
The second approach to reform is
based on the assumption that the
House is by nature politically divisive
and will never be able to reform itself.
Such an approach calls for the imposition of an outside party-that is a Federal court-to mandate reform that
the House itself cannot reach by internal consensus. Ignoring for a moment
whether House committee ratios are a
justiciable issue, the interference of a
Federal court to force what the House
should do itself would be a most unfortunate precedent. Our system of
Government is based on a tripartite division of power. Respect for the constitutionally delineated domain of each
of our three branches of Government
is the cornerstone of our system of
"checks and balances." To allow a Federal court to violate the essential
domain of the House could set a precedent in which every decision of the
House could become subject to judicial
scrutiny. Thus, judicial test of the legitimacy of a House procedure could
undermine the entire legislative decisionmaking process.
Whether present committee ratios
would even qualify as a justiciable
issue is yet another question and one
which would only be resolved by a
court test. The court could decide that
committee ratios are essentially "political questions" prohibited from judicial scrutiny as a prudent limitation
on court intrusion into legislative or
executive domain. As one lawyer
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noted: "In short, a court will have to
decide not whether it can, but whether it should decide this case."
By the same token, in the case of
United States v. Ballin 044 U.S. 11892), the U.S. Supreme Court held
that while the "Constitution empowers each house to determine its rules
of proceedings • • • it may not by its
rules ignore constitutional restraints
or violate fundamental rights," thus
leaving the door open to judicial scrutiny of House proceedings which unlawfully abridge fundamental rights of
citizens. The Court would have to
decide whether present committee
ratios violate any fundamental rights,
including the "one person-one vote"
rule, thereby rendering the issue justiciable.
Bringing suit against the majority,
while it remains an option, is obviously not a desired means of reform. Such
a suit, as noted, would set a regrettable precedent. It is and should remain
solely a last resort. If, in the future,
the majority should impose even
greater committee disparities, a suit
might be the only resolve. But for all
concerned, it should be avoided if at
all possible.
House committee apportionment is
an issue whose solution should emanate from the Members of this body.
The redress of committee inequities
must become a concern for all, regardless of party, and be resolved once and
for all by incorporation of an equitable formula in the House rules. Preservation of tradition is not a virtue if
that tradition violates the very democratic substance of this House. The
Democrats have a stake in equitable
committee ratios as one day, they, too,
may be in the minority. If my Democratic colleagues feel they can wait
until that time to challenge the Republicans on equitable committee
ratios, I am afraid their pleas will lack
credibility. The Republicans have traditionally supported equitable committee apportionment, but our proposals
have faced rejection time and again. It
might be too much to expect that we
would immediately show magnanimity
to our Democratic colleagues after so
many ·years of ill treatment.
Now is the time to achieve reform.
The Democrats have held the majority in this House since 1955. They currently hold a 51-seat majority and
should not fear allowing that majority
to express its will through the equality
of "one person-one vote': on our committees. If the Democrats concern is
that they cannot hold their majority
on committee votes, then that is a concern to be resolved by the party
caucus and leadership and not by discriminatory action against the minority.
A number of sound amendments to
House rule X, clause 6(a) have been
offered. A full discussion of one such
proposal is found on pages 496-498
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and 519-522 of the 1980 final report of
the Select Committee on Committees,
House Report No. 96-866. Our distinguished Republican whip <Mr. LOTT)
has also introduced House Resolution
100, the Committee Improvement
Amendments of 1981, which deserves
the support of this House. Over 100
Members of the House have already
cosponsored these committee reform
amendments.
I hope my colleagues will study the
issue of committee apportionment and
then search their consciences. The
voters of this Nation have no practical
opportunity to exert their weight to
correct this discrimination on committees, and court resolve would be a
most unfortunate precedent for this
House. That leaves the issue squarely
in our hands. I hope we will ultimately
merit that public trust with responsiveness and responsibility .e
THE AGE OF INFLATION

HON. G. WILLIAM WHITEHURST
OF VIRGINIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. WHITEHURST. Mr. Speaker,

the following excerpt from "The Age
of Inflation," by Dr. Hans F. Sennholz, was sent to me recently, and I
found it to be such an excellent statement of principle that I am pleased to
share it with my colleagues at this
point in the RECORD.
AGE OF INFLATION

<By Hans F. Sennholz)
Dr. Sennholz is one of the clearest voices
of economics today. In more than four hundred publications, he has discussed all aspects of the American financial and economic dilemma. In more than one hundred
public lectures and speeches per year, he
reaches college youth and professional organizations.
Since 1956 Hans Sennholz has been professor of economics and Chairman of the
Economics Department at Grove City College.
Dr. Sennholz is a consulting economist for
Investment Rarities Inc.
No wealth in the world and no political
distribution of this wealth can purchase the
peace and harmony so essential to human
existence. Peace and harmony can be found
only in moral elevation that reaches into
every aspect of human life. A free society is
the offspring of morality that guides the actions and policies of its members. To effect
a rebirth of such a society is to revive the
moral principles that gave it birth in the beginning. It is individual rebirth and rededication to the eternal principles of morality
that are the power and the might. The example of great individuals is useful to lead
us on the way, for nothing is more conducive to morality than the power of a great
example.
To spearhead a rebirth of our free society,
let us rededicate ourselves to a new covenant of redemption, which is a simple restatement of public morality. In the setting
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of our age of economic redistribution and
social conflict it may be stated as follows:
"No matter how the transfer state may
victimize me, I shall seek no transfer payments, nor accept any.
"I shall seek no government grants, loans,
or other redistributive favors, nor accept
any.
"I shall seek no government orders on
behalf of redistribution, nor accept any.
"I shall seek no employment in the government apparatus of redistribution, nor
accept any.
"I shall seek no favors from the regulatory agencies of government, nor accept
any.
"I shall seek no protection from tariff barriers or any other institutional restrictions
on trade and commerce.
"I shall seek no services from, nor lend
support to, institutions that are creatures of
redistribution.
"I shall seek no support from, nor give
support to, associations that advocate or
practice coercion and restraint."
We do not know whether our great republic will survive this century. If it can be
saved, great men of conviction must lead the
way-men who with religious fervor and unbounded courage resist all transfer temptations. The heroes of liberty are no less remarkable for what they suffer than for
what they achieve.
To reverse the trend and reduce the role
of government in our lives, and thus alleviate the government deficit and inflation
pressures, is a giant educational task. The
social and economic ideas that gave birth to
the transfer system must be discredited and
replaced with the old values of individual independence and self-reliance. The social
philosophy of individual freedom and unhampered private property must again be
our guiding light.e

White has been indispensable working with
me on issues including reform of paternity
laws, domestic violence and housing discrimination legislation, and investigation of the
Home Energy Assistance Program; she has
provided me with contacts concerning the
adult parole authority and fire safety legislation.
Bob Mapes assisted me extensively in the
committee work on my House Bill 695, permanency planning for children in custody,
which was enacted last year, and has provided invaluable expertise on many other bills
before the House Judiciary Committee. Obviously, I have worked with and used
OSLSA, and am familiar with the organization and the expert assistance it consistently provides to the Ohio General Assembly.
Without OSLSA, underprivileged and underrepresented persons in Ohio will be
largely ignored and bypassed by Ohio's
public and private leaders. The people
OSLSA serves are those who are least able
to provide effective , political pressure- for
themselves, but whom many of our laws
affect the most.
I deeply appreciated the accomplishments
of OSLSA in Ohio, and I urge you to feel
free to contact me if there is any action I
may take to maintain funding for legal services.
Sincerely,
MARY 0. BOYLE,

OHIO STATE LEGAL SERVICES: A
JOB WELL DONE

e Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Speaker, on

State Representative,
14th House District.•

AMERICAN AID PROGRAM IN
EGYPT, PART I

HON. LEE H. HAMILTON
OF INDIANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

HON. DENNIS E. ECKART
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. ECKART. Mr. Speaker, recently there has been much discussion
about the activities of the Legal Services Corporation. As a Member who
supports the Legal Services Corporation, I wish to draw all Members' attention to the fine work of Ohio State
Legal Services as pointed out in a
letter from Ohio State Representative
Mary O. Boyle to Jonathan Marshall,
director of Ohio State Legal Services:
OHIO HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Columbus, June 5, 1981.

JONATHAN MARSHALL,
Director, Ohio State Legal Services Association, Columbus, Ohio.

DEAR MR. MARSHALL: It has come to my attention that Congress is planning to substantially reduce federal funding for legal
services. I would like to take this opportunity to express my concern over any such
action, and to publicly commend the Ohio
State Legal Services Association <OSLSA)
for the many services it has provided me in
my state legislative capacity.
OSLSA has provided invaluable guidance
and information during my three years as a
House Judiciary Committee member. Janice

May 18, 19, and 22, 1981, the Jack Anderson columns published three articles which were highly critical of the
American economic aid program in
Egypt.
I asked the Agency for International
Development to comment on the remarks made in the Anderson columns
and I would like to bring the articles
and AID's rebuttal to them to my colleague's attention.
Appearing here are my correspondence with AID, the article of May 18
and AID comments on it. The other
articles and AID comments on them
will appear in a subsequent issue of
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
Washington, D.C., May 20, 1981.

HoN. M. PETER McPHERSON,
Administrator, Agency for International Development, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. ADMINISTRATOR: I would like the
Agency for International Development to
comment on the recent Jack Anderson columns of May 18 and 19 on the economic aid
program in Egypt.
In particular, I would like AID to answer
the specific charges made regarding several
loans to Egyptian individuals, including
some evidence that equipment sold to individual Egyptians under AID loans are then
resold at profit on the Egyptian market, and
the broad assertion that the AID program

in Egypt "is floundering in a morass of
waste, corruption and bureaucratic incompetence."
I appreciate your early consideration of
these disturbing articles about an important
AID program.
With best regards.
Sincerely yours,
LEE H. HAMILTON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Europe
and the Middle East.

AGENCY FOR
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
Washington, D.C., July 10, 1981.

Hon. LEE H. HAMILTON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Europe and the
Middle East, Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you for your
letter of May 20, 1981 requesting our comments on the Jack Anderson columns of
May 18 and 19. I am attaching three papers
which specifically address the material in
those articles as well as the one which subsequently appeared on May 21 in the Washington Post. I believe you will find these responsive to all your questions.
With regard to Mr. Anderson's broad allegations that the A.I.D. program in Egypt is
"floundering in a morass of waste, corruption and bureaucratic incompetence," I feel
that this characterization is inaccurate and
misleading. Both A.I.D.'s internal investigation staff and its audit group have a large
presence in Egypt and maintain an active
aggressive oversight of the program. In addition, the GAO has undertaken frequent
reviews of the program. None of these
groups identified problems of a magnitude
which support Mr. Anderson's sweeping indictment of the A.I.D. program in Egypt.
This is not to suggest that the program is
trouble-free. The portfolio is not being implemented as rapidly as I would like and
several of our projects are experiencing difficulties which require special attention. In
addition the Egyptian government has been
slow to move on a range of economic management issues necessary to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of their economic
development effort. Many of these present
serious policy issues which properly should
be approached with prudence and caution.
Nevertheless the pace of Egyptian action
does have the effect of limiting the pace at
which the aid we provide can be effectively
used.
The Egyptian officials I meet have clearly
indicated their awareness of the problems
and are sensitive to the need to move more
vigorously to remove the bottlenecks which
are slowing implementation of the A.I.D.
program. I expect to see this sensitivity
translated into meaningful actions.
If you have any further questions, please
feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
M. PETER McPHERSON.
Enclosures: As stated.
[From the Washington Post, Monday, May
18, 19811
SINAI PEACE COSTING U.S. BILLIONS EXTRA
<By Jack Anderson)
American taxpayers have been sending
Egypt billions of dollars in foreign aid to
pay for the Israeli-Egyptian peace process.
Peace in the Sinai may be well worth the
price, but the taxpayers have been misled
about the cost.
Much of the money has had about the
same effect as pouring pitchers of water on
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the desert sand. The funds have been misspent with an extravagance that should be
called to public attention.
In 1975, then-secretary of state Henry
Kissinger promised U.S. aid in return for
the Sinai Accords. I reported at the time
that the cost would amount to $15 billion
over the next five years. The story evoked
horrified denials.
Well, I was wrong. The actual total of U.S.
military and economic assistance to Egypt
and Israel during the five-year period was a
staggering $20.6 billion.
Then, in 1978, Jimmy Carter negotiated
the Camp David agreement. He assured
Americans it would cost them no more than
about $1 billion a year in additional aid for
the next five years. I reported that the
Egyptians and Israelis were actually expecting an additional $19 billion over the fiveyear period.
Since the Camp David agreement, the
American taxpayers have been subsidizing
Egypt and Israel to the tune of $5.5 billion a
year, which is about $3 billion more each
year than Carter claimed it would cost. My
$19 billion prediction, therefore, should be
close to the mark in another 2112 years.
In other words, our political leaders have
consistently understated the price tag on
the Middle East peace accords. There were
also whispers that millions were disappearing down the drain. So I sent my roving foreign correspondent, Peter Grant, to Egypt.
What he found was an Agency for International Development staff of 120 taking up
three floors of one of Cairo's biggest and
newest skyscrapers. He also found bales of
reports and studies by highly paid consultants, identifying the critical problems of
Egypt's floundering economy.
What he didn't find were any tangible results from the accumulation of paper. Most
of the ambitious projects aren't even off the
drawing board.
Of the billions we have sent Egypt in economic aid, most has been spent on shortterm patchwork programs like food and foreign exchange. In fact, about 75 percent of
the money allocated for long-range development projects like roads, sewers, communications and industry-some $1.5 billion-is
still waiting to be spent.
Scarcely any construction projects have
been completed. Not one agricultural program has advanced beyond the pilot stage.
Meanwhile, Egypt's economy continues to
deteriorate while its population continues to
grow at more than a million a year, aggravating the problem severely. Egypt still imports more than one-third of its food while
potentially rich farmland along the Nile lies
fallow.
Much of the problem is bureaucratic, and
the falt lies on both sides. Defending AID's
operation, the agency's Egypt-Israel desk officer, Gerald Camens, acknowledged that
there were start-up problems because "we
were dealing with a country we didn't know
that much about."
Another problem at the Washington end
seems to be a battle over "turf" between the
State Department and AID. As a congressional observer told my reporter John
Dillon, "AID and the [U.S.l embassy don't
always see eye to eye."
The diplomats want to see more tangible
results of the aid program. For example,
embassy officials were reportedly upset
when AID funds were used to replace engines and equipment in old tugboats working the Nile, instead of replacing the boats
outright to provide visible evidence of U.S.
assistance.
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But by far the hairiest bureaucratic problem, Grant reports from Cairo, is in the government, which is riddled with incompetence, duplication and corruption. Egypt's
bloated bureaucracy has been described by
AID officials with experience in developing
nations as the worst in the world.
SINAI PEACE COSTING U.S. BILLIONS EXTRA

1. "The actual total of U.S. military and
economic assistance to Egypt and Israel
during the five year period was a staggering
$20.6 billion."
Comment: Mr. Anderson does not specify
the five year period to which he was referring. For the seven year period FY 75-81
the total is $24.5 billion <$15.7 billion to
Israel and $8.8 billion to Egypt).

TOTAL U.S. AID TO ISRAEL AND EGYPT
[Fiscal year 1975- 81- (Billions of dollars)]
Israel

Egypt

Military ........................................................................ $10.4
Econ............................................................................
5.3

$6.6
2.2

Total ................................................................

8.8

15.7

2. "I reported that the Egyptians and Israelis were actually expecting an additional
$19 billion over the five year period."
Comment: The supplemental Peace Dividend appropriated by the Congress was for
a three year period FY 79- 81. Mr. Anderson's use of the word "additional" is misleading. The "additional" Peace supplemental assistance is included in the totals in the
tables above. Thus by referring both to a
$20.6 billion and a $19 billion figure, Mr. Anderson is to a certain extent double counting. The actual total of the Peace Dividend
was $4.8 billion-$3 billion FMS for Israel
and, for Egypt, $1.5 billion FMS and $300
million ESF. All other amounts are related
to "regular" programs.
3. "Egypt's floundering economy" and
"Egypt's economy continues to deteriorate."
Comments: The Egyptian economy has
been one of the most vigorous in the world
over the past 5-6 years. GDP has grown at
an annual rate of 8-9 percent and foreign
exchange earnings have increased annually
by $1 billion or more on the average over
this time period. Available data indicate
that all segments of the population are benefiting from this growth though not necessarily in equal proportions.
4. "Of the billions we have sent Egypt in
economic A.I.D. most has been spent on
short term patchwork programs like food
and foreign exchange."
Comment: The Egypt assistance program
responds to both short term and long term
development needs. The provision of $1.4
billion in PL 480 food assistance has been directed at one of these critical needs, meeting Egypt's wheat requirements. The Commodity Import Program has provided raw
materials for Egypt's industrial enterprises,
feed for its livestock and machinery to
repair public infrastructure and services.
While these short term needs are being met,
the long term requirement for power, sewerage, water, cement, village development and
agricultural productivity improvement are
also being addressed through longer term
development efforts.
As the short term problems have become
less intense, the program focus has shifted
to longer range efforts. It is not true that
the Egyptian Government simply has been
provided free foreign exchange. The bulk of
all A.I.D. assistance has been for the financing of U.S. goods and services.
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5. "He didn't find any tangible results" <of
the A.I.D. presence). "Most of the ambitious
projects aren't even off the drawing board."
Comments: Many A.I.D.-supported projects are large and complex. They require
thorough planning, detailed final designs,
and competitive procurement actions before
physical progress can begin. The process
has generally taken longer than we or the
Egyptians expected.
Nevertheless, the statement that there are
not yet any tangible results is erroneous.
Two gas turbine electricity generating complexes at Talka and Helwan have been completed and are producing 300 megawatts of
electricity. The Ismailia power plant construction is well advanced. The physical
construction of the Suez Cement plant is
largely completed though equipment installation will take some months yet. The same
is true of the grain silos at Alexandria and
Shoubra. Major improvements to the port
of Alexandria and at the Mehalla textile
plant are nearly completed and very visible.
Physical evidence of our assistance is also
available throughout Egypt in the form of
buses, ambulances, tractors, garbage trucks,
etc.
235 subprojects benefiting 356 villages in
three rural governorates have been undertaken under the Basic Village Services
project. These small infrastructure projects
include water works, feeder roads, small
scale drainage improvements, canal cleaning
and repair and pilot alternate energy
projects.
6. "Not one agricultural project has advanced beyond the pilot stage."
Comments: The reference to "pilot stage"
is unclear. The bulk of our agricultural assistance is research oriented to assist the
Egyptians to achieve higher yields. These
research programs-on rice, major cereals,
aquaculture, water management and so
forth, are all operational. They will take
time to identify technologies which can be
extended.
7. "Egypt still imports more than onethird of its food while potentially rich farmland along the Nile lies fallow."
Comments: Egypt's presently arable farmland is limited to about six million acres
along the Nile and in the Nile Delta. This
land is intensively farmed, resulting in 1.9
crops per year. Virtually none lies fallow,
though water logging and salinity problems
since construction of the high dam at
Aswan have reduced the productivity of
some farm land. Programs are underway to
address these technical problems.
While the government intends to develop
new lands, there are questions about how
much can be developed economically.
8. "The government ... is riddled with incompetence, duplication and corruption."
Comment: The Egyptian bureaucracy is
very large and suffers from red tape, problems of coordination, and the like, as do
most large organizations. The Egyptian bureaucracy contains thousands of highly
trained, highly dedicated, hard working individuals.e
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A TRIBUTE TO ANTHONY R.
"TONY" TURTURICI

NO MORE COMBAT LEADERS AT
THE NAVAL ACADEMY

HON. NORMAN Y. MINETA

HON.LARRY McDONALD

OF CALIFORNIA

OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Mr. McDONALD. Mr. Speaker, it
appears that the conscience of the
Congress should be finally awakened
to what the defense of this Nation is
coming to. Is it the role of the service
academies to train combat leaders for
the future? If that is so, then my colleagues in the House had better seriously consider cosponsoring H.R. 976,
to exclude women from the academies.
The latest example of how bad that
legislation is needed, is contained in an
article from Human Events of July 11,
1981. The article is titled "Rough Seas
at Naval Academy," and written by
Phyllis Schlafly of Eagle Forum. It
seems that Mrs. Schlafly believes in
the adage that the eagle is our symbol
and not the chicken. Mrs. Schlafly, it
seems, further believes that the pen is
mightier than the sword-if you use it.
· After reading her. article, I thi~k tJ:iat
my colleagues will be mad-f~ghtmg
mad. Then ma~be the eagle. wil~ soar
and the pen will become mightier as
the cosponsors gather to support H.R.
976 .
I usually am not prone to share such
disgusting matters with my colleagues
but the spectacle of degeneracy con:
tained in Mrs. Schlafly's artjcle should
be shared with my colleagues and all
the American people.
The article follows:

e Mr. MINETA. Mr. Speaker, it gives
me great pleasure to rise today to
honor an outstanding public servant,
Anthony R. "Tony" Turturici, who retired this month after 30 years of dedicated service to the city of San Jose.
Tony's strongest characteristic is his
headfirst approach to challenges. He
has shown this relentless determination from the time he began working
with the city, as an engineering aide in
December 1950, up to the day he retired as director of public works and
assistant city manager. Tony played
an important role in city administration as San Jose grew from a small
town of 94,000 in 1950 to the 17th largest city in the Nation with a population of 650 000.
Born in 'San Jose and educated in
local schools, Tony was a 1951 gradut
f th University of Santa Clara
a e 0
e
,
.
~h~re h~ ear:I?-ed a bachelor.s .degree i?
civil engmeeru_ig. In. recogmtion of hi.s
good. mana;g.enal skills and able eng~neermg abillty, Tony was named a division chief in the department of
public works in 1957. He was promoted
to assistant director of public works in
1964 and became director of the department 1 year later.
Tony has not only served well in city
government but has also made great
contributions to the community. He
has been a member and officer of several State and National professional
groups. In 1974, the American Public
Works Association named Tony one of
the "Top 10 Public Works Men of the
Year." Two years ago, he received the
Distinguished Service Award from the
California Council of Civil Engineers
and L and S urveyors.
The governmental expertise Tony
gained over the years allowed him to
serve effectively on two State boardsthe Regional Water Quality Control
Board and the FAU-Topics Advisory
Committee-to which he was named
by the then Gov. Ronald Reagan.
He has served as an executive board
member of the Board of Fellows of the
University of Santa Clara and on seve ral committees for charitable groups
in the San Jose area.
Mr. Speaker, I ask you and all our
colleagues in the House of Representatives to join me in commending Anthony R. "Tony" Turturici for the outstanding contributions he has made to
the city of San Jose, the State of California, and to our beloved country.

ROUGH SEAS AT NAVAL ACADEMY

<By Phyllis Schlafly)
If prizes were given for investigative re-

porting on unpopular subjects, Carlton
Sherwood would be in the running for his
series of articles on sex discrimination at
the U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis. He
asked some questions nobody else had
asked, and he got some sensational answers.
Over the past several years, the national
media have carried numerous stories conveying the impression that the decision to
admit women has been a big success. Sherwood's series of articles for the Gannett
News Service reveals that major moral,
morale, disciplinary and legal problems
have been concealed by whitewash, coverups, and sex discrimination against men and
in favor of sexual misconduct.
Sherwood found that, since women were
first admitted to the Academy in 1976, one
of its most frequently violated conduct regulations has been the one prohibiting on-base
sexual activity.
He discovered that 29 midshipmen have
been prosecuted for sexual misconduct since
1977, and the routine result was harsh punishment for male offenders but none for the
female offender. Midshipmen and academy
officials say that another 100 cases have
been handled infox:mally, and that those
cases are only a fraction of the sexual activity in the dormitory that houses 4,000 men
and 400 women. Only one case made nationwide news, the "sexathon" on Nov. 22, 1980,
in which five males were charged with
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having sex with one female cadet who was
allowing the acts to be filmed. Two of the
men, months away from graduation, were
expelled and ordered to spend three years
as enlisted men at the lowest rank. The
other three were given demerits and placed
on probation.
The woman, then in her third year, was
permitted to resign and given a medical discharge relieving her of further duty. She
gave a statement saying that she had "encouraged" the midshipman to have sex with
her, and that two of them were so drunk
that they couldn't start their own stereo.
This female cadet admitted to the reporter, "What I did was wrong. I was like a lot
of women. I went to the Academy because it
was free. . . . One of the first things the
Naval Academy did for me was to set up an
examination and fit me for a diaphragm."
During her final three months there, she
said she engaged in sexual encounters "with
about 20 midshipmen.... Not really a lot
for some women in the dormitory.... One
woman kept count of the guys she slept
with-57 in one year. She got caught several
times, but nothing much happened, some
demerits."
The reporter discovered other Academy
sex scandals that never made the general
news. One involved a female cadet whose
sexual escapades with enlisted men caused
her to be "invited to leave" a Navy ship in
San Diego, but she was then allowed to
graduate and be commissioned an officer.
Another involved a lesbian ring of a woman
staff officer and 15 female midshipmen.
The obvious reason for the discrimination
in favor of female sex offenders and against
male sex offenders is that the career officers believe that their own career success is
tied to making the sex integration of the
military academies look like a success. So
superintendent Vice Adm. William Laurence, toadying the Carter Administration
party line, said, "There are no discernible
differences between men's and women's performance in any area of the Academy's program."
He didn't mention that the Academy's traditionally rigorous physical and psychological training has been watered down to the
level women can tolerate or that women are
promoted on a quota basis to give the illusion of equal ability. One woman cadet admitted to the reporter, "What bothers me
and most other guys is the cowardice and
hypocrisy of the brass. They know it isn't
working. So what do they do? Kick a couple
of good men out, make us patrol the dormitory halls at night and promote a couple of
women. It looks good in press releases."
The most outspoken critic of admitting
women to the military academies has been
James Webb, a 1968 Academy graduate,
Vietnam war hero, and author of "Fields of
Fire." His article in the November 1977
Washingtonian entitled "Women Can't
Fight" <reprinted in Human Events, Feb. 16,
1980), concluded that "there is a place for
women in our military," but not in "institutions dedicated to the preparation of men
for combat command." "Webb Was Right"
became a popular slogan scrawled on walls,
textbooks, and T-shirts at Annapolis by the
men who agreed.
Last year a visiting admiral lectured at
the Academy. During the question period, a
female cadet criticized the laws that exempt
women from combat, which laws of course
the admiral defended. The female, in exasperation, blurted out, "Maybe women
shouldn't be here at all!" The male cadets
burst into sustained applause.e
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H.R. 3112-THE VOTING RIGHTS
ACT

HON. LOUIS STOKES
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. STOKES. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to take this opportunity to express my strong support for H.R. 3112,
a bill that would extend the Voting
Rights Act for another 10 years.
The Voting Rights Act is one of the
most important and effective civil
rights laws ever enacted by Congress.
As a result of the act, hundreds of
black and Hispanic Americans have
been able to exercise the most precious of constitutional rights-the
right to vote. The act also has removed barriers that previously barred
the election of minorities to public
office. These two changes have greatly
strengthened the legitimacy of representative government in the United
States and moved us closer to being a
truly Democratic society.
However, unless Congress takes
action to preserve the Voting Rights
Act, its key provisions-especially section 5 which is the cornerstone of this
law-will expire after August 6, 1982.
Not only do we need to extend these
provisions, we also need to strengthen
the act to combat new forms of denials
and to correct a misinterpretation of
the act resulting from a recent Supreme Court decision in the City of
Mobile against Bolden. Therefore, I
have cosponsored H.R. 3112. This
piece of legislation would:
First, provide for a 10-year extension
of section 5 which requires that certain State and local governments demonstrate to the U.S. Department of
Justice, prior to their implementation,
that new changes in voting or election
procedures will not discriminate
against blacks and other racial minorities.
Second, continue the requirement
that certain State and local jurisdictions provide assistance in other languages to voters who are not literate
or fluent in English.
Third, amend section 2 of the act to
clarify the confusion caused by the
Bolden decision concerning standards
of evidence for proof of voting discrimination.
The Voting Rights Act represents
the culmination of a long and hard
struggle by minorities to participate in
Federal, State, and local elections, a
struggle that goes all the way back to
the period of reconstruction. It has
been a struggle against poll taxes,
grandfather clauses, white primaries,
and the forces of intimidation. Most
importantly, it has been a struggle to
gain access to the foundation of our
democracy-the ballot box.
There were many who thought with
enactment of the 15th amendment

came the unabridged right, of all citizens, to vote. However, it was 95 years
after the enactment of the 15th
amendment that the Voting Rights
Act finally implemented the amendment's guarantee that the right to
vote shall not be denied or 'abridged by
reason of race, color, or condition of
servitude.
The hard-won Civil Rights Acts of
1957, 1960, and 1964 held out the hope
that the right of minorities to vote
would be fully realized. These acts had
been designed, in part, to enforce the
15th amendment guarantee by facilitating court challenges against voting
discrimination, but case-by-case litigation under these acts has proven insufficient in the face of what former Attorney General Katzenbach called
evasion, obstruction, delay, and disrespect. Under the case-by-case approach, Mr. Speaker, State legislatures
enacted new obstructive laws as soon
as old ones were held unconstitutional.
Consequently, blacks were denied
their right to vote for the duration of
each round of litigation. In short, Mr.
Speaker, the Voting Rights Act has
succeeded where other measures have
failed.
When President Johnson signed the
Voting Rights Act into law he correctly pointed out:
This Act flows from a clear and simple
wrong. Its only purpose is to right that
wrong. Millions of Americans are denied the
right to vote because of color. This law will
ensure them the right to vote. The wrong is
one which no American, true to our principles can deny.

I submit, Mr. Speaker, that while
the act has resulted in increased black
and Hispanic voter participation, that
the wrong President Johnson spoke of
16 years ago has still not been made
right. In fact, black and Hispanic
people are still being denied the right
to vote in jurisdictions covered by the
Voting Rights Act.
We see this denial in discriminatory
annexation schemes and racial gerrymandering of district lines.
We see this denial when a jurisdiction sh ifts from district or ward elections to at-large elections.
We can see this denial in northern
Sunflower County, Miss., where residents have to drive 50 miles to the
county seat in Indianola to register, on
weekdays between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m., for State and county elections.
However, while some jurisdictions
use inconvenient registration times
and places and others such as Edgefield County, home county of Senator
STROM THURMOND, fail to submit for
preclearance, changes in their election
laws; the section 5 preclearance provision of the act is an effective mechanism for preventing various schemes
that would deny blacks and Hispanics
the right to vote. For example, in 1976
when San Antonio, Tex., attempted to

annex a number of predominantly
white areas, the Justice Department
concluded that the annexation would
discriminate against minorities because of the city's system of at-large
city council elections. As a result of
the Justice Department's objection,
the city adopted a council election
system with members elected from
single-member districts.
Richmond, Va., is another example.
In 1970 when the city developed a majority black population, whites then in
power decided the way to retain power
was through annexing the white suburbs. The Justice Department ruled
that the annexation could go through
only if the city adopted a single
member district plan instead of the atlarge system that would make it impossible for blacks to be elected. The
result was a majority black city council and a black mayor in a majority
black city.
When we realize, Mr. Speaker, that
during the last 5 years 400 changes
submitted under the preclearance procedure were found to be objectionable,
we begin to understand the importance of and the need for the preclearance provision. The significance of the
preclearance provision is further
heightened when we take into account
that a number of reapportionment
and redistricting changes will be
taking place in compliance with the
1980 census. With the preclearance
provision in place, at this critical time,
it will be possible to prevent discriminatory reapportionment and the gerrymandering of districts which result
in weakening the impact of the minority vote.
Unquestionably, Mr. Speaker, the
Voting Rights Act has resulted in increased participation of minorities in
the political process. However, discrimination still continues. The gains can
be easily eroded. We must reaffirm
our commitment to a society guided by
democratic principles. I urge all my
colleagues to support H.R. 3112.e
A

UNIQUE FOURTH OF JULY
TRIBUTE
TO
OUR
MANY
EARLY AMERICAN PATRIOTS
FROM FOREIGN LANDS

HON. MARIO BIAGGI
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Speaker, I am
proud to insert into the RECORD a most
informative article written by Mr. Anthony Cama, feature writer for the
Daily Evening Item of Lynn, Mass. His
extensively researched article focuses
long-overdue attention on the contributions which men from foreign lands
made to our Nation's early history, including its fight for freedom.

Ethnic patriots hail from a variety
of lands-including but not limited
to-Italy, Poland, France, and Ireland.
Mr. Cama remembers such leaders and
heroes as William Paca, General Kosciusko, Lafayette, and Haym Solomon.
To appreciate the full significance of
our pluralist Nation today, it is important that we review history. Anthony
Cama's piece is a helpful guide.
As the son of immigrant parents, I
know that America has been and continues to be the land of opportunity
for all its citizens. Yet I also know that
America grew strong as a nation because of the hard work and patriotism
of its citizens. The pages of American
history are replete with contributions
of Americans from various ethnic
groups-contributions which span the
entire 205-year history of this
Nation-from the Declaration of Independence to the present day. The freedom we cherish in this Nation did not
come without the supreme sacrifice of
many Americans who died to make us
free in 1776 and to keep us free in
World Wars I and II. July 4 is acknowledged as Independence Day and
on that day we bask in the wonderful
freedom we enjoy as a nation and
people.
I urge my colleagues to review Mr.
Cama's article and appreciate the important information it imparts:
INDEPENDENCE DAY, JULY
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The torrid month of July encompasses its
1981 historical year now bearing at the
helm of our nation the leadership of Ronald
Reagan and the Republican administration.
Americans everywhere, and most especially
in the sacred halls of ·Boston and this Commonwealth, are observing the national holiday!
It is also a time to salute the heroes and
patriots who came from foreign soil and to
fight and die in the American Revolution;
William Paca, Italian refugee whose family
settled in Maryland; he became the first
governor and was a vital signer of the Declaration of Independence; Philip Mazzei,
"Forgotten Hero of the American Revolution," patriot, diplomat, distinguished political philosopher, intimate friend of Jefferson
and Franklin and Washington; the two
Polish Generals, Kosciusko and Pulaski;
Gen. Pulaski died on Oct. 11, 1779 from
wounds received in the siege of Savannah; a
beautiful monument to Gen. Pulaski stands
in Washington, D.C.; the Kosciusko Monument is found at the Boston Public Gardens
on Boylston Street. From the shores of
France came Lafayette, Rochambeau, Admiral DeGrasse, D'Estaing and thousands of
French soldiers and sailors with war ships,
supplies and money; the negro, Crispus Attucks. died defying the redcoats; Haym Solomon. the unique hero of the Revolutionary
War, a Polish-Jew, he was master of 10 languages and belonged to the Sons of Liberty;
he was instrumental in pouring more than
$600,000.00 into the Revolution; Aaron
Lopez, the Jewish merchant-ship owner,
who put his vessels into the hands of the
patriots; Salvador Francis of South Carolina, a heroic Jew, who earned the nickname
of "The Southern Paul Revere"; he died
fighting the Indians; David Emanuel, one of
the fearless spirits of Rebel Town, later
elected governor of Georgia; Col. Franks,

trusted aide of Gen. Lincoln and Gen.
Arnold; Lt. Col. Solomon Bush of the Pennsylvania Supreme Council; he was fatally
wounded at the Battle of Brandywine; Dr.
Philip Moses Russel served the army at
Valley Forge during the tragic winter of
1777-1778. Baron De Kalb, the German soldier-leader, friend of Lafayette; he died of
wounds received in the Battle of Camden,
1780. Baron Von Steuben, hero of Valley
Forge, took part in the Battle of Monmouth
and the Siege of New York. He remained in
America.
The Irish immigrants filled a glorious history in the Revolution: Daniel Morgan's
Irishmen wore upon their breast motto,
"Liberty or Death"; In "The Line of Ireland" from Pennsylvania, four commanding
officers were natives of Ireland; Timothy
Murphy, hero of Saratoga; Capt. John
Brady, revolutionary scout and frontiersman; Major John Kelly, who destroyed the
bridge at Stoney Brook; Lt. James Gibbbons, who stormed Stoney Point; Capt. William O'Neil, hero of Brandywine; Comdr.
John Barry, hero of many seabattles who
became the father of the American navy;
Comdr. John Paul Jones, heroic son of Scotland, victor of many seabattles against the
British. Numerous Irishmen commanded
brigades and regiments; Generals James
Hogan, John Greaton, Richard Butler,
Richard Montgomery, William Irvine,
Edward Hand, William Thompson, William
Maxwell and Andrew Lewis. Proctor's artillery was 40 percent Irish. Next Gen. Knox,
Col. Proctor was the most distinguished artillery officer of the Revolution. In 1790 he
became a member of the Hibernian Society
of Phil.
Among the heroes of the Signers of the
Declaration of Independence, who were
from Massachusetts Bay emerged Samuel
Adams, the 5th signer, born in Boston,
called the "Firebrand of the Revolution";
he became governor and is buried in the Old
Granary Burying Ground. John Adams, the
6th Signer, born in Braintree, was one of
the outstanding patriots; he became the 2nd
President of the United States. Both he and
Jefferson died on the same day, July 4th,
1826. His burial place is in Quincy, Mass.
Robert Treat Paine, traced his ancestry to
the Mayflower. He was a Harvard graduate
and studied for the ministry. He became the
first attorney general of Mass. He helped to
found the American Academy of Arts and
Science; Elbridge Gerry born in Marblehead, Mass., was a graduate of Harvard. In
1810, he was elected governor of Mass. The
term "gerrymander" came from Gerry's political work. In 1812 he was elected vice
president on the ticket with Madison, but
died two years later as he walked to the
Senate. He wrote: "It is the duty of every
citizen, though he have but one day to live,
to devote that day to the service of his
country."
The pages of American history have
shown that the war of Independence was actually an insurrection; a furious rebellion of
English subjects of the King who revolted
against the tyranny of England. The patriots were brave and valiant, and the colonials
had excellent leaders, but there is no doubt
that, without the military help of the
French and many able military strategists
of foreign countries, the British could have
emerged victorious and destroyed the Revolution!•

TRANSPORTATION

HON. AUSTIN J. MURPHY
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Speaker, I feel

distressed at the outcome of the
recent votes on reconciliation of the
budget. It is a difficult time for us all.
It is true that the American public
wants, and rightfully, deserves, the
Federal Gov.e rnment to balance its
budget and reduce taxes. However, the
American people do not wish to suffer
the pains of economic policies which
aid the wealthy and take away from
those who have the least to give.
The cuts imposed by Gramm-Latta
II are more severe than the administration's original proposal. I have long
favored trimming the budget and lowering taxes. As we are the most representative body of the Government, it
is our responsibility to represent the
people by cutting the budget; however,
not in the reckless manner such as
that put forth by the administration.
Along with the cuts which will effect
every American, but particularly the
lower and middle classes, the administration proposes to do away with
many categorical grants and to fund
by means of block grants. The administration claims that block grants will
allow State and local governments to
utilize Federal funds more productively when, in fact, block grants will detract from program credibility and
continuity. Only the Federal Government currently has the oversight capabilities and methods of implementation necessary to effectively administer most programs.
Cutting program budgets in areas
such as transportation will incur hardships on the lower and middle classes.
Interstate construction funding maintained at present levels, and funding
eligibility narrowed toward final completion of the Interstate System by
1986 are steps in the right direction.
However, the elimination of lower priority highway programs designed to
address State and local problems concerns me a great deal. It is suggested
that the States and localities have a
greater interest in highway systems
below the interstate level, and some
merit can be found in this argument.
The phaseout of Federal responsibility
is to take 2 years with State and localities assuming full funding in fiscal
year 1984. This transition time is proposed to be sufficient to allow States
to make budget adjustments to meet
full funding responsibilities. Yet, there
are parts of this country that are so
densely covered by State highways
that to meet full funding will be extremely burdensome. For instance, the
State of Pennsylvania has over 45,000
miles of State and Federal highways.
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My district alone, which encompasses
only 3 counties of the 67 in Pennsylvania, has 3,000 miles of highway, approximately 65 percent of which are
State highways.
In reality, what the Gramm-Latta II
budget does is shift the burden from
the Federal Government to the State
governments. Thus, the taxpayer will
see a reduction in Federal taxes, and
concurrently, a rise in State taxes.
What appears to be a tax reduction
has become a tax deferment, and a
move toward a more decentralized
Federal Government.
It is for the very reasons which I
have elaborated, that many aspects of
the Gramm-Latta II budget are unac. ceptable to me. More of a burden will
be placed upon taxpayers than less, as
responsibilities are shifted from Federal to State governments.
Again, I do not oppose trimming the
Federal budget, but I am very much
opposed to the reckless and callous
methods used by the administration.
ADMINISTRATION MAKES MISTAKE BY SUPPORTING AWACS
TO SAUDIA ARABIA

HON. BARNEY FRANK
OF MASSACHUSETTS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. FRANK. Mr. Speaker, while the

administration waits for an opportune
moment to notify Congress of its
intent to sell five AWACS to Saudi
Arabia, the arguments against the sale
become increasingly cogent. No matter
how many administration officials try
to allay the fears of a concerned
public, the questions of Israeli security, the stability of the Saudi regime,
and the dangers of transferring sophisticated technology to the Saudis
remain unanswered.
Leonard Fein, editor of the distinguished Moment magazine, has written one of the most elucidative analyses of the politics of the AWACS decision and the contradictions between
the administration's rhetorical support for Israel on the one hand, and
its actions-symbolized by the proposed AWACS sale-on the other.
I believe Members will find Mr.
Fein's article to be both interesting
and insightful reading. Excerpts of the
article follow:
WASHINGTON SLIPS ON THE AwACS
If Jimmy Carter had been reelected, and

had gone forward-as now we know he intended to-with the proposal to sell to Saudi
Arabia an "enhancement package" for its F15s and the AWACS surveillance system, he
would have been savaged by Israel's friends
in this country.
But Ronald Reagan is not Jimmy Carter.
According to Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker, "Israel never had a better
friend perhaps in the White House than it
has with President Reagan." Perhaps. This

is certainly a proposition Israel's friends
outside of the White House would like to believe. Indeed, their desire to believe it led
many of them to set aside their deepest convictions regarding American domestic policy
and to support Ronald Reagan in his quest
for the presidency. As one prominent
Jewish liberal who energetically supported
Reagan said last month, "I voted for him on
one issue and one issue alone-and that
issue was Israel, of course."
And then he added ruefully, "I thought
we'd get at least one good year out of him.
But I was wrong."
For it is now clear: the soothing words of
friendship are just that and no more. The
voice promises safety for Israel, but the
hands are busy ringing up the sales of weapons to Israel's sworn enemies in the service
of no defensible American purpose.
That is the unfortunate and unambiguous
lesson of the F-15/ AWACS proposal.
First, the details: The current proposal,
not yet formally submitted to Congress,
which has the authority to reject it, is to
sell to the Saudis 62 sets of auxiliary fuel
tanks that will substantially extend the
range of their F-15s; 1000 to 1800 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles; 5 AWACS; 7 KC-135
tankers for air refueling of both the F-15s
and the AWACS. The total value of the
package is $2.5 billion.
The AWACS were not part of the original
proposal, nor did the original proposal elicit
much opposition either from Israel or from
the American Jewish community. The Israelis, fearing a dispute with the Reagan administration in its first days, chose to accept
American assurances that Israel would be
"compensated" for the Saudi sale. Among
the elements that might be included in the
compensation package were additional military aid, easier credit terms for the repayment of Israel's debt to the United States,
increased American purchases from Israeli
manufacturers of military equipment, agreement to permit Israel to sell military equipment requiring American licensing to certain other countries and increased use of Israeli maintenance and repair facilities by
American forces. Israel's Foreign Minister
Shamir made it clear during his March visit
to Washington that Israel would not put up
a major fight on the F-15 matter.
The American Jewish community, taking
its cue from Israel, and also sensitive to the
problem of pressing an opposition that
might well prove futile, chose relative silence on the matter. The word was passed
that only if the AWACS were added to the
proposal, as it was rumored they might be,
would serious opposition be mounted.
In due course, the AWACS were added, at
the urging of Secretary of Defense Weinberger and, as of April 1, with the approval
of the National Security Council.
In the meantime, several Democratic senators-Eiden,
Kennedy,
Cranston
and
others-had begun a fight on the Senate
floor. The principal point they made was
that no political quid pro quo had been demanded from the Saudis in return for these
weapons, and this just after Saudi Arabia
had called for a jihad-a holy war-against
"the Zionist entity."
Some Republicans in Congress shared this
view, and expressed it. Others were distressed that leadership on the issue had
been taken by liberal Democrats, · just at a
time when the Republicans had begun to
make serious inroads into the traditional
Jewish-Democratic alliance. Opposition
mounted.
Still, the Jewish community was silent.
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As it had been up until the last minute

when the original authorization was given
the sale of 60 "unenhanced" F-15s to the
Saudis back in 1978. The Carter administration had pressed hard then, and the Israelis
were uncertain, and a major drive in opposition to the sale was mounted only at the
last minute-and proved ineffective.
In order to win acceptance of the 1978
sale, then Secretary of Defense Harold
Brown assured the Senate, in writing, that
"the planes will not have conformal fuel
tanks .... <nor) has Saudi Arabia requested
that the plane be outfitted with Ejection
Racks <MER 200) which would allow the
plane to carry a substantial bomb load. . . .
the U.S. will not furnish such MERs.... "
It is this assurance that the Reagan administration now proposed to violate. And it
is this violation to which the Isr~elis, for all
practical purposes, acceded, and that the
American Jewish community grudgingly accepted.
Until the AWACS were added on.
Now the administration, recognizing the
vigor of the opposition to the proposal, has
decided to defer its formal transmission to
Congress until the late summer or early fall,
so as not to divert attention from its domestic economic priorities. In addition, there
are persistent rumors in Washington that
the proposal will be amended, or side-deals
developed, in an effort to overcome the current opposition.
The postponement of the proposal's submission not only gives the administration
the chance to modify it; it also gives those
who are alarmed by it a chance to enhance
their understanding of the stakes here involved.
Israel's capacity to maintain a military
edge sufficient to deter Arab aggression-or,
if necessary, to repel it-depends on three
key elements: first, Israel must retain its
technological superiority; second, it must
retain its qualitative superiority; third, it
must retain its capacity for surprise. Given
the size of the forces, actual and potential,
that might be deployed against Israel, significant deterioration in any of these three
elements represents a damaging blow to Israel's security. The current proposal of the
· Reagan administration would cause such deterioration not to just one of these elements
but to all three.
The F-15 enhancement package vastly increases the lethal capability of that aircraft,
not only by extending its range and increasing its weaponry, but also by lowering-dramatically-the demands it makes on both
pilots and ground crews. The most startling
example of this is the effect of adding the
Sidewinder AIM-9L/M. This air-to-air missile has omnidirectional capability; a Saudi
pilot would not need to position himself
behind an Israeli aircraft in order to score a
direct hit. Further, the F-15 would become,
as Hirsh Goodman, military editor of the
Jerusalem Post has argued, "idiot proof"capable of being serviced on the ground in a
very short time even by relatively inexpert
mechanics.
As to the AWACS, the Pentagon itself has
claimed that the addition of the AWACS to
NATO's armory is the equivalent of doubling NATO's entire force of interceptor aircraft. According to U.S. Air Force General
John Vogt, "The AWACS determines a
threat that may be appearing . . . picks
them up several hundred miles out, takes
the closest targets Candl can vector the F-15
into the general vicinity." At which point
the F-15's own long-range radar can take
over.
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That is by no means all the AWACS can
do. Just now, in an effort to calm the opposition, there is an effort underway to make
only modest claims for the AWACS.
Boeing's own puffery-it manufactures
the AWACS-has been replaced by uncharacteristic modesty, and the layperson may
justifiably feel confused. Can the AWACS
really fly for 72 hours without refueling? <It
cannot; it can fly 11 hours without and up
to 72 hours with refueling.) Can it "see," as
has been claimed, any object "moving at
more than 80 miles an hour within a 250
mile radius"? <It cannot "see" objects on the
ground; that is what enables it to "see" lowflying aircraft.) What about the "black
box," without which the AWACS is allegedly harmless? <That depends on which "black
box"; the AWACS can be custom-designed
to give more or less information.)
But here we have the 1977 testimony of
then-CIA Director Stansfield Turner: If the
Soviets were to gain access to AWACS, they
could leapfrog five to seven years forward in
certain technologies. For the fact is that the
AWACS, whatever its precise technical specifications, is the most advanced-and the
most expensive-air control and command
resource in the world. Saudi Arabia, with
five AWACS, would be in a position to collect-and disseminate-complete information on the movements of all Israeli aircraft,
day or night, good weather or bad.
Israel has no counter-system at the
present time. Nor would providing Israel
with its own AWACS-which it cannot
afford-diminish the usefulness of the
Saudi AWACS; the one does not offset the
other.
So: In one critical respect, Israel's technological edge is severly blunted, the effectiveness of its air force substantially degraded;
Israel's qualitative superiority which has enabled it to withstand attacks by vastly
larger forces, is radically diminished; Israel's capacity to surprise the enemy, and
thereby to carry the battle outside its own
territory, is destroyed.
That, starkly, is the proposal of the "best
friend" Israel has ever had in the White
House.
But surely Ronald Reagan and his advisors wish Israel no ill. On the contrary:
Israel is the key element in Secretary Haig's
persistent effort to fashion an anti-Soviet
"strategic alliance" in the Middle East.
Why, then, such a pernicious proposal?
Here theories abound, and the truth is
almost certainly a combination of elements
from each.
First: This administration is deeply committed to keeping the Soviets out of the
Persian Gulf area. In choosing between
blunting the Soviets a:i;id any other foreign
policy goal, the former takes priority. The
Saudis are an important element in the
anti-Soviet strategy, and they must therefore be assured of American friendship, support and trust.
Second: The Saudis claim that they are
helping keep oil prices down, and imply that
this policy of responsibility depends on
American reciprocity.
Third: The ability to sell two billion dollars worth of AWACS not only helps the
American economy; specifically, it dramatically reduces the per-plane cost to the Pentagon. Foreign purchasers pay not only for
the equipment they get, but also for their
"share" of its original development cost.
The United States has an important economic interest in maintaining the Middle
East arms balance at a high level. A lowlevel balance might be somewhat more
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stable, but it would be considerably less
profitable.
Fourth: In general, the United States has
experienced interesting benefits from conflict in the Middle East. Especially in 1967
and 1973, the Pentagon acquired important
information regarding the performance of
some of its more sophisticated hardware in
actual battle. So, for that matter, did the
Russians. <The Spanish Civil War provided
both Germany and the Soviet Union a test
of their equipment, at no cost in either
German or Russian lives, and set a precedent for testing new systems with surrogate-and expendable forces.) While such a
cynical doctrine may not serve as a motive
for the sale of arms, it does help the costbenefit analysts to justify it.
There is no dearth of arguments with
which to oppose the administration proposal. The most telling argument is provided by
the precedent of Iran, to which the Carter
administration had promised 14 AWACShappily not delivered before the Iranian upheaval. Can we be certain that Saudi Arabia's medieval monarchy will not collapse
one day soon, its weapons taken over the a
Saudi-style Qadhafi? That is the argument
most of the congresspeople and editorial
writers have used, and it is good as far as it
goes. But it does not go nearly far enough,
for it leaves the F-15 enhancement package
very much in place, and on this issue, it is
worth fighting, and fighting hard, even if
the likelihood is that we will lose. It is
worth fighting because it will cause the next
Saudi request to be handled rather more
cautiously. It is worth fighting because the
issue is so important. And it is worth fighting because we may win.
It was only when the AWACS were added
to the administration proposal that the
American Jewish community announced its
readiness to fight the entire package,
AWACS and F-15s alike. For that reason,
the administration, if it is disposed to compromise-there is no sign of that as yetmay well choose to drop the AWACS, at
least for the time being, and press for the F15s. Unfortunately, the administration has
reason to believe that only token opposition
would be mounted against the F-15s alone.
Therein lies a cautionary tale.
Every time a new president enters the
White House, there is some back and forth
before the organized Jewish community develops a working relationship with the new
administration. In the first days of the
Reagan administration, the particular problem was a modest rivalry between a group of
prominent Jewish Republicans who had
been actively involved in the Reagan election effort, and who believed themselves to
be in the best position to represent Jewish
interests to the administration-and who
also, presumably, enjoyed the sense of
power such relationships provide-and the
Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, the "official"
spokes organization for Jewish interests.
That problem has by now, according to all
reports, been resolved.
But while the two groups were still figuring out how to work together-back on
March 9, specifically-32 prominent Jewish
Republicans met with the President and his
chief aides. The meeting had not been
scheduled specifically to deal with the F-15
proposal, which by then was public. At that
point, Israel was still quite reserved in its
opposition, and there seemed no reason for
American Jews to take a more vigorous
stand in opposition than the Israelis had.
But it was obvious that the issue would
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come up at the meeting, and in a pre-White
House caucus, the group very carefully
drafted the language of a statement on the
matter that would be read to the President
by Max Fisher.
Fisher, a long-time Republican fundraiser,
is arguably the most powerfull Jewish
leader in America. He has been Chairman of
the Board of Governors of the Jewish
Agency for Israel for many years, and has
held at least a dozen other senior leadership
positions in national Jewish organizations.
Fisher was a belated supporter of Reagan,
and there are those who have speculated
that his performance in the White House on
March 9 was prompted by his desire to ingratiate himself with a president he had
earlier opposed.
Whatever his reasons, when the time
came for Fisher to read the group statement, he changed its wording. The original
included the following language: "We are
... deeply disturbed by, and opposed to, the
proposed sale ... " But Wolfe Blitzer, the
distinguished Washington correspondent of
the Jerusalem Post, reported that Fishernormally a commanding presence-in fact
read, in a barely audible voice, a statement
in which "deeply" became "a little bit" and
"opposed to" was dropped completely.
And later, at a remarkable White House
briefing for reporters, Fisher said, "I sure
feel a great deal more relieved after hearing
the comments of President Reagan and
some of his staff on the matter." Pressed
quite vigorously by the reporters present,
who expressed some measure of disbelief on
hearing Fisher's sanguine assessment,
Fisher explained: "When a man like President Reagan, in whom we have great faith
and great confidence, states categorically
his position-and I want to repeat this to
you-that the balance of power in the
Middle East will not be disturbed, that is a
very convincing statement, at least as far as
I am concerned."
The reporters were blunt: "The question
that is bothering all of us . . . is whether
any of you gentlemen see any conflict ...
between the President saying that he is
committed to the security of Israel and ...
his decision to provide these weapons to . . .
Saudi Arabia?"
That was-and remains-the question. At
the White House briefing, it was answered
by Gordon Zachs, an active participant in
national Jewish organizations and, during
the early part of the campaign, an energetic
supporter of then presidential candidate
George Bush. ". . . If we had our druthers
we would prefer that there not be a sale.
But in view of the fact that there is going to
be a sale . . . we were reassured and comfortable that the strategic balance will be
maintained ... and that Israel from a qualitative, military security point of view will
emerge stronger than she is going in without these enhancements."
Fisher and Zachs, in the wake of the
AWACS addition to the F-15 enhancement
package, have both joined the Conference
of Presidents in vocal opposition to the
entire proposal. Perhaps, in the future, we
will remember that there is a reason we
have a Conference of Presidents, and the
reason is to insure that Jewish interests will
be represented honestly and forthrightly by
people who are mandated to represent those
interests and who have no personal agenda
with the President that might confuse their
mission.
In any case, the reporter's question remains. There is a conflict between this administration's professed concern for Israel's
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security and its proposed sale of military
equipment to Saudi Arabia. There is no way
around that conflict. There is no sop the administration can toss Israel that will resolve
it, no acceptable compromise it can propose
that will remove it. We need not think the
President dissembles when he avows his
concern for Israel; let us grant that his concern is genuine. We need merely think that
he and his advisors are mistaken in supposing that they can go forward with the Saudi
sale and not be accused of subverting that
concern and Israel's safety with it. It is a
mistake that is likely to cost both Israel and
the United States dearly, unless we move to
correct it.e

COMMEMORATING
THE
50TH
ANNIVERSARY OF STANLEY
HOME PRODUCTS OF WESTFIELD, MASS.

HON. SILVIO 0. CONTE
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

• Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, it has
been said by some that the economic
climate of New England is not conducive to industry, and that in order to
compete in the business world today,
companies must relocate to areas
which promise low-wage labor, tax
concessions, and other inducements.
New England has been and continues
to be fertile ground for industry. It
produces strongly rooted organizations
which grow, develop, prosper, and, I
am proud to say, remain loyal to their
home ties, thereby encouraging other
industries to do the same.
I have in mind a particular company,
located in the First Congressional District of Massachusetts, which I serve.
Stanley Home Products, Inc., of Westfield, is now celebrating its 50th year
in business. It was founded on August
15, 1931, in the depths of the Great
Depression, by Frank Stanley Beveridge, who often used a quotation
from Longfellow to express his philosophy:
There is an honor in business that is the
fine gold of -it; that reckons with every man
justly; that loves light; that regards kindness and fairness more highly than goods or
prices or profits.

Mr. Beveridge believed that the success of his company would be related
directly to quality and to service; that
is, the best possible products offered
in the manner most convenient to the
customer. Together with Miss Catherine L. O'Brien, the company's cof ounder, and five other associates, he
started to produce a line of basic
household chemicals, cleaning implements, and brushes. From this humble
beginning has grown an enterprise
that today, through the parent company and its subsidiaries, offers home
care and good grooming products
throughout the free world.
As the company expanded, it spread
to various locations in Westfield, and

came to recognize that it must consolidate in order to efficiently meet the
demand for its products. Some advisers felt this would be a strategic time
to move to another part of the country, but management, loyal to the
company's New England heritage, was
reluctant to uproot the sturdily growing organization. Instead, it relocated
the warehousing and production facilities in nearby Easthampton, Mass.,
where, in 1946, it purchased a former
textile mill with nearly 700,000 square
feet of manufacturing space. I have
had the pleasure of visiting this plant
myself and have seen its modern
equipment and the excellent working
conditions it offers, and noted, too, the
friendly and cooperative attitudes of
the Stanley associates employed there.
Stanley products were originally sold
door to door, but by the late 1930's, a
new sales concept, that of the Stanley
hostess party, was being developed.
Through the plan, the salesman
would, in effect, make several calls at
one time by demonstrating his wares
to a group of women who could shop
in comfort in a friend's home. This
friend, the hostess, would receive a
thank you gift for making her home
available.
This method of doing business positively and profoundly influenced the
growth of Stanley Home Products, the
more so because it attracted women to
the sales field. As independent Stanley
dealers, they were in business for
themselves, setting their own hours
and goals, selling merchandise with
which they were familiar and ·which
they could demonstrate with authority. Indeed, this company has been a
pioneer in offering business careers to
women and in destroying the artificial
barriers which sought to deny women
an equal position in the work force.
One example of this is the fact that
the company's cofounder, former
president and chairman of the board
was a woman, Miss Catherine L.
O'Brien.
Today, independent Stanley dealers
number approximately 90,000 worldwide and enjoy profitable and interesting careers with wide opportunities for
development and advancement. In
Stanley, individuals have demonstrated dramatically, time and time again,
the success of the work ethic. They
have proven that drive and ambition
lead to advancement and success, regardless of race, sex, color, national
origin, or religion. This opportunity
for meaningful activity, for personal
development, and for career progress
in Stanley has its basis in a direct
promise by Mr. Beveridge. He said,
"We will build here an institution the
likes of which has never been seen;
one that will be a benefit and a blessing to those associated with it."
The Stanley opportunity has been
extended to other countries, and this
still-developing organization now oper-
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ates in 18 international markets, with
15 distribution facilities and 6 manufacturing plants outside the United
States. The company's contributions
to the increase of U.S. trade abroad
were recognized this year at a ceremony which I had the privilege of attending, and during which Stanley Home
Products was presented with the U.S.
Government's "E" Award. This award
acknowledged the substantial increase
in Stanley's volume of export and its
creative marketing efforts.
Stanley Home Products also has diversified into other fields. Its wholly
owned subsidiary, Canford Manufacturing Corp., produces custom molded
plastics. Its industrial division serves
the building maintenance and institutional trades and the fast-food industry.
Stanley's chairman of the board,
Homer G. Perkins, worked closely
with Frank Stanley Beveridge and has
directed his efforts toward carrying on
the spirit and force of the company's
founder. Stanley's president, H. L.
Tower, has avowed his dedication to
Mr. Beveridge's ideas and ideals. As
Stanley celebrates its golden anniversary, it pays tribute to its heritage and
looks forward to even greater progress.
There is indeed "an honor in business
that is the fine gold of it."e
OSM REORGANIZATION
BACKFIRES

HON. PATRICIA SCHROEDER
OF COLORADO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Speaker,
the untold story of the Secretary of
the Interior's proposed reorganization
of the Office of Surface Mining is how
it will affect coal companies. The Secretary routinely dismisses criticism of
his actions as the work of diehard environmentalists.
In fact, his actions have been equally criticized by State and local officials
and by the private enterprises he
claims he is helping. Colorado Business, a pro-Reagan administration
publication, explained coal company
reactions to the OSM reorganization
in an article, "Plan Shafts Firms," in
its July 6-12, 1981, edition.
PLAN SHAFTS FIRMS-BUREAUCRATIC BATTLE
MAY BACKFIRE

<By Doug Vaughan>
Angry over their bosses' plan to reorganize the Office of Surface Mining, some
Denver employees of OSM contend that Interior Secretary James Watt's proposal is a
deliberate and illegal plot to scrap the
agency that will cost coal companies
"plenty." <See accompanying story, page 2)
A spokesman for the employees charges
that Watt's proposal already has caused attrition of key personnel, stalling projects
and delaying the already protracted process
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of review for new mines by up to six
months.
While hesitant to criticize the man many
of them regard as their champion, some
coal producers reluctantly agree that Watt's
proposal may be an expensive-if well-intentioned-mistake. They fear that, as a result
of the flap over OSM, Watt's plan to accelerate leasing and production of coal on federal lands may backfire, giving environmental groups an opening to attack the new federal policies for development of natural resources on public lands.
According to Keith Kirk, elected recently
to head the OSM Region V Employees Association, Watt's reorganization scheme already has caused "a big backlog" at the
agency.
Kirk, a geophysicist in the division of
technical services, is responsible for coordinating reviews of mine plans submitted by
companies for approval under the Surface
Mining Act.
"Region V is the only region still active in
mine plan reviews," Kirk told Colorado
Business. That process already has "slowed
up considerably" due to attrition of personnel, demoralization of those who haven't
left and uncertainty over Watt's plan. Kirk
said a survey of employees in the Denver
office indicated 70 percent of the technical
staff of 50 would leave OSM if transferred
to Casper, as Watt has ordered.
"Last Friday, we held a going away party
for five people." Kirk said. "These were all
experienced technical people. A lot of
people have already jumped ship. At least a
dozen have left and everybody else is looking for other jobs. We still have no idea how
many will be transferred and how many will
be laid off. But it's bound to slow everything up even more."
For example, Kirk said Watt transferred
James Hardaway, chief of technical services
for the region, to a temporary assignment
back in Washington. "Hardaway was responsible for trying to keep the review of
mine plans on time," Kirk said. "This is a
guy who has received many commendations,
who works 60 hours a week. The transfer
doesn't make sense if you're serious about
efficiency."
By way of contrast, the technical services
staff also has lost three of five secretaries.
"That may not sound important," Kirk said,
"but just trying to get something typed is
almost impossible. You've got technical personnel doing their own typing to get reports
out on time. Now when you've got a GS-12
biologist typing out reports, that's not a
very efficient use of taxpayers' dollars, not
to mention the delay on other work."
"The most critical example" of inefficiency and delay caused by the announcement
of the planed reorganization, Kirk said, involves review of companies' plans for mines
in Utah, which still relies heavily on the regional office "because they don't have the
staff at the state level."
For the last several weeks, Kirk said, his
staff has been reviewing "four to five plans
a week" from companies, including 19 on
federal lands, "and they're stacking up."
Lining up behind these companies are
plans for at least two dozen mines in Colorado. Under the agreement between OSM and
the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation
Board, companies who wanted to continue
mimng in the state on federal land had to
reapply for state permits by Feb. 17, 1981.
"We've already crunched through the
joint review with MLRB to clear companies
for apparent deficiencies in their mine
plans," Kirk said. The schedule allows the
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companies to respond to a list of alleged de- NERCO, Inc., "was not in good shape at all"
ficiencies found by OSM and the state due to the resignation of the OSM person
board.
responsible for coordinating the EIS.
"A hell of a lot" of the responses from the
A NERCO spokesman told Colorado Busicompanies to these alleged inadequacies ness, "This is the first we've heard about it,
"will be coming in in the next few weeks," but if it's true, we're going to have some
Kirk said, raising the prospect that OSM, trouble." He refused to identify the nature
already thrown into chaos by Watt's reorga- of the "trouble."
nization, will be inundated with the ColoraOfficials at several companies contacted
do plans before the Utah plans can be asked that their names and their companies
cleared from the schedule.
not be identified. The consensus was, as one
"There's not much incentive for people put it, "it doesn't pay to get caught in the
who are going to get laid off in a month or middle of a bureaucratic fight. If I say
two to bust their butts for Watt under those something against Watt, whom I happen to
conditions," remarked another OSM em- like in spite of all this, I break ranks with
ployee, who asked that her name not be other people in the industry. If I say someused.
thing against OSM and they win, they may
Delays of six months to a year are "in- take it out on us later."
creasingly likely," Kirk said. "If true," one
One executive accused the OSM employcompany lawyer familiar with the process ees of "bureaucratic blackmail: If we openly
said, "and it sounds possible, that will cost side with Watt, they'll sit on our permit."
some companies a lot of money in lost conBut several agreed with the assessment of
tracts, carrying costs of borrowed capital, one lawyer who represents two of the state's
construction delays and, possibly, more liti- largest coal producers: "I've worked with
gation." The amount at stake is "hard to . the people at OSM extensively and the reorquantify," another spokesman said, "but it ganization could have the impact they say it
could be real expensive for some of us."
will. In the interim it's a headless monster.
"There's no question that many of these
"When things were running normally over
plans won't meet the legislatively mandated there, and the staff was generally trying to
schedule for review," Kirk said. "As a result, be cooperative and we were practically the
some companies will be operating without a only ones going through the process, it was
permit."
cumbersome enough."
Some states allow existing mines to operThe delays "could have a very deleterious
ate without a permit under provisions of ap- . effect, especially on the smaller, hungrier
proved state programs that grant extensions outfits opening up new mines. If this had
of time in cases of administrative delay for happened to us when we first applied to
which the company is not at fault. Other OSM, and we hadn't been able to expand
states, including Colorado, don't allow such into new federal coal, we would have been in
extensions, Kirk said, although MLRB offi- serious danger of defaulting on supply concials reportedly are preparing an adminis- tracts we had already signed."
trative mechanism that will assist compaMost of those contacted acknowledged
nies affected by the delays at the federal that, in the words of one engineer familiar
level.
with OSM, "the reorganization will result in
"The states might try to look the other losing some excellent people, and that will
way," Kirk said, but lawsuits filed by envi- hurt. But it will also result in losing some
ronmental groups against companies operat- people who have been a thorn in the side of
ing without permits "could shut down mines the companies seeking permits, and that
right and left."
will help."
The OSM regional office also has responThe companies hope that, whatever the
sibility for reviewing a petition filed last De- outcome of the squabble between Watt and
cember by a coalition of ranchers and envi- the Denver OSM, the federal government
ronmentalists to have the secretary declare will withdraw from regulation of mining in
certain sections of the coal-rich Powder favor of the states.
River Basin of Montana unsuitable for
"But if the delays are as bad as some say
strip-mining. According to the law, that they will," one reclamation specialist caureview must be completed within one year tioned, "Jim Watt will have some trouble
of filing of the petition. If OSM does not from the folks like us who put him there."
finish the review on time, Kirk warned, "the
petitioners could seek injunctions to prevent
[From Colorado Business, July 6-12, 19811
the companies from mining. That case is in
EMPLOYEES FILE SUIT AGAINST JAMES WATT
particular jeopardy because of the resigna<By Doug Vaughn)
tion of a hydrologist who was assigned to
the review.
Disgruntled employees in the Office of
The dimensions of the problem are indi- Surface Mining filed suit in federal district
cated in a draft report by the government's court in Denver July 1 to stop Interior SecOffice of Technology Assessment. Some 7.7 retary James Watt's proposed reorganizamillion tons of federal coal were mined in tion of OSM.
Utah, New Mexico and Colorado in 1979.
The suit is the latest in a series of maneuThe report, dated May 14, 1981, lists 108 vers by the staff of the OSM Region V
federal leases issued since then, with mine office to thwart a plan they say would effecplans projecting up to 70 million tons of ad- tively scuttle the agency, which is responsiditional production by the early 1990s. In ble for compliance by coal companies and
addition to those leases for which mine state agencies in the West with the Surface
plans have been submitted to OSM, another Mining Act of 1977. The law forces compa139 leases have been awarded for which no nies planning to mine coal on federal land
plans have been offered-yet.
to submit "mine plans" to OSM in order to
OSM employees said they expect consider- receive permits for strip-mining or for surable trouble completing environmental face facilities supporting underground
impact statements for several large oper- mines. The Act also authorizes OSM to suations. Review of larger mines, generally, pervise state agencies and review permits
will be extenuated, they said. While reluc- granted under state implementation protant to specify which operations stood to grams approved by the federal agency.
lose the most, one OSM employee said the
Earlier this year, Watt announced his inAntelope mine, operated by Portland-based tention to reduce personnel of OSM from
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1001 employees authorized in the federal
budget for fiscal year 1981 to 628-part of
the Reagan administration's goal of moving
toward a balanced budget. He also said he
would close all five regional offices of the
agency, replacing them with state and field
offices-a move justified on grounds of efficiency, cost-cutting and devolution of authority to the states to run their own programs.
Most of the functions of the regional
office in Denver would be moved to a technical services center in Casper, Wyo.
Responsibility for monitoring states for
compliance with the federal law would be
split among offices in Denver, Casper, Albuquerque and Salt Lake City, while scrutiny
over rehabilitation of mined land would
take place mainly out of Albuquerque.
OSM employees, not exactly thrilled with
the prospect of leaving Denver, have denounced the reorganization plan as a
scheme by which. Watt, a lawyer who formerly headed the Mountain States Legal
Foundation, can dismantle the agency he
battled on behalf of coal companies prior to
assuming his current position as chief steward of the public lands.
At hearings conducted by Rep. Patricia
Schroeder, D-Colo., in Denver last month,
OSM staff presented an analysis of Watt's
plan that contradicted their new boss' claim
that the reorganization would enhance efficiency, reduce costs to the government and
the coal companies and lift the burden of
regulation.
According to testimony by OSM personnel, the purported savings claimed by Watt
were grossly exaggerated. For example, savings on personnel costs were based on the
authorized level in the 1981 budget. But the
office in Denver, with 114 career employees,
had never been staffed to the authorized
level, so some of the claimed savings were
"fictitious," according to the employees.
The OSM employees also said Watt failed
to calculate the indirect costs of the relocation to the government and private firms,
such as increased travel expenses for firms
who have established headquarters in
Denver because it is a regional center for
federal agencies.
Perhaps most important, the OSM staff
charged, the splitting and transfer of functions to separate offices would actually increase the regulatory load Watt pledged to
lift.
After the hearings in Denver, Watt refused to budge, ordering that the reorganization take place by Sept. 15, despite a vote
by a House subcommittee to remove funds
from the fiscal 1982 budget designated for
the purpose. On June 25 the House Appropriations Committee voted to deny funds
from the current budget Watt hoped to use
instead.
The suit filed by the OSM employees
seeks to enjoin Watt from implementing his
reorganization on the grounds that he is
violating the federal "anti-deficiency" laws,
which prohibit an agency from using funds
for a purpose other than that for which
they were appropriated, and the National
Environmental Policy Act, which has been
interpreted in some court cases to require
that an agency file an environmental impact
statement for any proposed changes in operations or structure that might adversely
affect the environment.e
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Arts and Humanities that President Reagan
named in May is to report by the end of the
summer on what Mr. Reagan called a plan
"to make better use of existing Federal resources and to increase support for the arts
and humanities by the private sector."
HON. FREDERICK W. RICHMOND
However, despite efforts in Congress and
elsewhere to encourage private giving, corOF NEW YORK
porate officers and other experts on charity
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
say that business, foundations and individTuesday, July 14, 1981
ual givers combined will be unable to offset
e Mr. RICHMOND. Mr. Speaker, the the Federal grant money being cut.
While final details of the budget cuts are
administration has stated on several not
yet known, a study by the Urban Instirecent occasions that the private tute in Washington recently estimated that
sector will increase its contributions to there would be reductions of $128.2 billion
nonprofit organizations, thus making from 1981 to 1984 for social welfare, health,
up the difference between today's environment, the arts and Government-fifunding levels and the anticipated loss nanced housing and food programs.

NO
ADDITIONAL
PRIVATE
SECTOR SUPPORT TO NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS:
A
PAINFUL REALITY

of Federal support in 1982.
In fact, the private sector is unable
to offset the Federal funding that the
administration proposes to cut. This
painful reality was most clearly articulated in a New York Times article of
July 6, 1981, by Kathleen Telsch.
I commend Ms. Telsch's thoughtful
and balanced analysis and urge my
colleagues to review it carefully before
we complete the budget process.
Mr. Speaker, the message of this article and the reality that cannot be ignored is summed up in the headlines
that appeared atop the column in the
Times on July 6: "Nonprofit Groups
Call On Industry to Replace U.S.
Aid-Federal Fund Cut Feared-Corporations Say They Cannot Make up
for Bulk of Grants Reagan Seeks to
Drop."
NONPROFIT GROUPS CALL ON INDUSTRY TO REPLACE
U.S.
AID-FEDERAL
FuND
CUT
FEARED-CORPORATIONS SAY THEY CANNOT
MAKE UP FOR BULK OF GRANTS REAGAN
SEEKS TO DROP

<By Kathleen Telsch)
Large companies from coast to coast
report a surge in appeals for grants from
antipoverty groups, universities, cultural
agencies and other nonprofit orgranizations
scrambling to replace money they fear they
will lose as a result of Reagan Administration budget cuts.
The companies say there is no way they
can come anywhere near offsetting the Federal grant money that is to be eliminated.
"We've been deluged with thousands of
requests, a 100 percent increase in the first
quarter of this year," said Mary Hall, vice
president of corporate contributions at the
Weyerhaeuser Company headquarters in
Tacoma, Wash., which twice a day receives
mail sacks crammed with appeals. Most corporate givers reported an increase of 25 to
35 percent in requests from the Nation's
300,000 nonprofit organizations, which
range from opera companies and private
universities to groups that feed the poor.
"There's a certain element of panic about
anticipated losses," Richard F. Neblett, contributions coordinator for Exxon, said at its
Manhattan headquarters, where the increase in appeals is less dramatic than that
at Weyerhaeuser.
VOLUNTEER AID ENCOURAGED

Throughout the budget-cutting process,
senior White House officials have said that
they expected private volunteer efforts to
replace many curtailed Government programs. For example, a Task Force on the

2 7 BILLION DOLLAR LOSS IN 5 YEARS

Lester M. Salamon, the political economist who directed the institute's study, said
that the anticipated cuts would mean a loss
of $27 billion over the next five years for
the nonprofit organizations working in
these fields, the groups now flooding corporations with their appeals for money.
Contributions to nonprofit groups by companies and some 600 company-operated
foundations last year totaled only $2.55 billion, according to the American Association
of Fund-Raising Counsel Inc.
The difference between the amount of
funds to be lost and the total corporate contribution is of such dimensions that companies cannot possibly pick up the whole tab,
said Anne Klepper, a senior research associate for the Conference Board, whose 4,000
members include the country's leading
foundations, government agencies and educational institutions.
"There have been unrealistic expectations
about who will do what for a long time," she
said. "Now the situation is getting crunchier. Inevitably there will be a struggle to
survive among the non-profits. It could be a
Darwinian scene."
Private giving from all private sources for
nonreligious purposes would have to increase by 144 percent over the next five
years to make up for reductions in Government assistance and keep up with inflation,
Mr. Salamon estimated, growth four times
faster than the average over the last five
years.
TOO MUCH, TOO SOON

Corporate officials say the Administration's assumption that the private sector
and especially business can fill the void is
expecting too much, too soon.
"You cannot send a Mailgram from Washington to all corporations and sayAi. funny
thing happened, and expect they will be
ready immediately to make up the shortfall- life is not like that," Edward M. Block,
a vice president of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company, remarked in objecting to the proposed cutback in financing
for the National Endowment for the Arts.
Mr. Block is also president of the American
Council for the Arts.
Even if business took the lead in support
of the arts, a vast fund-raising campaign
could not be started in time to avoid serious
damage, Mr. Block contended. Business will
also be under heavy pressure to help pay for
a variety of human services, he observed,
suggesting that these might be assisted at
the expense of the arts.
A.T.&T. is the leading partner of the Bell
System, whose $38.2 million budget for philanthropy made it the largest single donor
in the business community in 1980. Exxon
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ranked second, with contributions of $38.l
million. Only six private foundations in the
United States give away more money annually.
Many companies plan to increase giving,
among them Exxon, International Business
Machines, Levi Strauss and General Electric, but the widespread opinion is that the
total for all would not offset the Government reductions.
A DROP IN THE BUCKET

Contributions from corporations increased
15 percent in 1978 and 1979, dropping to 4
percent because of low profits last year, but
even if the former high level was reached, it
would amount to only $380 million more a
year, "a drop in the bucket," in the words of
John J. Schwartz, president of the American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel.
"Dollar for dollar, there is no way for the
private sector to make up for the cuts,"
agreed John H. Filer, chairman of the
Aetna Life and Casualty Company, although he maintained that companies and
nonprofit groups could have significant
impact in critical areas, including training
the hard to employ.
Less than 30 percent of the country's two
million companies report to the Internal
Revenue Service that they make philanthropic donations, the Conference Board
said. Under Federal law, companies are permitted to deduct for charitable giving up to
5 percent of their taxable income. Only a
few, mainly companies in the Minneapolis
area that have joined a 5 Percent Club,
reach the maximum; the average hovers
around 1 percent.
Even before the Reagan Administration,
there were efforts by organizations and individuals to persuade companies to step up
giving and to reach the thousands that do
not make any contributions.
The National Business Roundtable issued
a policy statement in March endorsed by
the Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers calling on
the business community to increase giving.
And Laurence A. Wien, a New York lawyer
and real estate investor, is credited with
ha.ving "shamed" dozens of prospering companies into increasing their contributions by
presenting or threatening to push stockholder resolutions.
Raising the present level of company
giving to 5 percent would increase corporate
contributions from $10 billion to $12 billion,
according to philanthropic experts. However, even doubling the present level to 2 percent is expected to take several years, these
analysts said.
BUSINESS FACES IMPLICATIONS

The Administration and public expectations that business can be "the thousandfingered Dutch boy plugging the dikes"
poses risks for business, which "will have to
perform as never before," according to
Donald H. Haider, professor of public management at Northwestern University.
Speaking at a Public Affairs Council meeting of corporate leaders in Chicago in
March, Mr. Haider produced a stunned silence with his warning that a failure by industry to increase business activity, create
jobs and also act as the "great gap-filler"
could result in a backlash in which business
could lose the freedom from regulations and
other benefits it expects from the Reagan
Administration.
Brian O'Connell, president of the Independent Sector, said it would be a mistake
for the Administration to single out business and give the impression that the
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burden now rests with it to pick up the
slack. The group, set up two years ago to
stimulate private charitable giving, has been
lobbying for new tax laws to encourage
giving by individuals. Its 310 members include leading companies, foundations and
nonprofit organizations.
"I believe business will do more and can
do more, but it has to be done in a spirit of
encouragement and cooperation and not by
giving the impression that business must
fulfill an obligation," Mr. O'Connell said.e

MONROE AND THE PRESERVATION OF AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

HON. LARRY McDONALD
OF GEORGIA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. McDONALD. Mr. Speaker, the
Monroe Doctrine is just as valid as the
day it was proclaimed. It should be enforced and again become actively applied to our everyday foreign policy.
President Monroe would be taken
aback to see Castro trodding roughshod around the Caribbean. He would
be shocked to see the state of affairs
in Central America as regards Nicaragua and El Salvador. The Richmond
Times-Dispatch in an editorial of July
4, 1981, reminds us of this great Virginian and his contribution to America. I commend the editorial to the attention of my colleagues.
MONROE AND THE PRESERVATION OF AMERICAN
INDEPENDENCE

Independence Day this year coincides
with the 150th anniversary of the death of
James Monroe, a Virginian whose career in
public service extended over long years from
the War of Independence to that enduring
landmark of American policy on inter-American freedom and security known as the
Monroe Doctrine.
A native of Westmoreland County,
Monroe was but an 18-year-old student at
the College of William and Mary on that
momentous Fourth of July in 1776 when
Jefferson's bold Declaration of Independence was proclaimed. Young Monroe stirred
to the patriots' cause, quitting school to join
the Third Virginia Regiment. He was
wounded in battle at Trenton.
When independence had been won,
Monroe studied law under Thomas Jefferson, then governor of Virginia. Subsequently he served in the Virginia General Assembly, in both the United States House of
Representatives and Senate, as governor of
the commonwealth, as minister to France,
Great Britain and Spain and as secretary of
state and secretary of war. In 1817 he
became the fifth president of the United
States, the fourth Virginian to hold that
office.
Monroe was not born into great wealth,
and his long public career did not make him
wealthy. Ash Lawn, his farmhouse near
Monticello in Albemarle County, is notable
for its modesty. The former president was in
financial straits when he died in New York
City on Independence Day in 1831. It was
not until 1858, the centennial of his birth,
that his remains were transferred from New
York to the gothic tomb that stands in
Richmond's Hollywood Cemetry.

Of the Monroe Doctrine-probably more
the handiwork of Monroe's secretary of
state John Quincy Adams than of Monroe
himself-a saying attributed to the American Everyman has been: "I am not quite
sure what the Doctrine means, but I would
lay down my life to defend it." Indeed the
Doctrine is worth sacrificing to defend; it is
worth understanding, too.
Having in mind the Holy Alliance of reactionary European monarchies, Monroe on
Dec. 2, 1823 declared that the United States
would "consider any attempt on their part
to extend their system to any portion of
this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace
and safety." Though various Old World
powers have fallen and risen since then, and
though the United States has grown to be a
major power and a party to world wars, the
fundamental proposition remains valid that
United States security is endangered by aggression by an imperialistic, absolutist
power anywhere in the Western Hemisphere.
The Monroe Doctrine is not, as some have
misunderstood or missapplied it, a manifesto of "Yankee imperialism." To the contrary, it is an assertion that the United
States of America, both for reasons of national security and on account of the American people's cherished principles of maximized civil liberties and national self-determination, opposes the spread of any imperialism in the New World.
Monroe's description of this inherent security threat applies well to the Soviet
domination of Cuba and Nicaragua and the
campaign of Soviet backed guerrillas to conquer El Salvador: They are "dangerous to
our peace and safety." Moreover, the totalitarianism of the Soviet empire is like the
European absolutism of Monroe's day especially in the sense that, as Monroe put it, no
one can "believe that our Southern brethren, if left to themselves, would adopt it of
their own accord."
That American independence has endured
for a century and a half since the noble life
of James Monroe is not of itself assurance
that it will endure for many more years to
come. Our Republic, our constitutional
guarantees of civil liberties, do not have a
life of their own. Hemispheric security and
self-determination among our neighboring
nations may not be taken for granted. If
there is to be another generation of peace
and freedom in our Republic and among our
neighbors, we, the living, through creed and
deed, must propagate it.e

THE YOUNGEST OLD MEN IN
JOURNALISM

HON. RICHARD BOLLING
OF MISSOURI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. BOLLING. Mr. Speaker, I wish

to bring to the attention of my colleagues a column which appeared in
the June 21 Washington Post. David
Broder writes about two of the finest
people I have ever known, Richard L.
Strout and Marquis W. Childs.
CFrom the Washington Post, June 21, 19811
THE YOUNGEST OLD MEN IN JOURNALISM

<By David S. Broder)
We had breakfast the other morning to
honor one of our own, a reporter for the
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Christian Science Monitor named Richard
L. Strout. It was an ordinary working day
for him, as for us, except for Dick Strout it
was the start of his 61st year on beat.
He was hired by the Monitor on June 13,
1921, and two years later drove his Model T
down to Washington and began covering the
administration of Warren G. Harding, the
first of 11 presidents he has seen. He is a
tall Yankee with a neatly trimmed moustache, straighter and slimmer than most of
us a generation or two younger. He stays fit,
he says, by steady work: 60 years for the
Monitor; 38 years doubling in brass as the
weekly columnist for The New Republic,
writing under the non-disguise of TRB, an
acronym with no meaning.
He may well be the best print journalist
working in Washington. His claim to that
title was probably strengthened when a colleague and competitor named Marquis W.
Childs retired at the beginning of June,
after 55 years as a reporter and columnist
for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch. Childs quit
so he could write some more books, a decision Strout probably thinks he will get
around to-in due time.
As we sat with Strout the other morning,
hearing him do capsule profiles of the presidents he had known and discourses on his
favorite topics-the dangers of the arms
race and the folly of our political sweepstakes-all of us, I suspect, were thinking of
what such a career can mean. Journalism is,
in many respects, in public disrepute these
days; the polls and everyday conversation
tell us most of our readers disbelieve what
they find in our copy and have meager confidence in our ability to get the story right.
Yet Strout and Childs are regarded with
affection and trust and confidence, not only
by colleagues in the business but by people
about whom and for whom they have written.
What lessons can they teach us? One is
the importance of steadiness. They did not
flit. Sixty years on one paper in Strout's
case, 55 for Childs. Most of it on one beat,
the nation's capital. They learned the
ground they were covering, and they let
both their subjects and their readers know
what to expect from them.
Today, too many of us move from beat to
beat, from paper to paper, from network to
network-seeking novelty or fame. We sacrifice the knowledge and credibility of a
Strout or a Childs in the process.
The second characteristic the two men
have in common is their liveliness and their
love of the human follies they have seen.
They are the youngest old men in journalism. Childs was a connoisseur of gossip, carrying tidbits both ways across the Atlantic
on his frequent trips, reveling in a colleague's rendition of some particularly implausible anecdote.
Strout speaks of the roguish Harding with
more affection than any of the late, greater
presidents he knew, still marveling at his
dalliances among the galoshes in a White
House closet, while the Secret Service stood
guard.
But, at heart, both men are dead serious
about their work. They have witnessed a lot
of history, but they have read widely,
avidly, to encompass more. They have the
scholar's fetish for accuracy, for getting the
names and numbers right, for checking
their recollections against the reference
books.
They care deeply about the fate of this
country and this world-and they do not
disguise their concern. Childs in his valedictory column and Strout in two of his most
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recent New Republic essays wrote about the
dangers of nuclear arms in the hands of
those "fanatics, the ideologues," as Childs
called them, "who have brought on one catastrophe after another in this bloody century."
But they are-as journalists must be in
order to rise and write another day-optimists. "If occasionally I have despaired over
earthlings who seem bound to destroy our
small planet," Childs wrote, "I have fallen
back on the tough stuff of human nature
and the ingenuity for mankind, which has
survived despite all the plagues, natural and
man-made."
Finally, they have immense pride in their
craft. "For all the 'new journalism' and the
public's skepticism over what sometimes
seems to be invention, it is a splendid trade,
and there are admirable practitioners who
serve the cause of intelligence and order in
a turbulent world," Childs told his readers
as he left.
Stout offered this advice to fellow journalists at the National Press Club a couple
years ago: "I hope they will stay committed.
I hope they will retain their curiosity-their
interest; yes, and at their heart a touch of
anger. When the Adrenalin runs low, when
the little flame of anger flickers out, I think
it is time for the reporter to think about
going into some more remunerative form of
work."
Fortunately, Dick Strout and Mark Childs
have not found that other form of work-in
all these years when they could have been
looking. For us in this troubled, and vulnerable line of work, their example is important.•
·

NAM SUPPORT FOR H.R. 1648,
EXPORT TRADING COMPANY
ACT

HON. JOHN J. LaFALCE
OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Mr. LA.FALCE. Mr. Speaker, on
April 8, the Senate unanimously
passed S. 734 which is the companion
bill to H.R. 1648, the Export Trading
Company Act of 1981. That unanimous passage was indicative of the
broad support which this export incentive bill enjoys throughout the
country.
Within the private sector of the
economy, supporters include groups as
diverse as the Electronic Industries Association, the National Small Business
Association, the American Soybean
Association, and the National Governors' Association. That wide support
demonstrates that the Economist was
quite correct in last week's issue, when
it described the Export Trading Company Act as the most important
export incentive in this country.
The private sector has been enthusiastically joined by the Reagan administration which has repeatedly backed
the bill as the top item on its trade
agenda. Both Secretary Malcolm Baldrige and Under Secretary Lionel
Olmer have frequently spoke and testified in favor of H.R. 1648 and for
prompt passage of the bill.
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On June 24, Mr. Lawrence A. Fox,
vice president of the National Association of Manufacturers, submitted a
statement to the Judiciary Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial
Law concerning the Export Trading
Company Act. I want to share the relevant parts of his testimony with all
of my colleagues, because it contains
succinct and compelling reasons why
the House should act expeditiously on
this bill. I hope that all of my colleagues will join with me in support of
this bipartisan effort to boost U.S. exports and reduce our alarming trade
deficits.
The excerpts from his testimony
follow:
The legislation under discussion today involves two broad policy areas: competition
policy and trade policy. In fact, export trading companies pose no threat to competition
policy in the United States or overseas. On
the other hand, increased exports can directly benefit the American public through
the contribution they make toward increased employment and a stronger dollar.
We believe that an export trading company
bill such as H.R. 1648 would contribute to
an increase in U.S. exports, and we urge the
Subcommittee to act favorably upon
it .•••
We cannot reverse the trends of the last
decade without at least recognizing both the
need to do so and the fact that the future
economic strength of the United States will
depend in large measure on its own international competitiveness. The export trading
company legislation now before you, though
hardly a full export policy in itself, is nevertheless a recognition that we must change
our institutional or business structures if
American industry is to become truly competitive internationally.
This legislation has two basic elements:
banking provisions and antitrust provisions.
The banking provisions, by permitting
banks to invest in export trading companies
give the firms that form such companie~
access to the expertise on foreign markets
which many banks possess and to the financing that is crucial to success in so many
export ventures. The antitrust provisions
should enable potential exporters to form
associations among themselves without fear
of running afoul of the antitrust laws. An
export trading company statute needs both
of these elements.•

THE PEACE CORPS AND ACTION

HON.THOMASF.HARTNETT
OF SOUTH CAROLINA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. HARTNETT. Mr. Speaker, the
Peace Corps should not be independent and separate from ACTION. Recently the Senate passed an amendment to the State Department authorization <S. 1193) that separated the
Peace Corps from ACTION. This was
a mistake for the following reasons:
First, in a period of severe budget
cuts, requiring the most efficient use
of our resources, an independent
Peace Corps would entail larger ex-
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penditures. Under the current Peace
Corps status as an autonomous agency
within ACTION, joint services are provided by ACTION to the Peace Corps
and domestic volunteer programs in
the areas of: administrative services,
recruitment, communications, computer services, health services, accounting, and payroll.
If we make the Peace Corps independent it would cost the taxpayers
millions of dollars more a year. Additional funds would be necessary to pay
for increased staff, office space, computer hardware and software, business
machines, and other expenditures.
Second, under the Executive order
which conferred autonomy on the
Peace Corps within the ACTION
structure <Executive Order 12137),
Peace Corps was granted control over
policy formulation and implementation, the allocation of its resources,
the budgeting function, and the selection and appointment of its personnel.
Complete independence from ACTION
would give the Peace Corps direct
management control over the services
outlined in my first point, but at considerable cost to the taxpayers. Little
else is gained by granting complete independence.
Third, ACTION serves as a central
focus for all federally funded volunteer programs. This capability is
needed now more than ever to tap the
well spring of the American volunteer
spirit that has manifested itself in our
country since the early years of our
history. We need to work with local
communities to provide channels
through which this spirit can flow at
the community level as well as the national level. Peace Corps itself is the
product of such a spirit. Retaining the
two agencies under the same roof
would insure that we speak as a single
voice regarding the federally funded
volunteer programs.
Furthermore, from a cost/yield
point of view, Peace Corps programs
were better managed before the
agency was granted autonomy. An
analysis of the available data shows
that during the 2 years since Peace
Corps autonomy the following negative results have occurred:
One. The number of volunteers in
the field has diminished.
Two. The number of requests from
Host Countries for volunteers has diminished.
Three. The Peace Corps has had to
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Peace Corps to the centralized authority and accountability of ACTION.e
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SUPREME COURT RULING ON
RETIREMENT BENEFITS FOR
DIVORCED MILITARY SPOUSES

ANOTHER IRISHMAN DIES ON A
HUNGER STRIKE

HON. PATRICIA SCHROEDER

HON. MARIO BIAGGI

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OF COLORADO

OF NEW YORK

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Speaker, Martin
Hurson, age 27, on Sunday became the
sixth Irishman to die from a hunger
strike in the Long Kesh Prison in
Northern Ireland. As in the past, the
British Government has adhered to a
policy of intransigence-and as each
person dies-they reveal to the world
the true moral bankruptcy of their
policies in the North of Ireland.
Tragically, violence has followed
Hurson's death as it has when each of
the preceding five men who have died.
This I oppose, as I do all violence
which exists in Northern Ireland.
However, I am compelled to be critical
of the barbaric actions taken by British security forces at last week's funeral of Joe McConnell. Security forces,
µsing plastic bullets, fired into crowds
maiming innocent men, women, and
children. I am increasingly disturbed
over reports that these plastic bullets
are in fact being manufactured in the
United States. I have made an inquiry
with the Department of State on this
issue and expect a report in the very
near future. These bullets are to be
used for crowd control. They are supposed to be fired at the grotmd and if
they ricochet they are only supposed
to hit a person in the legs. Reports I
have received indicate that these bullets are being fired point-blank at
people, causing far more serious injuries. If my investigation should reveal
that our Nation is supplying these
plastic bullets, I will seek an immediate legislative remedy.
As the Northern Ireland hunger
strike crisis continues to deteriorate, I
again appeal to my colleagues to join
me as cosponsors of House Resolution
158 which calls on the British Government to exercise greater urgency and
flexibility in trying to achieve a humanitarian resolution to the hunger
strike. We must convey this message
of concern to Great Britain, for this
Nation's continued official silence has
contributed to Great Britain maintain-

expend more funds on administrative

ing its inflexible policy. My resolution

support to establish its own personnel
system, budget staff, General Counsel,
and legislative and governmental affairs office.
Four. Costs per volunteer have risen
considerably.
In fact, the date indicates that instead of creating another bureaucracy
by separating the Peace Corps from
ACTION, it would be more efficient
and better management to return the

currently has bipartisan support from
74 of my colleagues.
The cause of peace, justice, and freedom for Ireland is being drastically delayed as long as the hunger strikes
continue. As chairman of the Ad Hoc
Congressional Committee for Irish Affairs, I remain committed to working
to keep the hopes for peace in Ireland
alive through a positive American contribution to the cause.
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e Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Speaker,
recently the U.S. Supreme Court in
McCarty against McCarty ruled that
Federal law precludes a State court
from dividing military retired pay in a
dissolution of marriage. This ruling
has thrown State domestic relations
law into chaos since it deprives States
of a traditional tool used to provide
economic protection to divorced military spouses. It also means that military spouses will be treated differently
than civilian spouses in those States.
The McCarty decision has serious
ramifications across the country.
Members of Congress have received
calls from constituents who have been
informed that their ex-spouses intend
to cut off their court-ordered payments as a consequence of the
McCarty decision.
The Supreme Court did not say that
the divorced spouses of military personnel should be deprived of any of
the retirement benefits earned during
the marriage. It simply concluded that
the responsibility for making changes
in military retirement law should be
made by the Congress and not by the
courts.
Legislative action on this issue is
now critical. This week Representative
KENT HANCE and Representative G.
WILLIAM WHITEHURST joined me in
writing to Secretary of Defense Caspar
Weinberger to urge his careful attention to executive comments which are
being prepared by the Department of
Defense on bills that have been introduced to deal with the plight of divorced spouses of military members.
H.R. 1711, introduced by Representative HANCE, authorizes direct payment of a court awarded portion of
the retired pay to a former spouse.
H.R. 3039, which I introduced, was cosponsored by Representative WHITEHURST. This bill would allow State
courts to award a prorata share of the
retired pay and survivor benefits to a
former spouse married 10 years or
more according to the individual
merits of each case. It would also
insure that a spouse or ex-spouse sign
a waiver agreeing to the retiree's election to take a reduction in or opt out
of the survivor benefit plan.
In the letter we state that the position of the service member must be
protected. At the same time, we are
convinced that a legislative remedy is
necessary that is fair to both military
members and their families. We also
think that protections for military
spouses will encourage, not discourage,
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military reenlistment because of the
well-documented role of the spouse in
this decision. We hope to work with
both DOD and the Armed Services
Committee to resolve this situation.
I ask that the text of the letter to
Secretary Weinberger be attached to
my statement, as well as an article
from the New York Times about the
McCarty decision.
Hon. CASPAR w. WEINBERGER,
Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense,
The Pentagon, Washington, D. C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: The Department of
Defense is currently reviewing several bills
which have been introduced in the 97th
Congress dealing with retirement protection
for divorced spouses of military personnel.
H.R. 1711 and H.R. 3039 were introduced by
Representatives Kent Hance and P3:tricia
Schroeder, respectively and S. 888 was mtroduced by Senators David Durenberger, Bob
Packwood, and Mark Hatfield.
We recognize that the position of the service member must be protected. However, we
think that legislative changes are needed
that are fair to both military members and
their families.
A recent Supreme Court decision makes
legislative action on this issue imperative.
On June 26 in McCarty v. McCarty the U.S.
Supreme Court overruled the California
Court of Appeals, and ruled that Federal
law precludes a state court from dividing
military retired pay. This ruling has thrown
traditional state domestic relations law into
chaos and has effectively deprived states of
a tooi to provide economic protection to divorced spouses of military personnel.
While the Supreme Court recognized that
the plight of an ex-spouse of a retired service member is often a serious one, it concluded that Congress, not the courts, should
decide whether more protection should be
afforded to military former spouses.
We are all in accord that the Supreme
Court decision has made legislative action
on this issue critical. In some cases we understand that court ordered payments that
are presently being made will be cut off,
leaving these divorced military spouses in financial distress.
We urge your immediate attention, therefore, to the Department's Executive C~m
ments that are being prepared on our bills.
We ask that the changes to protect military
spouses be carefully considered.
We firmly believe that laws that offer a
measure of protection to military spouses
will enhance the military way of life for
families. We think that protections for military families will encourage, not discourage,
military reenlistment because of the welldocumented role of the spouse in this decision.
We ask for your support for legislative
change that will protect the military family,
and would appreciate your ideas on the best
way to make these changes. We look for-
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ward to working with you on this important
issue for the military.
Sincerely,
KENT HANCE,
Member of Congress.

PATRICIA SCHROEDER,
Member of Congress.

G. WILLIAM WHITEHURST,
Member of Congress.

[From the New York Times, June 27, 19811
DIVORCED WIFE MAY NOT SHARE ARMY
PENSION
<By Linda Greenhouse)
WASHINGTON, June 26.-The Supreme
Court ruled today that military pension
benefits may not become part of a property
settlement in a divorce.
Since for many military families the service member's pension is the single largest
economic asset, the decision placed a significant limit on the financial rights of divorced
spouses of military personnel, the overwhelming majority of whom are women.
Groups including the National Organization for Women and the Women's Legal Defense Fund criticized the decision as failing
to recognize the economic contributions of
women who choose "traditional" roles as
homemakers.
ISSUE OF PRIVATE PENSIONS
Private pensions are playing an increasingly important role in divorce settlements.
The Court has been asked to decide whether Federal law permits private pensions to
be divided as community property. The Justices have not yet said, whether they will
hear the case, an appeal from a Federa.l appeals court ruling that treated a private
pension as community property.
In another decision, the High Court ruled
that local governments were immune from
having to pay "punitive damages" for violating an individual's constitutional rights.
CPage 7.l
Today's 6-to-3 ruling on military pensions
applied an analysis similar to the one the
Court used yesterday in upholding a maleonly draft. Writing for the majority, Associate Justice Harry A. Blackmun said that
Congress had decided that it was in tJ:i~ nation's military interest to preserve m1lltary
pensions as the service member's "personal
entitlement," not subject to being shared
with anyone else.
Justice Blackmun, quoting yesterday's
draft decision, said: "In no area has the
Court accorded Congress greater deference
than in the conduct and control of military
affairs. It is manifest that the application of
community property principles to military
retired pay threatens grave harm to 'clear
and substantial' Federal interests."
Justice Blackmun said that Congress had
designed the military retirement system to

induce military personnel to stay in uniform
the 20 years required to receive a pension,
and then to induce them to retire soon after
eligibility. The prospect that the pension
might have to be shared in a divorce, he
said, would reduce the value of these inducements.
The decision, McCarty v. McCarty, No. 805, overturned the ruling of an appellate
court in California. That court, applymg the
state's community property law in which
assets earned by either partner in marriage
are regarded as the property of both, awarded the divorced wife of an Army colonel, a
45 percent interest in his $1,500-a-month
pension.
.
Today's decision is not limited to the eight
community property states. It also bars a

judge in an "equitable jurisdiction" state
like New York from awarding an interest in
a military pension to a divorced military
spouse. The majority based its ruling on the
Supremacy Clause of the Constitution,
under which Federal law is deemed to override conflicting state laws that interfere
with Federal goals.
Justice Blackmun's opinion was joined by
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger and Associate Justices Byron R. White, Thurgood
Marshall, Lewis F. Powell, Jr., and John
Paul Stevens.
Associate Justice William H. Rehnquist
wrote a dissenting opinion that was joined
by Associate Justices William J. Brennan,
Jr. and Potter Stewart. In 110 full decisions
this term, this was the only time that Justices Rehnquist and Brennan, who represent opposite ends of the Court's ideological
spectrum, dissented in the same case.
They said that the majority opinion was
"both unprecedented and wrong" and was
"wholly inconsistent with this Court's previous pronouncements" concerning a state's
power to determine laws concerning marriage and property in the absence of Congress direct enactment to the contrary.
The ruling does not foreclose a divorced
military spouse from obtaining a court order
to garnish the pension benefits to satisfy an
unpaid alimony or child support obligation.
BILL TO AID MILITARY SPOUSES
Representative Patricia Schroeder, Democrat of Colorado, called today's decision
"shocking" and said that she hoped it would
aid passage of a bill she has sponsored to
guarantee military spouses after 10 years of
marriage a pro rata share of pension benefits. The bill has languished, she said, in
part because it appeared that the issue was
being adequately addressed under state law.
In the last few years, Congress has amended the Foreign Service and Civil Service retirement systems to provide for benefits to
former spouses. Lawyers familiar with divorce cases said today that this approach
was cumbersome and often fruitless.
Eleanor Smeal, president of the National
Organization for Women, said today it was
"ludicrous" for the Court to "say that national security depends on men knowing
they will get their entire pension."
Several feminist groups, as well as organizations of military wives, argued in briefs
filed with the Court that the relatively low
pay in the military, frequent transfers, and
special obligations placed on military wives
made the case for the sharing of pension
benefits in divorce especially strong.e

SUPPORTERS OF TERRORISM
ATTACK INTELLIGENCE REFORMS

HON. LARRY McDONALD
OF GEORGIA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. McDONALD. Mr. Speaker,

under the impetus of organizations
alined with Cuba and the Soviet
Union, a campaign was launched on
June 19 to render the Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism impotent, to block efforts by the administration to rectify and reform major
gaps in America's foreign intelligence
and internal security defenses, and to
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frustrate efforts in the Congress to restore the House Committee on Internal Security.
This campaign was launched on
June 19 with small rallies in Detroit,
Mich.; Los Angeles, Calif.; Houston,
Tex.; Albuquerque, N. Mex.; Burlington, Vt.; St. Louis, Mo.; New Haven,
Conn.; Washington, D.C.; Amherst,
Mass.; and Toledo, Ohio, with larger
meetings in Chicago and New York
City.
The date chosen for launching the
attack on efforts to restore America's
internal security defenses was the
28th anniversary of the execution of
two convicted Soviet atom spiesJulius and Ethel Rosenberg, both
Communist Party members. Communist Party, U.S.A., members played a
highly visible · role in the anti-intelligence rallies and not surprisingly, the
impetus for the rallies came from an
old Communist Party, U.S.A., front
group, the National Committee to ReOpen the Rosenberg Case <NCRRC),
one of its spinoffs called the Fund for
Open Information and Accountability,
Inc. <FOIA), and the Center for Constitutional Rights <CCR), a litigation
and agitational organization founded
by leading "Old Left" activists in the
National Lawyers Guild <NLG), itself
a CPUSA front organization with intimate ties to Cuba and which remains
the principal U.S. member of a major
Soviet-controlled organization, the
International Association of Democratic Lawyers.
In New York, the NMWH main rally
was preceded by a picket line and rally
outside the U.S. Courthouse in Foley
Square. This was sponsored by the
NCRRC, 853 Broadway, New York,
N.Y., 10003, and attracted only some
75 people. Its main speaker was Michael Meeropol, one of the Rosenberg
sons, who called for "official exoneration" of his parents and their codefendant, Morton Sobel, who served 19
years in Federal prison for his part in
the Rosenberg spy ring.
The NMWH rally was held on Astor
Place outside the headquarters of District 65, a CPUSA-dominated unit formerly of the Distributive Workers but
not affiliated with the United Auto
Workers. District 65 was the announced location for the NMWH rally
in the event of rain. NMWH's various
events from 4 until 10 p.m. included a
literature fair, press conference, and
rally and attracted a total of 1,000
people.
The event was endorsed by 70 organizations ranging from the AmericanArab Anti-Discrimination Committee
<AAADC> which opposes deportation
of members of the terrorist Palestine
Liberation Organization <PLO) and
the Committee Against Repression in
Italy <CARD which opposes Italian internal security investigations of the
Red Brigades and other terrorist organizations through militant homosex-
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ual groups like Dykes Against Racism
Everywhere <DARE) to the Legal
Services Staff Association, the U.S.
Peace Council <USPC), a CPUSA front
and U.S. section of the U.S.S.R.'s main
international front, the World Peace
Council; and the small drug-oriented
Youth International Party <YIP).
A variety of speakers were scheduled
including:
Norma Becker, a leader of the militant socialist/pacifist War Resisters
League <WRL) who has been active
with the WPC and assorted Communist-dominated coalitions backing the
Communist terrorist insurgents in
Southeast Asia. In West Germany and
other countries, the local affiliates of
the War Resisters International have
been infiltrated and captured by Communists so that the organizations act
as adjuncts to the World Peace Council.
Anne Braden, rally cochair and the
CPUSA's veteran southern organizer
based in Louisville, Ky., founder and
leader of CPUSA's current southern
front group, the Southern Organizing
Committee for Economic and Social
Justice <SOCESJ). Braden called for a
minute of silence to honor the Rosenbergs and she praised those two Communist spies who preferred execution
rather than reveal other members of
the Soviet ring Julius Rosenberg had
organized, calling them "two people
who did not compromise, two people
who all Americans are indebted to."
Braden pointed out the "advances"
made by the Left's campaign to smash
U.S. internal security defenses over
the past 10 years, particularly the killing of the House Internal Security
Committee which terminated investigations into subversion, terrorism, and
other activities that the KGB calls
"active measures" against the United
States. She boasted, "We will never
have the kind of witch hunts that destroyed some of our movements in the
past."
Michael Meeropol, rally cochair and
son of the Rosenbergs, provided a political analysis which stated activists
should concentrate on breaking up the
new consensus among moderates and
conservatives that national defense,
our foreign intelligence, and domestic
security defenses need to be strengthened. He attacked previous periods of
consensus in which the United States
helped its allies in South Korea and
South Vietnam resist Communist aggression with arms if necessary as
having brought about "murders" of
the Communist attackers.
Gil Green, CPUSA political committee, who was a leader of the underground Communist Party apparatus
set up after World War II to operate
in the event of a war between the
U.S.S.R. and America with a capacity
both for propaganda and subversion
and for sabotage. Green, who heads
the Labor Taskforce of the Mobiliza-
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tion for Survival <MFS) and was one
of CPUSA's main overt representatives in the leadership of the anti-Vietnam coalitions, claimed the U.S. Government had forced him to spend 4
years "underground" and had "persecuted" him under the Smith Act.
Robert Lewis, general counsel of the
United Electrical Union <UE), long
under the influence of the Communist
Party, attacked restrictions on Communists in trade unions in the 1940's
and 1950's. Lewis, a veteran National
Lawyers Guild activist, has been involved in the leadership of Arthur
Kinoy's efforts to form a new MarxistLeninist party, a group now called the
Coalition for a People's Alternative
<CPA).
Judge Bruce McM. Wright, who excoriated the Senate Subcommittee on
Security and Terrorism, and said, "Patriotism is not the last refuge of scoundrels; it is the first."
John Connolly, representing a front
of the Trotskyite Communist Socialist
Workers Party <SWP), the Political
Rights Defense Fund <PRDF), provided a highly biased version of the
SWP's lawsuit against the FBI without noting trial evidence that the
SWP has given money to Latin American terrorists at the instruction of
international Trotskyite leaders or
that telephone calls were made from
the terrorist F ALN's Milwaukee hideout to a New Jersey apartment occupied by two SWP national committee
leaders.
Helen Rodriguez Trias, M.D., active
with the pro-Castro Committee of 77
and in efforts of Castroite revolutionary groups to gain control of an "independent" Puerto Rico.
Debby Chaplin, a member of the
FOIA, Inc., staff who was a coordinator of national NMWH organizing.
Arthur Kinoy, in the 1950's associated with the Ben Davis faction of the
Communist Party; and for the past 7
years trying to form his own revolutionary party. His group has undergone a chameleonlike series of name
changes from "Organizing Committee
for a Mass Party of the People" 0974)
to its present "Coalition for a People's
Alternative" incarnation. Kinoy is a
veteran leader of the National Lawyers Guild and a founder of the
Center for Constitutional Rights
<CCR>.
William Kunstler, Kinoy's colleague
in the CCR and NLG, who has said his
purpose is to "bring down the system
from within the system." His clients
have ranged from members of the terrorist Black Liberation Army to West
German terrorist fugitive Kristina
Berster.
Donna Cooper, Mobilization for Survival <MFS).
Afeni Shakur, former Black Panther
21 defendant now active with the
Black United Front <BUF).
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ANTI-INTELLIGENCE RHETORIC

The rhetoric utilized both by speakers at the Rosenberg/NMWH rallies
and in the promotional literature distributed was shrill and hysterical.
Coalition for a People's Alternative
(CPA), headed by NLG veteran and
CCR cofounder Arthur Kinoy. The
CPA coalition includes several revolutionary and terrorist support groups.
Covert Action Information Bulletin.
Fund for Open Information and Accountability <FOIA)-a spinoff of the
National Committee to Re-Open the
Rosenberg Case.
Government Accountability Project
<GAP) of the Institute for Policy
Studies <IPS)-a project by which
Washington's Marxist think-tank encourages defectors from the U.S. intelligence agencies to " tell all" to IPS
which has been characterized as the
"perfect intellectual front for Soviet
activities which would be resisted if
they were to originate openly from the
KGB."
The Grand Jury Project of the NLG,
which coordinates resistance and obstruction of grand juries investigating
revolutionary terrorist groups from
the Weather Underground Organization <WUO) to the Puerto Rican
FALN.
National Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee <NECLC)- a CPUSA legal
action and propaganda front which
has played a leading role in the antiintelligence campaigns of the 1970's.
Its principal lawyers, all NLG members, are Victor Rabinowitz and Leonard Boudin, the paid agents of the
Cuban Government since the early
1960's. Rabinowitz was identified as a
CPUSA member 20 years ago, but
Boudin was a secret Communist Party
member whose affiliation was revealed
during Federal court proceedings in
1980:
Harlem Fightback, a CPA member
led by James Haughton.
Institute for Labor Education & Research <ILER).
National Lawyers Guild <NLG), U.S.
section of the Soviet-controlled International Association of Democratic
Lawyers.
New Democratic Coalition <NDC).
North American Congress on Latin
America <NACLA) a Castroite "research" group which Philip Agee credited, along with members of the
Cuban Communist Party, for helping
him produce his CIA expose, "Inside
the Company."
Vietnam Trial Support Committeea support group for convicted spy for
the Vietnamese Communists, David
Truong.
Women Strike for Peace <WSP)-a
group thoroughly penetrated and
dominated by the CPUSA which works
closely with the World Peace Council
and Women's International Democratic Federatian, a Soviet front with
which it affiliated in the early 1960's.
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Two groups present and involved
with the New York "No More Witch
Hunts" campaign were of particular
significance in relation to support in
the United States for foreign terrorists.
The Committee Against Repression
in Italy <CARD, distributed an attack
on Italian security authorities and def ended revolutionaries arrested following the 1978 kidnaping and murder of
Aldo Moro by the Red Brigades.
Among CARI's sponsors are Victor
Rabinowitz, identified in the early
1960's in Senate testimony as a Communist Party member, and who has
been a paid agent of the Cuban Government for the past 20 years; Bertell
Ollman, a Marxist activist who wrote
that if he carried out his function correctly as a Marxist teacher, his students would leave his courses as Marxists; George Wald; revolutionary filmmaker Emile de Antonio, who conducted clandestine interviews with leaders
of the terrorist Weather Underground
Organization <WUO) and made a propaganda film for the terrorists; James
O'Connor, a veteran Institute for
Policy
Studies
fellow;
Stanley
Aronowitz; James Petras, former head
of the Trotskyist Young Socialist Alliance in Berkeley who converted to
Castroism and is currently active in
supporting the terrorist Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front
<FMLN), coalition of Castroite terrorists and the Communist Party of El
Salvador; Howard Zinn, and Noam
Chomsky.
Ignoring the record for brutality
earned by the Red Brigades in their
assassinations, "kneecapping" maimings and kidnapings, CARI demands
that an " international commission of
inquiry" be established to analyze
"the general degradation of individual
and collective civil rights" in Italy
brought about by counterterrorist
measures and investigations. CARI
also calls for consideration of a general amnesty for "political prisoners" in
Italy.
Italy's so-called political prisoners
are convicted terrorists and individuals
awaiting trial for terrorist acts. In December 1980, the Red Brigades started
a campaign to demand closings of
maximum security prisons holding
convicted terrorists. The campaign included murdering and maiming prison
physicians, guards, police, and other
officials connected to the Italian correctional and judicial systems. Jailed
terrorists staged riots which were
quelled by special antiterrorist commando units.
CARI distributed a statement at the
NMWH/Rosenberg rally attacking the
Senate Subcommittee on Security and
Terrorism that concluded, "While
CARI is primarily concerned with the
Italian situation, we recognize a dangerous international trend toward the
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restriction and criminalization of dissident politics."
Terrorism is not " dissident politics."
The Congolese National Liberation
Front <FLNC), represented in New
York by a Serge Mukendi and operated from P.O. Box 2919, Grand Central
Station, New York, N.Y. 10007, was
formed in 1968 and operates against
the Government of Zaire headed by
President Mobutu. It operates on a
two-point program: "To fight against
the present neocolonialist and Fascist
regime in Kinshasa and against imperialism in general; and to set up a republican state and a new democracy
which must guarantee the country its
independence and the nation its full
sovereignty."
Active in three Provinces of Zaire,
the main element in the FNLC is the
Katanga Gendarmerie. With East
German backing, FNLC invaded Zaire
from Angola and Zambia in 1977 and
1978. Supported by Cuban troops,
FNLC continues its efforts to overthrow the pro-Western government in
Zaire.
A recent development publicized at
the NMWH rally is an attempt by the
New York-based, pro-Cuban Material
Aid Campaign for ZANU-PF group to
promote and support the FLNC. The
Material Aid Campaign for ZANU-PF
started as a support organization for
the terrorist Marxist-Leninist Zimbabwe African National Union <ZANU)
section of the Patriotic Front of Zimbabwe which is led by now Prime Minister Robert Mugabe. The Material
Aid group operates from P.O. Box
1276, Stuyvesant Station, New York,
N.Y. 10009, and is a front of the May
19th Communist Organization which
was formed in a factional fight inside
the terrorist Weather Underground
Organization and its open arm, the
Prairie Fire Organizing Committee
<PFOC).
This branch of the old Weather Underground is working in conjunction
with the Covert Action Information
Bulletin, the magazine that specializes
in exposing alleged American intelligence officers that was launched in
Cuba by Philip Agee, and with a black
Marxist group, the Patrice Lumumba
Coalition, to develop "the historic
unity between the black liberation
struggle here and the struggle in the
Congo" in "building a movement that
fights U.S. imperialism as our common
enemy and for the full liberation of
Africa and the defeat of white supremacy."
In the context of these U.S. support
groups for foreign terrorist organizations taking part in the NMWH/
Rosenberg rally together with groups
such as the Palestine Solidarity Committee <PSC), Puerto Rican Socialist
Party <PSP), IRA-supporting H-Block
Committee, Socialist Workers Party
<SWP) and Communist Workers Party
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<CWP), consideration of a brochure,
"Tools for Resistance: A Manual for
Protecting Civil Liberties in the 80's,"
is revealing.
According to its publisher, NMWH,
"This short guide focuses on some of
the many repressive tactics being used
by government agencies to stifle
public opposition, and gives suggestions and resources to build a strong
and united resistance campaign."
Contributors to the brochure include
CCR attorneys Michael Ratner and
Margaret Ratner; Esther Herst, National Committee Against Repressive
Legislation <NCARL); Ann Marie Buitrago, FOIA; Steve Volk, North American Congress on Latin America
<NACLA); Michael Smith, SWP; and
William Schaap, Covert Action Information Bulletin.
The content of the brief homilies by
these contributors are central to a
theme that is summarized as:
The SST has been established and has already begun to hold hearings. We must not
let this Committee gain the legitimacy it
seeks, legitimacy it needs to subpoena witnesses or hold hearings into the political beliefs of individuals and organizations. The
proposal to resurrect the House Internal Security Committee is still working its way
through the Congressional machinery.
Along with the other legislation previously
described, we can and must make sure that
these efforts to quash dissent are defeated.

The warped logic of the NMWH
groups which term investigations of
terrorist infrastructures and unregistered foreign agents "efforts to quash
dissent" is plainly set out in a sample
letter of protest to Congressmen and
Senators which reads in part:
I was distressed to learn that efforts are
underway to dismantle the First Amendment and Strip Americans of their political
rights and civil liberties.

Steve Volk of NACLA, an organization along with agencies of the Cuban
Government and Cuban Communist
Party credited by CIA defector Philip
Agee as having provided him with information for his anti-CIA diatribes,
directed his attack at the Foreign
Agents Registration Act <FARA). Volk
singled out the U.S. Government's successful criminal indictment of W.E.B.
DuBois and his Peace Information
Center, a front of the Soviet-controlled World Peace Council <WPC).
[The U.S. Peace Council and its local
affiliates were sponsors of the NMWH
activities]. Wrote Volk:
One of the few Justice Department officials considered to be an expert on prosecutions under the FARA, Joel Lisker, is the
current Chief Counsel of the Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism
<SST). Given that one of the general
thrusts of the SST is against U.S. organizations which support liberation struggles
abroad, it is highly likely that the Reagan
administration will try to prosecute solidarity committees under the provisions of the
FARA. At least one California-based solidarity group has already been challenged by
the Justice Department under the FARA. It
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was asked to provide the Justice Department with information as to who "controls
or directs" the organization, what type of
information they disseminate, and who receives their information.

NACLA is particularly distressed by
the fact that those required to register
as foreign agents must open their financial records to Justice Department
inspection.
Mr. Speaker, it is obvious that in
many cases, the mail and other communications we receive originate with
the organizations who were involved
with the June 19 rallies that marked
the anniversary of the executions of
two convicted spies who also were
members of the Communist Party.
Another organization closely associated with the American Civil Liberties
Union and the Center for National Security Studies, the Campaign for Political Rights carried out publicity for
the national NMWH campaign as a
"day of resistance" against the Senate
Security and Terrorism Subcommittee
and House Resolution 48.
I believe that most of my colleagues
will agree with me that these groups
on June 19 revealed their real purpose-to restrict America's foreign intelligence, counterintelligence and internal security defenses so as to make
America safe for the next group of
David Truongs and Rosenbergs.
Let us make sure that does not
happen. I ask that those who have not
yet become cosponsors of House Resolution 48 contact me promptly and do
so .•

College, earning a bachelor of science
degree and a master's degree in history and education. In addition, he studied at Carnegie Mellon University.
In his native Petersburg, Mr. Powell
has served as a member of the Voters'
Education Council, the Association for
Teachers Educators, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Phi Delta Kappa, and
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. He is
vice chairperson of the Petersburg Redevelopment and Housing Authority,
has served on the Petersburg School
Board and the Petersburg Board of
Housing Appeals, and was active in the
local USO and the Retired United
States Officers Association.
From 1954 to 1956, Mr. Powell
served as president of the Henry Williams Elementary School PTA, and
from 1962 to 1964 he was president of
the Fourtfi District of the Virginia
Federation of the PTA.
Mr. Powell is married to the former
Lena M. Powell. They have three children: Lois Ann, Mary Kathy, and
Wayne H.
I know, Mr. Speaker, that my colleagues join me in wishing Mr. Powell
well in his retirement years. Fortunately for the community of Petersburg, Mr. Powell plans an active retirement, intending to remain active in
those aspects of community affairspolitics, civil rights, and education-to
which he has contributed so greatly
already.e
A TRIBUTE TO ARPAD HEGEDUS

WILLIE H. POWELL

HON. WILLIAM H. GRAY III
OF PENNSYLVANIA

HON. THOMAS A. LUKEN
OF OHIO

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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• Mr. LUKEN. Mr. Speaker, I rise to
recognize and to honor a great symphony dedicated to the House of Representatives and the American people
by Mr. Arpad Hegedus. Mr. Hegedus,
an American citizen of Hungarian descent, trapped behind the Iron Curtain, has spent the past several years
of his life preparing this gift for his
beloved adopted homeland, America.
Mr. Hegedus was educated at the
Hungarian Royal Academy, and
became music director of the Budapest
Main Church and music professor of
several universities. After World War
II, he was offered a heated apartment,
food, and better working conditions if
he would accept Communist Party
membership and compose a symphony
for Lenin. He rejected the off er and
was tailed and tormented. Fellow Hungarian music leaders rejected him because he renounced his citizenship in
Soviet-dominated Hungary. After 20
years of oppression <living day to day
as a casual worker not permitted to
compose professionally), he was allowed into the United States under a

• Mr. GRAY. Mr. Speaker, it is a
great honor for me to note for the
RECORD the retirement of a gentleman
who for many years has been held in
high esteem in the field of higher education.
Mr. William H. Powell is retiring
this year as coordinator of student
teaching in the Department of Educational Leadership and In-Service Programs at Virginia State University. His
retirement comes after 18 years of
service at Virginia State and a lifetime
of unselfish dedication to the community of Petersburg, Va.
Mr. Speaker, if Mr. Powell's retirement years are anything like his years
as an educator, civic leader, and servant to our country, they will be busy
years, indeed.
After serving for 24 years in the U.S.
Army and receiving the Bronze Star
Medal for Meritorious Service and
three certificates of achievement for
outstanding service, Mr. Powell retired
as a chief warrant officer. He enrolled
in what was then the Virginia State
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special immigration law reserved for
outstanding European scientists and
artists. This was a great tribute to Mr.
Hegedus, who was the first Hungarian
to enter the United States under this
special law.
Mr. Hegedus was an outstanding
asset to the Cincinnati community
during his stay in the United States.
Not only was he an educator of more
than 2,000 students at the University
of Cincinnati College Conservatory of
Music, he was also staff composer and
music consultant at the World Library
Publications in Cincinnati. His work
was performed at the Ohio Composers
First Symposium. Mr. Hegedus was
also a music historian and a professional concert singer, and had his own
orchestra for many years. He was the
music director at the Hungarian state
radio, where he used every opportunity to help unknown talented musicians. Along with Arpad's many accomplishments he has written music
for theater, several radio plays, television operas, librettos for his operas,
hundreds of poems, textbooks, and
compositions for piano, organ, classical
guitar, violin, cymbalum, and others.
After several years in Cincinnati,
Mr. Hegedus was forced to return to
Hungary because of an illness in his
family. Upon his arrival in Hungary,
he refused to renounce his American
citizenship; because of this he was refused a previously offered position as
a professor of music at a Hungarian
academy.
Mr. Hegedus often refers to Cincinnati as "my real home." He has demonstrated his devotion to America in
many ways, even voting by absentee
ballot in the 1980 elections. He attempted to return to Cincinnati in
1974 but was blocked by a severe illness. Further efforts were deterred because of a lack of financial resources.
His greatest show of appreciation and
admiration for America have been
demonstrated in the last several years
of his life. He has spent 14 to 16 hours
per day, writing Pentalogy, a symphonic concert drama depicting the
story of America, through famous
Presidents. In 1977, Mr. Hegedus sent
the first volume of the symphony,
called "American Trilogy," to the
House of Representatives with the
hope that the work would be performed in the Kennedy Center on the
anniversary of President Kennedy's
death. Since then, Mr. Hegedus has
sent copies of the first symphony of
the "American Trilogy," "Memory of
JFK," to my Washington office. The
work was then sent to the Kennedy
Center which acknowleged the quality
and beauty of it. Unfortunately, the
directors are unable to use it at this
time.
My office has a synopsis of the
"Pentalogy"; an excerpt from part II
of the American Trilogy, "America";
and the three movements of part I of
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the American Trilogy, "Memory,"
which is dedicated to John F. Kennedy. The whereabouts of the complete
volume are unknown. The scores that
we do have are to be immediately forwarded to the Kennedy Library in
Boston, where they will be made available to the public through Shirley
Jobe to use and enjoy. Mr. Hegedus
has asked that when his music is to be
performed that he be informed so that
he can come to America and assist in
the preparations.
On behalf of the American people, I
sincerely thank Mr. Hegedus for his
tremendous gift, and I look forward to
seeing this unique and beautiful work
performed and Arpad Hegedus honored, on an American stage in the near
future.e
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOANS

HON. FRANK J. GUARINI
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. GUARINI. Mr. Speaker, on
June 23, 1981, Dr. Jerome M. Pollack,
president of Fairleigh Dickinson University in Rutherford, N.J., testified
before a House Appropriations Subcommittee on the subject of the guaranteed student loan program. I would
like to share Dr. Pollack's well-received testimony with my collegues as
I believe they demonstrate an innovative approach to the problem of educational assistance:
STATEMENT OF JEROME M. POLLACK, PRESIDENT, FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY,
RUTHERFORD, N.J.

Good afternoon, I am Jerome M. Pollack,
president of Fairleigh Dickinson University,
the largest independent higher education
institution in New Jersey. In the 39 years
since it was established, Fairleigh Dickinson
has grown from a two-year junior college
enrolling 153 students to a 20,000-student,
tri-campus University offering 129 degree
programs ranging from the two-year college
to the doctorate level. Because of our institution's tremendous growth and diversity,
encompassing within its students body a
broad socio-economic range, Fairleigh Dickinson is often representative of what is happening at colleges and universities across
the nation. We are, in effect, a microcosm
for higher education, a typical contemporary American University.
The families of 50 percent of our students
have incomes of less than $25,000. Among
the 70 percent of our students receiving
some form of financial aid, the average
family income is $18,722. However, 30 percent of our students come from families
with incomes ranging between $25,000 and
$40,000, and it is in this category that the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program has had
the most beneficial effect. I am here today
to talk to you about the importance of
maintaining federal support for a viable
Guaranteed Student Loan Program that
allows independent colleges and universities
such as ours to continue to educate students
of all income levels.
Under current eligibility criteria for financial assistance, middle and higher income
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familes often are barred from receiving
direct tuition aid. This 'forces many to seek
loans if they choose to provide their children with a college education. Frequently
parents with the financial assets to pay
their own way are faced with cash flow
problems and use loans to meet their expenses more effectively. Tightening eligibility requirements for student loans may
force their children into public institutions
with low tuition, where tax dollars must
support them. ,T he Guaranteed Loan Program allows families who want to pay their
own way to do so without robbing them of
the valued tradition of freedom of choice.
It would be indeed ironic if, at a time
when the espoused ideology is "making it on
your own with less government handouts,"
legislation were enacted that resulted in a
massive shift of students from the private to
the public sector. This would have the
effect of forcing people to have their education publicly subsidized.
Furthermore, the availability of Guaranteed Student Loans has ensured that independent colleges and universities reflect a
broad socio-economic base, rather than becoming institutions for only the rich and
the poor.
Granted there are difficulties with the
present program, but the problems are very
explicit and can be dealt with in specific
ways. The areas that need remedy are: unnecessary borrowing, subsidization of interest for those who have no need for it, and a
high default rate.
I propose that all families be permitted to
borrow funds to attend college, with interest
rate subsidies established on the basis of adjusted gross family income as defined by the
Internal Revenue Service. For instance, a
family with an adjusted gross income of
$25,000 or less would get full rate subsidy
and a family with an adjusted gross income
of $40,000 or more would get no interest
rate subsidy. Between these income
amounts the rate subsidy can be scaled.
Gross income figures and interest rate subsidies should be adjusted annually for costs
of living and current interest rates. We
chose the $40,000 figure because most families at Fairleigh Dickinson University show
financial need up to this level, based upon
our educational costs. The average cost of
tuition and fees for a full-time undergraduate student at our University will be $4,232
next fall, compared to an average of $4,031
at independent colleges and universities
across the country.
The Guaranteed Student Loan Program
should continue to incorporate interest payment by the federal government for students while they are enrolled in school. If
the federal government cannot fully subsidize these payments, then, here again, a
graduated interest subsidy, sensitive to
gross family income, should be employed.
A fully need-based eligibility formula is
undesirable. Past experience in this program in the early 1970s demonstrated that a
need-based requirement is administratively
burdensome and costly for government,
schools and banks. It also discourages
lender participation due to high servicing
costs and the complexity of need-based formulas. Families are discouraged from applying due to the greatly increased amount of
paperwork required for need determination.
In order to help eliminate unnecessary
borrowing and abuse of the program, other
resources such as veterans' benefits and employer tuition reimbursements should be included in the calculations of student eligibility and loan amount which can be borrowed.
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To cut down on the default rate and give
increased financial stability to the loan program, I propose the following plan. Each
state should be required to establish its own
reserve fund equal to a fixed percentage of
all money on loan in the state. The money
would come from a service charge levied
against participants in the loan program.
The fewer the number of defaults, the less
that service charge would have to be. The
major accomplishment of such a state-bystate pool of funds would be that Congress
would never again have to appropriate any
money to cover defaults. In addition, states
would have an incentive to be diligent about
collecting outstanding loans because the
lower a state's default rate, the smaller the
service charge to borrowers.
Attached with this statement is profile
material on Fairleigh Dickinson University
with examples of typical cases which reflect
the broad spectrum of what is occurring at
independent higher education institutions
throughout the country.
I urge you not to view the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program as just another addendum to the total student financial aid
picture. This is not a scheme for the rich to
get richer, but a vital program allowing
those with the means and desire for self-reliance, to pay for the cherished privilege of
exercising their options as to where they
want their children to be educated. Certainly, it is far more cost effective than subsidizing tuition in the public sector.e

PADRE GARCES YEAR

HON. JOHN J. RHODES
OF ARIZONA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. RHODES. Mr. Speaker, on June
1, 1981, Gov. Bruce Babbit of Arizona
proclaimed the year from July 1981
through June 1982 as "Padre Garces
Year." This proclamation was made to
honor this outstanding Franciscan
Missionary who contributed so much
to the rich history of Arizona~ Jose de
Jesus Vega, Ph. D. of Phoenix, published a paper on the occasion of the
second centennial of Padre Garces'
martyrdom. I am inserting an abridged
version of this article in the RECORD so
my colleagues may come to know and
appreciate this early Arizona hero.
FATHER GARCES

Father Francisco Tomas Hermenegildo
Garces came to Arizona from Mexico in
1768. He was born on April 12, 1738 in Villa
de Morata, Spain and assumed responsibility for the Franciscan Order's missionary
work in Arizona in 1767.
Father Garces traveled extensively
throughout the territories of the present

State of Arizona and beyond, teaching the
Gospel and showing to the Indians by word
and deed the meekness and long-suffering
of Christ. He lived among the Indians
around his mission of San Xavier. He
learned their languages and customs and
visited other tribes throughout the territory. He spoke of Christianity and with his
fervent zeal, reached the eastern limits of
our state.
A very practical man, Garces realized that
true religion must appeal to the whole man.
Thus, he endeavored to bring the Hispanic

culture and the Western tools that would
create a more comfortable life in Arizona.
He taught the Indians the arts of carpentry,
agriculture and building. From Mexico, he
brought plants and vegetables and trained
his parishioners to cultivate them. He
brought horses, cattle and citrus trees; elements that would become the foundation of
Arizona's economic progress.
During the 18th Century, Mexican viceroys promoted the building of "caminos
reales" to connect Mexico City with outlying towns and cities. In 1769, they instructed representatives in the Northern provinces to open ways of communication among
old and newly established cities.
Following those instructions, Juan Bautista de Anza, captain of Tubae, Arizona, decided to explore the possibility of establishing a route to link the "Camino del Rey,"
recently opened along the California coastline, with Mexican highways in Sonora.
This road could replace the long and dangerous sailing trips which previously connected the two areas. To explore this possibility, he chose his good friend, Garces. In
1774, these two early Arizonan pioneers
crossed the steep mountains of the Sierra
Nevada and the California desert to trace
the future route from Tubae to Monterey,
California.
Greatly encouraged by the success of Junipero Serra in California, the viceroy of
Mexico sent word to Father Garces to establish a chain of cities in Arizona, which
would facilitate the traveling of Mexican
businessmen and missionaries.
Garces requested his superiors in Mexico
to send additional Franciscans to help him.
With these new workers, he undertook the
task of building towns in the southwestern
corner of our state.
Although the "padres" had dreams of
many settlements on the banks of "Rio Colorado" and to the west of it into the present
State of California, tragic events reduced
such ambitious plans to the founding of two
villages: the "Pueblo de la Purisima Concepcion" and the "Pueblo de San Pedro y San
Pablo de Bicuner." Following the Hispanic
custom, each of these towns consisted of a
church, a plaza and municipal buildings.
The population was a mixture of Indians,
Mexicans and Spaniards.
One of the most fervent desires of Father
Garces was to spread an atmosphere of understanding and love in the region and to
promote a peaceful living among all the
people under his care. However, he had to
contend with the hostility of nomadic tribes
which often attacked the settlements of
peace-loving Indians and Hispanics. The
Spaniards were quite often responsible for
the Indian unrest, because of their frequent
injustices to the natives. Garces reprimanded them and reminded them of the words of
the Papal Bull, "Sublimis Deus" which directed the Spaniards to respect the rights of
the Indians, even those who have not embraced the Christian religion.
Early in the morning of July 17, 1781, two
Franciscan missionaries were preparing for
mass when a horde of barbarians broke into
the church, massacred the two priests and
the parishioners who were there worshipping. On July 19th, the blood-thirsty
nomads attached the town of Purisima Concepcion, killing Fathers Garces and Barraneche and burning their village.
The martyrdom of these heroes of Christianity became the dawn of a true peace for
the inhabitants of Arizona. The viceroy of
Mexico, Don Bernardo de Galves, forbade
any reprisals against the Apaches. With

wisdom and generosity he negotiated a
treaty with nomadic tribes by which Mexico
would provide for their sustenance on the
condition that they commit themselves to
live peb.cefully among Hispanics and other
Indians. Arizona began then to experience
an era of material abundance which lasted
well into the 19th Century.
In 1793 the bodies of the four padres were
exhumed from the Franciscan church in
Tubutama where they had been buried in
1781 and re-buried in the crypt below the
main altar of the church of "Colegio de Misiones de la Santa Cruz" in Queretaro, where
the four of them had been trained as missionaries.•

WILLIAMS AMENDMENT TO INTERIOR
APPROPRIATIONSH.R. 4035

HON. PAT WILLIAMS
OF MONTANA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. WILLIAMS of Montana. Mr.

Speaker, under the Indian Sanitation
Facilities Act of 1959, Public Law 86121, the Indian Health Service <IHS),
within the Department of Health and
Human Services is authorized to provide water supply and waste disposal
systems for Indian homes, communities, and lands. IHS is primarily responsible for direct health care to
American Indians and Alaskan Natives
living within federally recognized reservations and communities. IHS has
also helped to establish communityoriented health programs working
toward the prevention of disease. It is
toward this goal that the sanitation
facilities construction program is directed. As with direct health care, IHS
is the primary source for this service
to Indian communities.
At present, IHS has the responsibility to provide water and sewer systems for Indian homes through a tripartite arrangement with two other
Federal agencies: The Bureau of
Indian Affairs <BIA) and the Department of Housing and Urban Development <DHUD). Under this agreement,
IHS provides sanitation facilities for
Indian housing when they are actually
ready for occupancy. This takes into
consideration the practical aspect of
the time involved in the planning and
development phase, as well as the construction phase. It would be wasteful
and near impossible to authorize
moneys for 1 to 2 years before they

would actually be needed. Inflation
would be extremely difficult to estimate and compensate for 2 years forward. It would also be difficult to determine the actual number of units
that would eventually get built. As a
result of this funding arrangement,
moneys for this particular IHS budget
item are very precise.
For fiscal year 1982, the House Appropriations Committeee has reported
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a total of $46,739,000 for the Indian
health facilities section of H.R. 4035.
According to the accompanying
report, House Report 97-163, out of
that amount $28,625,000 is to provide
sanitation facilities for Indian housing. This amount appears to be an adequate figure but on closer scrutiny
$20,500,000 of those moneys are to
provide for the construction of facilities for 2,840 homes to be ready for occupancy in fiscal year 1981. An additional $8,125,000 is to provide for the
planning and design of 9,233 units that
had been previously authorized in preceding years. What it does not take
into account are the homes that will
be awaiting occupancy in fiscal year
1982. And until moneys are provided
and sanitation facilities are constructed those homes will remain empty.
Based on information provided by
IHS, the Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs staff has been able to
determine the amount needed to provide sanitation facilities for those
homes to be completed in fiscal year
1982. It will require an additional
funding of $15.5 million, increasing
the amount listed on page 42, line 16,
of H.R. 4035, from $46, 739,000 to
$62,239,000.

As Chairman YATES has rightly
pointed out in his report, his committee was cognizant of the fact that the
amount requested for sanitation facilities may be inadequate. It is the responsibility of Congress, along with
the executive branch, to develop a realistic proposal to correct the present
program's deficiencies and develop a
better coordinated Indian housing program. Staff of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs has been
working with several concerned and
involved parties to develop alternatives to the existing Indian housing
program. It is unrealistic, however, to
expect that a new solution and more
efficient and effective program can be
in place by fiscal year 1982.
The fact is that without this $15.5
million, IHS statistics show that there
will be 6,300 units for which IHS has
not received any funding to proceed
with materials purchasing and initial
construction. In addition to adequate
housing being denied to Indian families, there would be vacant houses subject to vandalism and premature deterioration. There would, of course, be a
loss of rent. We cannot allow this
wasteful use of Government money.
The construction of these 6,300 units
was approved by Congress up to 2 to 3
years ago and has now proceeded to
finished construction. It is incumbent
on this Congress to complete the process so that these homes can be occupied.
Gramm-Latta II sets a ceiling of
$725,900,000 for Indian health services. The Interior appropriations billH.R. 4035, is well under this amount at
$676,200,000. With the addition of this
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$15.5 million, contained within my

amendment,

we

would

still

be

$34,200,000 under the Gramm-Latta II

reconciliation instructions.
I urge the approval of this necessary
amendment.•
DECISION OF GOVERNORS OF
U.S. POSTAL SERVICE

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker, in a
further effort to bring the attention of
the Members to the financial situation
of the U.S. Postal Service, I am inserting the second part of the recommendation by the Board of Governors of
the Postal Service, which calls for the
Postal Rate Commission to reconsider
its earlier decision. That decision resulted in a loss of about $1 billion in
needed revenue. The recommendation
follows:
DECISION OF THE GOVERNORS OF THE U.S.
POSTAL SERVICE ON THE POSTAL RATE COMMISSION'S JUNE 4, 1981, RECOMMENDED DECISION UPON RECONSIDERATION
<Commission Docket No. R80-D
SERVICE-RELATED COSTS
The Commission adheres to its use of the
"service-related costs" concept, which assigns $1.8 billion of unattributable costs to
certain preferred categories of mail on the
ground that these costs would not be incurred if the Postal Service delivered mail
only 3 days a week instead of 6, and that the
only reason the Postal Service delivers mail
6 days a week is to benefit the mailers of
this preferential mail. As we said in March:
"No one who is informed on postal matters can seriously suppose that the Postal
Service would make regular deliveries only
three days a week if a few paragraphs concerning priorities were cut out of some internal operating instructions. Yet, without
precisely this supposition, the whole 'service-related
costs'
methodology
is
meaningless. . . . [It is] a transparent fiction."
The Commission asserts that NAGCP III
prevents it from abandoning the service-related costing concept. This is not correct.
NAGCP III affirmed the Decision of the
Governors in the "15¢ stamp" rate case, in
which service-related costing was first used.
But NAGCP III merely affirmed our Decision in that case-it certainly did not require that the concept be applied in future
cases.
The Commission asserts that it did not
"assume" that the Postal Service would deliver mail only three days a week if preferential service standards were eliminated, but
rather that it found this to be a fact. There
is no basis in the record for this assertion.
SECOND- AND THIRD-CLASS RATES
The Commission now asserts that, in our
March 10 Decision, we "modified" its recommended rates for Red Tag second-class mail
and for bulk third-class mail. This reflects a
misunderstanding of our action.
For regular rate second-class mail, the
Commission had recommended rates as
though two subclasses were in effect: an
"expedited" (or Red Tag) subclass and a
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" regular" subclass. These subclasses were
not due to become effective until June 1;
only a "regular" classification existed at the
time we considered the recommended decision. Accordingly, we allowed the rate recommended by the Commission for the "regular" publications to take effect for all publications in the classification. Subsequently,
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit decided in the Dow Jones case that our
Decision approving the Commission's 1980
Red Tag classification and rate recommendations was "void in its entirety," and we
have now rescinded that Decision. Therefore, there is no classification in effect to
which the "expedited" rates can apply.
The Commission now reaffirms its recommendation of a separate subclass for "expedited" second-class mail, with rates for that
subclass reflecting the assignment of service-related costs. We reject this classification recommendation because it relies on a
rate concept <service-related costing) that
we have repeatedly rejected.
For bulk third-class mail, the Commission,
as part of this rate case, had recommended
a classification change dividing third-class
bulk mail into light and heavy pieces. As we
pointed out in March, folding classification
changes into a general rate case in the expectation that we must accept the classification recommendation is inconsistent with
the Postal Reorganization Act. The statute
is unmistakable: The Commission is to make
its recommendations following the statutory
procedures and criteria; the Governors are
to make their decision on these recommendations in accord with the statutory policies. If the Commission includes a classification change with rate recommendations in
circumstances that virtually require the
Governors to approve or allow the rate
changes as a matter of economic necessity,
then the statutory scheme is violated because the Governors cannot, as a practical
matter, apply any judgment to the classification change.
This is not to say that the Commission
may not recommend a classification change
in connection with a rate case. If it elects to
do so, however, it should provide alternative
rate recommendations-with and without
the classification change-so we may decide
on the classification change on its merits, as
the Act requires us to do. Where, as here, it
fails to do so, and we do not approve the
classification change, the Commission has
not provided us with recommended rates in
accord with the Act. Consequently, we
reject them. The Board placed temporary
rates for bulk third-class mail into effect in
March because the Commission had failed
to recommend rate changes in accordance
with the Act within the statutorily prescribed ten-month period. The rates placed
into effect were lower than those we would
have chosen had we, in fact, intended to
"modify." They were rates which, consistent
with the existing classification structure,
were not greater for any mailer than either
the rates recommended by the Commission
or those originally proposed by the Postal
Service. As a consequence of the Commission's failure to recommend appropriate
rates based upon the existing classification,
mailers of third-class bulk materials have
thus far had, on the average, a lower percentage rate increase than they would have
had under either the Postal Service's suggested rates or the Commission's recommended rates. Accordingly, we urge the
Commission to recommend appropriate rate
changes for bulk third-class mail that are
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based on the existing classification for that
category.
The Commission now says that what it
previously characterized as a "classification
change" was not really a classification
change within the meaning of section 3623.
But the bifurcation of the bulk third-class
mail classification into heavy and light
pieces does change classification. The courts
have defined mail classification as a grouping of mail matter according to size, weight,
content, etc. for the purpose of assigning a
specific rate or method of handling. The
U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia, in concluding that the Board acted
within.its authority on March 10 in deciding
to implement temporary rates for thirdclass bulk mail, found in the Advertisers
Distribution Services case that the Commission's recommendation was indeed a recommended classification change.
ESTIMATE OF ANTICIPATED REVENUES

This decision to reject the Commission's
recommended decision will not, of course,
affect anticipated revenues; it does not
change any rate or fee now in effect. As we
have previously stated, we estimate on the
record of this case that Postal Service revenues will fall short of covering costs for the
test year by nearly $1 billion. Current forecasts, summarized above, indicate losses of
more than $600 million, without providing
for contingencies or prior year losses.
. ORDER

The Postal Rate Commission's Recommended Decision upon Reconsideration
dated June 4, 1981, is rejected. The rate, fee,
and classification changes ordered into
effect in the Decision of the Governors of
March 10, 1981, will remain in force.
The foregoing Decision was adopted
unanimously by the Governors on June 29,
1981.
LOUIS

A. Cox,

Secretary.e

H.R. 1909

HON. MARILYN LLOYD BOUQUARD
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mrs. BOUQUARD. Mr. Speaker, in
February of this year, Mr. FUQUA, Mr.
LUJAN, and I were privileged to join as
cosponsors of Mr. GOLDWATER'S Nuclear Waste Research, Development, and
Demonstration Act of 1981, H.R. 1909.
The purpose of this bill is to accelerate and provide direction to the Department of Energy's research, development, and technology demonstration program for the disposal of high
level radioactive waste. Since the original introduction of the bill, 13 additional Members have joined as cosponsors led by Mr. RoE, the ranking majority member of the full committee.
In February and June of this year,
the Subcommittee on Energy Research and Production, which I chair,
received testimony from witnesses representing the
Government-NRC,
DOE-Congress-OTA-industry, and
the research, geological sciences, and
the environmental communities. The
testimony from these sources was
carefully considered, and a bipartisan

amendment, incorporating various recommendations, was overwhelmingly
adopted at subcommittee markup.
In summary, the key provisions of
H.R. 1909, as amended are:
First. The Secretary is required to
characterize three sites, and then, by
January 1, 1985, select one for a test
and evaluation facility. The facility is
to be in operation by the end of fiscal
year 1988. The facility's operation is to
be terminated when the Secretary determines that the continued operation
is not necessary for research and demonstration.
Second. The bill prohibits conversion to a permanent disposal facility
unless separate legislation for disposal
of high-level radioactive wastes is enacted, and the facility meets all the requirements for conversion to a commercial repository.
Third. The test and evaluation facility is to be designed with a capacity for
receiving a minimum of 40 and a maximum of 300 full-size canisters of solidified waste.
Fourth. The engineered barriers and
the geology operating as a system are
to have a design life of sufficient
length so as to contain the waste until
it decays to a level comparable to the
health hazard of the uranium ore
which would be the ultimate source of
such wastes unless Federal standards
for high-level radioactive waste repositories would require an even longer
design life.
Fifth. The bill specifies an in situ research program to be conducted at the
test and evaluation facility.
Sixth. A requirement is established
for the Secretary to provide for waste
solidification facilities as authorized
by other legislation.
Seventh. The Secretary is required
to consult and coordinate with State
officials from States where potential
sites are located for a test and evaluation facility.
Eighth. A deadline of March 1, 1982,
is established for the Secretary to provide the House Committee on Science
and Technology and the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources with a comprehensive program
management plan.
I believe, Mr. Speaker, that H.R.
1909 is a solid vehicle for focusing the
multi-hundred-million-dollar DOE nuclear waste R. & D. program and for
building public confidence in waste
disposal technology. With the changes
that have been incorporated, I believe
this bill will generate strong bipartisan
support for possible enactment this
year. On behalf of the cosponsors, I
would welcome the other Members of
the House to cosponsor this legislation.•

NATIONAL POW/MIA RECOGNITION DAY, JULY 17, 1981

HON. FRANK J. GUARINI
OF NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. GUARINI. Mr. Speaker, Presi-

dent Reagan signed into law a congressional resolution declaring Friday,
July 17, 1981, as National POW /MIA
Recognition Day, a day dedicated to
former prisoners of war, those missing
in action, and their families.
While I was proud to have been an
original cosponsor of this resolution, I
was prouder still to be chosen honorary State chairman of this POW /MIA
Recognition Day program by National
Committee Chairman Anthony Varsalona of Jersey City and New Jersey
State Commander Patrick Mancino of
the Catholic War Veterans of the
United States. This recognition day, or
day of remembrance as proclaimed by
the Catholic War Veterans, will serve
to remind all Americans of the great
sacrifice our prisoners of war and missing in action made while serving our
country and def ending the American
ideals that we all love and cherish.
Mr. Speaker, I can report to you an
overwhelming response to this remembrance by the people of my district
and the State of New Jersey. So overwhelming, that through the support
of the Catholic War Veterans and
other supporting organizations, remembrance day has become remembrance week with ceremonies lasting
the entire week of July 13.
As honorary chairman I have asked
local governments, various organizations, and private citizens to join with
the Catholic War Veterans in the observation of this recognition period
with appropriate activities and ceremonies.
On the individual level my offices in
Jersey City and Bayonne have provided several thousand citizens of the district we proudly proclaim as the
Statue of Liberty district with red
lapel ribbons.
Government has also responded in
excellent fashion. The Hudson County
Freeholders adopted a resolution in
support of Recognition Day. Governor
Byrne has placed the State of New
Jersey firmly behind this effort, while
many communities have made plans to
show their support. It is also my understanding that groups in almost 20
States are working on their own remembrance day. In some States these
events are part of what is called the
red badge of courage program.
Because I believe so deeply in this
idea, Mr. Speaker, I will introduce legislation calling for a postage stamp
honoring the MIA and the POW. It is
my feeling that this matter should not
be allowed to disappear after 1 day.
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Mr. Speaker, it is very important for
all of us to remember the people who
are missing in action or were prisoners
of war. They are the ones being honored. Recently it was my pleasure to
present a copy of the POW /MIA resolution to the National Officers of the
Catholic War Veterans and to Mr. and
Mrs. Sal Mascari, the New Jersey
State coordinators for the National
League of Families of MIA's.
One of the most impressive ceremonies took place on Monday, July 13, at
the New York-New Jersey Transportation Center at Journal Square in
Jersey City. With the cooperation of
Alan Sagner, chairman of the port authority, three 6-foot ribbons, two
American flags, and a 20-foot sign
were placed in view of the 70,000 individuals who use the transportation
center on a daily basis.
Present at the ceremony was Vice
Chairman Francis Gorman who impressively
represented
Chairman
Sagner. Also present were the chapter
of the Gold Star Mothers, Veterans of
Foreign Wars, the American Legion,
AMVETS, Jewish War Veterans,
Catholic War Veterans, and the Veterans of World War I Association. In attendance were Peter Parese and his
staff at the Vietnam Veterans' Center
in Jersey City. The poignant closing
remarks were made by Steve Holinka,
a Vietnam veteran who is commander
of the Lafayette AMVETS Jersey City
chapter. Of special note was the attendance of Anthony Stencel of Secaucus, N.J., a prisoner of war during
World War II.
At the end of the ceremony red ribbons were placed in Journal Square's
21 trees by Aiden Goggins, commander
of the fourth New Jersey Infantry
Post No. 51 of the American Legion.
These trees were dedicated on November 11, 1978. They honor the 21
Hudson County residents who were
then missing in action in Vietnam.
But, Mr. Speaker, the plight of the
MIA/POW cannot be measured by statistics. Statistics show that there are
more than 2,500 American servicemen
who are still unaccounted for from the
Vietnam war. Can we really know
what they or their families have suffered?
It was the late John F. Kennedy,
who while speaking of the POW said:
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Pangborn, S.J., a retired professor and
student counselor at St. Peters College, at the Journal Square ceremony.
Father Pangborn was captured in the
Philippines in 1944 and was a prisoner
of war in a Japanese concentration
camp in Los Banos. He remained there
until released by American forces in
February 1945. Unfortunately, Father
Pangborn passed away just hours
before the ceremony began.
Perhaps the sentiment toward this
day of recognition was best summed
up by a business card slipped under
the door of my Jersey City office. The
card listed the name of Chris W.
Morgan, Commander, Garden State
Chapter, American Ex-Prisoners of
War, Old Bridge, N.J. On the back of
the card was handwritten, "Thank you
for remembering."
I am sure that you will join with all
patriotic Americans on July 17 to remember our POW's and MIA's and
their relatives who wait with heavy
hearts yearning to see and touch their
loved ones again.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.e
A LOOK BEHIND THE COLLAR

HON. MARY ROSE OAKAR
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he assumed his duties as Pastor of St. Anthony's.
Our parish is located in the Midwest Province which covers an area from Ohio west to
Nebraska, north to Minnesota and south to
Texas. It's administrative hierarchy is elected and includes a provincial, a vicar provincial, 6 consultors and a secretary.
Father Don was elected consultor in 1975
and, in this capacity, he was the provincial
liaison for Ohio and Michigan. One of his
current projects is overseeing the construction of a senior citizen housing project located at Our Lady of Angels.
In light of a rather hectic schedule,
Father Don has little time for relaxation.
He is a golfer and laments the limited opportunities available to play. He is also a
theater buff and enjoys live productions of
musical shows.
In the time that Father Don has been
Pastor, we have seen the emergence of a variety of programs. The PSR program has
become expanded and solidified. Our parish
debt has been reduced by almost $500,000.
He sees challenges in the future. He would
like to see more growth in the parish organizations. He would like to see a church built
but he realizes the financial burdens placed
on the parish families by inflation. Also, he
is intent on providing the students at the elementary school with a quality education.
With his commitment to Christ and the
parish, Father Don will continue to work
hard in providing for the needs of the parishioners.•

OF OHIO
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Ms. OAKAR. Mr. Speaker, one of
Greater Cleveland's most dedicated
priests, Father Donulus, is celebrating
his 35th anniversary as a Franciscan
Friar.
I join members of his Franciscan
community, St. Anthony's Parish, and
Father Don's many friends in congratulating him and in expressing my
personal gratitude for his years of
service. The following is an article
about Father Donulus which appeared
in the Parish Bulletin:

SOVIET INSENSITIVITY

HON. PHILIP M. CRANE
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. PHILIP M. CRANE. Mr. Speak-

er, no one has or can deny · that the
Soviet Union's treatment of its Jewish
population is anything less than
despicable. Their policy toward Jews
and Judaism has been consistently
cruel and insensitive. An article in the
July 14, 1981, New York Times, by
John Burns, reprinted below, clearly
A LOOK BEHIND THE COLLAR
illustrates the depth of the Soviet reNineteen eighty-one will mark the 35th gime's oppressive nature.

year of Father Donulus' service as a Franciscan Friar. In that period, his pastoral
ministry has taken him to a variety of assignments throughout the Midwestern
Province. Father Don, a native of Washington, Missouri, spent several years as Assistant Pastor at Our Lady of Angels in Cleveland. Subsequently, he moved to Quincy, Illinois where he was also an Assistant Pastor.
The stories of past courage can define In addition to those duties, Father Don
that ingredient-they can teach, they can added what he called his "part-time job."
He became a booking agent at the Francisoffer hope, they can provide inspiration. can-operated
College. At that time,
But they cannot supply courage itself. For the big bandsQuincy
dominated the music scene
each man must look into his own soul.
and would tour colleges and nightclubs. As
Our servicemen still m1ssmg in an agent, Father Don booked the orchestras
action and our former POW's give us to perform at the college. In this capacity,
reason for not forgetting acts of cour- he worked with such stars as the Dorsey
age which men have lived without be- Brothers, Benny Goodman, Blue Barron,
littling the courage with which men and many others. In his spare time, Father
Don hosted a weekly television program dehave died.
to broadcasting Catholic news.
Mr. Speaker, there are two particu- voted
After his term in Quincy, Father spent
lar stories which touch my heart con- the next six years as Pastor in Jordan, Mincerning these ceremonies. It was our nesota. From there, he became Pastor at St.
intention to have Father Wallace Boniface in Sioux city, Iowa. Then, in 1968,

Moscow JEWS BURY MATRIARCH
<By John F. Burns)
Moscow, July 13.-Judith Lerner was
buried today in a pleasantly shaded glade at
a suburban cemetery, her funeral attended
by dozens of men and women to whom she
had become a symbol of hope and courage
in the difficult world of the Soviet Jew.
Mourners, Jews and non-Jews, stood
shoulder to shoulder beneath the thick
overhang, many in sportshirts and cotton
blouses, while an aging rabbi intoned in Yiddish over the grave.
Speeches at graveside and at an open-air
funeral earlier near the cemetery gate were
filled with the affection Mrs. Lerner earned
as a kind of matriarch to Moscow's troubled
Jews. But almost everyone knew that it was
not the funeral Mrs. Lerner or her family
wanted, and that the cemetery, at Vostryakovo, was thousands of miles from the
burial place she had sought.
That place was Israel. For 10 years Mrs.
Lerner and her husband, Aleksandr Y.
Lerner had sought emigration. Dr. Lerner is
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a noted specialist in automatic control systems, a field considered sensitive in the
Soviet Union, and the emigration petitions
were declined on the ground that his departure would be "contrary to the state's interests."
When his wife died last week at the age of
65, the authorities declined permission for
her body to leave the country for burial in
Israel.
Instead, the authorities allowed the
Lerners' 31-year-old daughter, Sonya Leven,
who emigrated with her husband and child
in 1973, to return for the funeral. In case
exit visas are ultimately granted to Dr.
Lerner and his 35-year-old son, Vladimir,
the family arranged for the body to be
placed in a sealed metal coffin inside a
wooden box, an arrangement that would
allow for exhumation and reburial in Israel.
Dr. Lerner today recounted his visit last
week to the police where he was told that
his wife's body must remain in the Soviet
Union. The 68-year-old scientist, smiling
wryly, said the decision had been announced
by Col. Konstantin Zotov, who frequently
had been delegated in the past to reject the
Lerners' emigration petitions.
"When I said, 'Tell me why,' he just sat
there at the desk, cast down his eyes and
said nothing,'' Dr. Lerner said.e

TESTIMONY OF STEPHEN M.
SONNENBERG, M.D.

HON. LES AuCOIN
OF OREGON
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. AuCOIN. Mr. Speaker, I com-

mend to the attention of my colleagues the following testimony given
by Stephen M. Sonnenberg, M.D.,
chair of the American Psychiatric Association's
Federal
Government
Health Services Committee and codirector, Medical-Legal Clinic of the National Veterans Law Center. His statement was delivered before the Senate
Committee on Veterans' Affairs on
April 30.
Thanks to the efforts of Dr. Sonnenberg and others, the Veterans' Administration will be increasing its efforts
to assess and treat stresf; disorders
among veterans resulting from combat
in Vietnam. This is a program that deserves national attention and the following testimony serves to educate all
of us on the special needs of the Vietnam veterans and how effectively the
Outreach Centers are dealing with
their problems.
STATEMENT OF STEPHEN M. SONNENBERG,
M.D.
Mr. Chairman and distinguised Members

of the Committee: I am Stephen Sonnenberg, M.D. I am in the private practice of
phychiatry in Washington D.C. and Co-Director of the Medical Legal Clinic of the National Veterans Law Center, working sideby-side with the legal staff to help Vietnam
Veterans who suffer from Stress Disorders
stemming from their Vietnam combat experiences. I also Chair the Committee on Federal Government Health Services of the
American Psychiatric Association.
I am testifying today on behalf of the
American Psychiatric Association, a medical

specialty society representing over 26,000
psychiatrists nationwide, and to share our
concerns on S. 26, S. 458 and S. 872 which
seek to provide a two-year extension of the
Vietnam Veterans Counseling Readjustment Program.
The American Psychiatric Association remains concerned with the plight of the Vietnam Veterans, and the need to develop and
evaluate appropriate mental health treatment programs. To this end, the APA mandated the Association's Committee on Federal Government Health Services to study
those Vietnam Veterans participating in the
counseling program, as well as the treatment provided. This Committee's composition is extensive: its members include the
Chair of the Department of Psychiatry at
the Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences; the Associate Director, for
Psychiatry,
Veterans'
Administration
Mental Health and Behavioral Science Service; and outside consultants such as Drs.
Egendorf and Laufer of the Center for
Policy Research, from which stemmed a
most comprehensive and perceptive study of
the current psychological needs of Vietnam
Veterans. The first annual report of the
Committee's findings will be presented at
the American Psychiatric Association's
annual meeting, May 11-15, 1981.
For more than a decade I have worked intimately with these suffering from the effects of psychological stress. Two of these
ten years have been spent at the National
Veterans Law Center, where I work with
Vietnam Veterans who have Delayed Stress
Disorder. Through the National Veterans
Law Center, I provide two Outreach Centers
here in Washington, D.C. with back-up support; in that connection I treat the most
needy of Vietnam Veteran patients. I am
also familiar with the work of the Outreach
Program on a nationwide basis. Indeed, the
American Psychiatric Association wholeheartedly endorsed the counseling program,
and it has been my charge to encourage psychiatrists around the country to volunteer
time as consultants to the program. Moreover, I have in these efforts worked extensively with Jack Ewalt, M.D., Arthur Blank,
M.D., and Donald Crawford, Ph.D., whom
you know. In sum, I appear here today with
a background as a service provider and researcher in the area of psychological stress
among Vietnam Veterans; as an individual
with a substantial familiarity with the Vietnam Veterans Counseling Readjustment
Program; and as the representative of the
thousands of American psychiatrists concerned with this issue.
Who are the Vietnam Veterans who
attend the Outreach Centers? Why, so
many years after Vietnam, is this new program to treat mentally ill Vietnam Veterans
so vitally important? First, the majority of
the Vietnam Veterans who go to the Outreach Centers are typical of those who
suffer the effects of severe psychic trauma.
They are similar psychologically to World
War II concentration camp survivors, or
those who survive tragic civilian disasters.
In the case of the Vietnam Veterans, the
trauma to which they were exposed was
guerilla warfare, and for the most part
those who are most substantially disturbed
witnessed the mutilation of a close combat
buddy, or survived the ambush of their unit.
Because they survived, and feel guilty over
survival, they suffer emotionally.
A striking feature of this psychological
condition, labeled as "Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder" in the 1980 edition of The Diag-
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Disorders, the official psychiatric nomencla-

ture recognized by the APA, is that the pyschiatric profession did not recognize its existence throughout the 1970's. The psychiatric profession came to recognize the condition, which the general public referred to as
"Delayed Stress Reaction," following the
observation of Vietnam Returnees, and the
lessons taught by my colleagues working
with these veterans.
One reason this program is of such critical
import today, years after Vietnam, is that
many psychiatrists were, in all honesty, unaware of the Stress Reaction which afflicted
many Vietnam Veterans, and were thus
unable to diagnose and treat this specific
disorder until recently. You may wonder
why, for a decade, this condition was absent
from our nomenclature. The reason, I believe, is that we are all, even psychiatrists,
resistant to recognizing how vulnerable we
are to a powerful enough stress. We can
accept that there are mentally ill among us,
but when viewing the emotional wreckage
wrought by psychic stress, we recognize that
we are all vulnerable, all potential victims.
Thus, when the most disturbed troops from
World War II and Korea disappeared from
view, we abandoned what we knew about serious combat trauma. Today, then, we must
cure those who have waited to be recognized
as ill and in need.
Let me now describe Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder, also known as Delayed
Stress Reaction, and a typical Vietnam Veteran with the Reaction who goes to an Outreach Center. Keep in mind that this condition is seen in others who have suffered
severe psychic trauma, and in the past has
been known as Shell Shock, Traumatic Neurosis, and the Survivor Syndrome. To begin,
the individual suffering from a Stress Disorder is guilty over having survived a disaster,
which took the lives of others. The individual experiences anxiety much of the time
and various forms of insomnia. The individual experiences depression, with a full range
of accompanying symptoms, such as loss of
appetite. In addition to insomnia, the individual experiences nightmares of the traumatic event, and in waking life can experience flashbacks. These are altered states of
conciousness in which the individual believes he is again experiencing the traumatic event. As can be seen from what has so
far been described, much of the individual's
psychic life is devoted to re-experiencing
the traumatic event, and on an unconscious
level the individual hopes to master the
trauma, make it come out differently. As
the Disorder is so psychologically painful,
many of these individuals sedate themselves
with drugs or alcohol. Since at the core of
the disorder is a fear of a loss of loved ones
and friends, these individuals keep distant
from those around them. Thus, they are
hardly able to function with friends, family
and employers. Their divorce rate and unemployment rate are in excess of what
would be predicted based on variables excluding combat service in Vietnam.
The typical Vietnam Veteran who comes
to an Outreach Center with elements of Delayed Stress is in his late twenties or early
thirties, and saw Vietnam combat in his
teens. He was younger than the typical
combat soldier of World War II or Korea,
and was therefore more psychologically vulnerable than those men. He will be poor and
from an underprivileged racial or ethnic
background in greater than expected numbers, given the size of his race or ethnic
group in the population at large. He may
nostic and Statistical Manual of Mental present with a history of poor vocational
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and/or marital adjustment, and perhaps alcohol or drug abuse. He will report that his
problems began immediately after combat
trauma, or that there was a latency period
of months to years <which resulted in the
name Delayed Stress Reaction), but he will
consistently report some combination of the
following: guilt over survival, anxiety, depression, nightmares, and altered states of
consciousness. He will tell you that he has
suffered for long years, was distrustful of
the Veterans Administration, and would
never have sought treatment in conventional VA facilities. He will tell you that he sees
the Outreach Center as a life-saver.
Based on what I have described, we can
see that the Outreach Program is of importance today because it meets a medical need
of a population so far untreated. In fact, it
provides a viable form of treatment for a
group which previously believed no appropriate help was offered it by the VA or any
other health care provides.
This brings me to the next vital questions:
Is this a mental health program in any traditional sense of that term? Is this a program meeting high professional standards?
Is this a program designed carefully, allowing assessment of utilization patterns and
effectiveness? Is this a program which is potentially self-limited, one which will allow
for integration of this clinical population
and program into the health care system, or
are we asking you to support an open-ended
special program, one which sets a precedent
for the development of separate health care
systems for any group asserting its special
needs?
I think it is important for you to know
that the Outreach Program bears the special mark of Dr. Jack Ewalt, Director of the
Veterans Administration Mental Health and
Behavorial Science Service. We are fortunate to have Dr. Ewalt serving in that position. For many years Dr. Ewalt was Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical
School, and several generations of American
psychiatric residents regarded him as one of
the very finest psychiatric educators and innovators in the United States. Among his
many contributions to the evolution of psychiatry in this country after World War II
was an emphasis on bringing psychiatric
services to those in greatest need. He did
this with creativity and determination, by
bringing psychiatric practitioners and trainees into the streets of Boston, into the
neighborhoods, and out of the ivory towers
of the university. He taught the psychiatric
profession important lessons about how we
had to make ourselves available; he taught
us that part of this process was in some instances the development of a team approach, so that we worked with talented
paraprofessionals who could reach disturbed patients who were poor and underprivileged, who distrusted middle class psychiatrists because, in many ways, these professionals spoke a different language.
This is a good point to elaborate on the
role of the paraprofessional in the provision
of mental health services. There is much
room for potential misunderstanding about
these individuals. A better name for this
group is "indigenous mental health workers'', and the role they play at times is crucial. They are not trained to do the work of
psychiatrists. They are trained to be good
listeners, they are trusted by their clients
because of shared experiences-in this case
Vietnam service. This training and quality
of being trusted makes them a vital asset to
appropriate mental health service teams.
The Vietnam Veterans Outreach Program
bears the hallmark of Dr. Ewalt's time hon-
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ored methods, methods which in my profession are well recognized as most effective
and most humane.
Clearly, the Vietnam Veterans who go to
neighborhood Outreach Centers with PostTraumatic Stress Disorder are in need of
medical assistance, and they receive it. They
present with a medical condition recognized
by the psychiatric profession, and at the
neighborhood Centers they receive psychological counseling from a team of paraprofessionals and professionals. These helping
individuals have certain qualities in
common. They have special abilities in dealing with those suffering from Stress Disorders, and in many cases these abilities are
related to their experiences in the jungle
battles of Vietnam. In all cases they are emphatic, skilled listeners, and thoughtful providers of emotional support and encouragement. They are, as a team, highly skilled,
highly professional. In each Center there is
ample interaction between those with more
formal professional training, and those who
are called paraprofessionals, and again in
this case this is a hallmark of good psychiatric service provision.
Now, we can ask if this program is scientifically structured and encourages assessment of its effectiveness. The answers are
unequivocally "yes". Under the leadership
of Jack Ewalt, M.D., and Donald Crawford,
Ph.D., who as a younger man saw service in
Vietnam, the program allows for service
provision where it is needed, given by those
who can effectively give it, and in a setting
where data collection is conducted in the
natural course of events. I am sure that
from the testimony coming from Dr. Ewalt's
office you will learn of increasing patterns
of utilization, of Veterans receiving psychological relief after many years of suffering.
It is clear that after only a little over one
year no scientifically incontrovertible data
is available, and it is also clear that since
the program has suffered from threats of
extinction and staff freezes since the start
of its second year, the chance of fair scientific assessment is even slimmer. However, I
do know that preliminary assessment is
taking place.
An assessment study conducted by the
Office of Planning and Program Evaluation,
under the Office of the Administrator of
Veterans Affairs, produced a highly favorable report. It shows that the program is effective in the minds of service recipients, VA
physicians and administrators, community
agencies, Veterans organizations, and police
departments which turn to Outreach Center
personnel when dealing with troubled Vietnam Veterans. Clearly, the program is
having substantial impact on those it seeks
to serve.
This brings me to the final question: Is
the program self-limited, or does it establish
a precedent for separate health care systems for groups shouting loudly enough
that they are unique? It is my prediction
that a few short years down the road we will
see the Outreach Program become an
anachronism. This will be the case because
those now providing psychiatric services in
VA medical centers and those providing
what are currently Outreach services will
learn, quite naturally and in the course of
time to work together in ways which are yet
to evolve, ways which will be most helpful
to the target population in question-Vietnam-Era Veterans. Finally, these Veterans,
now distrustful of the system, will come
over time to seek help in long-standing VA
medical centers. This will reflect their contacts with the system via the Outreach Pro-
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gram, and alterations in the system reflecting its contact with Outreach Center service
providers and service recipients.
We trust you will concur with our views
and extend this vital and effective program
for three more years. At that time, practitioners inside and outside the VA and Outreach systems will have evaluated the program's strengths and weaknesses, and will
be able to provide the Congress well reasoned data concerning how to integrate
these Outreach Centers into the VA health
care system. These same individuals will be
in a position to provide you with a timetable for that integration. Indeed, I am confident that the results of the assessment
that would take place during the next three
years will identify very specific ways of providing Vietnam Veterans with specially tailored care, and that these techniques, integrated fully into the VA's system of health
service provision, will be the lasting legacy
of this innovative and courageously conceived program.
This concludes my prepared statement. I
appreciate the opportunity to appear before
the Committee and welcome the opportunity of working with the Congress in not forgetting the metally ill Vietnam-Era Veterans who remain in need of mental health
care. We are pleased to respond to any questions that you may have.e

MONEY MARKET FUND
REGULATION

HON. CARROLL HUBBARD, JR.
OF KENTUCKY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. HUBBARD. Mr. Speaker, in
light of the continued discussions regarding money market mutual funds
and whether or not they should be restricted, Mr. William L. Hale III, president of the Exchange Bank of Mayfield, Ky., my hometown, has written
to me indicating that these funds
should be brought under regulation
similar to banks, and banks in turn,
should be allowed the instrument to
compete with them. With your permission, I would like to insert in the
RECORD, Mr. Hale's remarks on this
very timely issue now facing Members
of Congress.
The letter follows:
DEAR CARROLL: This is just a note to comment on the Money Market Fund issue
which Congress will no doubt be discussing.
These Funds are for all intents and purposes-banks; they accept deposits and they
allow withdrawal by checks or other
demand-type methods. If there is any validity to the rationale of regulation of commercial banks and S & L's by the government in
the public interest, the same ought to apply
to t~ e Funds. As you know we are one of
the most overregulated industries in the
country and for the government to allow
other "banks" to spring up unregulated is
grossly unfair. Not only must we play by
different rules but we are not even allowed
to offer a competing deposit-type instrument.
A practical effect that these Funds are
having on virtually all banks in your district
is the outflow of funds to large money-
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center banks that would otherwise be available for loans and investments locally. I can
assure you from what I have seen in our
bank that this outflow is substantial. It is
not inconceivable that as the economy recovers there could be a significant adverse
impact on the availability of loan funds at
banks and S & L's in our area due to the
Funds.
In my opinion, at the very minimum,
these Funds should be brought under regulation similar to banks and we should be allowed to offer an instrument to compete
with them.
Thanks for considering these views;
hope you will take them seriously.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM

L.

HALE

III,

President.•

STATEMENT BY HON. MAURICE
MEYERS, MAYOR OF BEAUMONT, TEX.

HON. EDWARD J. MARKEY
OF MASSACHUSETTS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, at this
time, I would like to speak out in favor
of retaining the Urban Parks and
Recreation Recovery Program, generally known as UPARR.
Urban parks have traditionally
served as centerpieces of neighborhoods, reflecting and influencing the
quality of life of an area. In an era of
rising energy costs, more Americans,
especially those in lower income brackets, have been turning to their cities'
parks for recreation of all types. And
in many cases, they have found that
their parks have become unusable due
to poor neighborhood conditions, the
age of the facilities, and a lack of
upkeep.
UPARR was enacted in 1978 as a
partial solution to this problem, providing matching Federal funds for
park rehabilitation, planning, and innovation projects, on a competitive
basis. Note that the program places
the main emphasis on the needed rehabilitation of the existing park infrastructure, instead of the acquisition of
new land.
UPARR is not a large program. In
fiscal year 1980, $65 million was appropriated for the program, yet this level
of funding has produced impressive results.
On June 15, 1981, I chaired a hearing of the Interior Committee's Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee on the subject of the UPARR program. Twenty-eight mayors attending
the annual meeting of the U.S. Conference of Mayors, in Louisville, Ky.,
provided testimony as to the impact of
the program on their cities. The testimony that follows is an example of
the overwhelming support that the
mayors expressed for the UPARR program and evidence of the valuable role
UPARR is playing in helping to revitalize our urban areas by rehabilitat-

ing a key element of neighborhoods,
the urban park.
HON. MAURICE MEYERS, MAYOR OF BEAUMONT, TEX., EXPRESSES SUPPORT OF URBAN
PARKS PROGRAM

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Maurice Meyers, mayor of
Beaumont, Tex. I am pleased to have the
opportunity to testify in support of the
Urban Parks Program.
In a time of severe budget restraints, for
both the federal government and local governments, I ask you to evaluate the positive
effects a relatively small amount of targeted
federal funds has had in stimulating community investment, saving existing facilities
from decay and encouraging creative planning and uses.
The current Administration has tried recently to convince state and local governments to support a series of new "special
revenue sharing" programs described as
state block grants. While this type of funding can be of assistance in some cases, it is
not always the best approach. Block grants
require larger sums of money in order to
distribute funds evenly across the Nationmore money than we will ever see for recreational purposes, I'm afraid. The urban
parks program is an excellent example of
the type of federal grant program which is
not a block grant but is of great assistance
at the local level.
The funding requirements of the program
are designed to evoke public participation,
state financial involvement, and partnerships between public and private organizations and interest groups. UPARR has stimulated a state role in urban recreation.
Texas isn't well known for its participation
in urban programs. Yet, after the UPARR
program was started, Texas began their own
program at the state level. Eighteen other
states also have contributed varying
amounts of funds to UPARR projects.
Furthermore, the UPARR program has
maintained great flexibility. For example,
Beaumont was not eligible for an Urban
Parks grant under program regulations. We
were, however, eligible to apply for discretionary fund money because of our specific
economic and social circumstances.
In my City of Beaumont, we face two
major problems in meeting our present and
future park and recreation needs. First, the
City is expanding rapidly to the west and
north, with new residential areas creating
the necessity for new parks. Many areas developed within the past 30 years do not have
neighborhood parks at all.
Second, the City must meet the recreational needs of neighborhoods in the older
eastern portion of Beaumont where nearly
60 percent of the population lives. Most of
this area developed before 1940. There are
high concentrations of minorities, low to
moderate income families and the elderly.
Although the parks are fairly well distributed in eastern Beaumont, many are small
and most of the equipment is 20 to 50 years
old and in need of replacement due to deterioration or obsolensence.
Participation in the UPARR program has
helped Beaumont to attack these recreation
problems in at least three ways:
( 1) The planning requirements of the program have resulted in an increased awareness of the strengths and weaknesses of our
recreation system and what can realistically
be done to improve the system;
(2) Our UPARR rehabilitation grant and
matching contribution from the State of
Texas have enabled us to begin a $345,000
project to rehabilitate four inner-city parks.

We are currently rehabilitating two playgrounds with modern "creative playground"
equipment, replacing a substandard wading
pool, rehabilitating a 4,700-square-foot community center building that might have otherwise been demolished, and installing new
slabs and prefabricated shelters at two
multi-purpose court areas. Most of this
work would not have been done without the
UPARR program.
(3) The UPARR planning process and financial assistance have contributed to the
development and implementation of a
neighborhood conservation strategy which
approaches improvements to housing,
streets, drainage, parks, social services and
neighborhood businesses as parts of and
inter-related system.
My City strongly supports the program's
emphasis on the need for rehabilitation of
existing facilities. Preventing decline in existing investments now will mean substantial future savings, particularly when coupled with a commitment by cities to maintain these facilities. For most cities this is a
one time grant to stimulate recovery.
Interest in the program has been understandably high. UPARR makes a substantial contribution to local efforts to rebuild
cities by revitalizing one of the key amenities that make urban life attractive. People
want and need recreation opportunities for
their physical and emotional well being.
Yet, particularly now as local governments
are asked to take on greater responsibility
with limited funds, many cities can afford to
meet only the most basic service needs and
maintenance. A limited federal role in urban
recreation is necessary.
The Administration has proposed elimination of this program in order to redirect
funds to the rehabilitation of the National
Park System. But the low income, inner city
resident is often unable to utilize those facilities, which are usually located some distance from population centers. I ask the
Committee to look carefully at the side effects of this redirection of funds.
In summary, the UPARR program has
been a welcome source of assistance to financially distressed park and recreation
programs in cities throughout the nation. A
comparatively very small investment of federal funds has been targeted to assist recreation program in cities with proven abilities
to plan creatively and efficiently for providing recreation services in an era of increasing austerity, and the primary beneficiaries
of the program have been the inner-city
residents who are most in need of close-tohome public recreational facilties and programs.•

INTRODUCE LEGISLATION FOR
FEDERAL FIREFIGHTERS

HON. MICKEY LELAND
OF TEXAS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. LELAND. Mr. Speaker, today I
am introducing legislation which addresses and seeks to rectify the inequitable and inconsistent treatment Federal firefighters receive under current
pay practices.
The current compensation scheme
for Federal firefighters includes three
basic elements-base pay, premium
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pay, and overtime pay. Base pay is
compensation under the General
Schedule, which covers the vast majority of Federal employees. In recognition of the long and irregular schedules required and the hazardous
nature of the occupation, Federal firefighters also receive premium pay of
up to a maximum 25 percent for the
72 hour workweek. In addition, under
·the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1974,
Federal firefighters are entitled to
overtime pay for all hours in excess of
54 per week.
This complicated calculation of Federal firefighter pay levels has resulted
in a number of inequities and
inconsistencies that demonstrate the
inappropriateness of the General
Schedule as a basis for Federal firefighter compensation. The General
Schedule was designed to cover the
wide range of employees and occupations making up the majority of Federal work force. While premium pay
and overtime pay provisions seek to
recognize the unique nature of firefighting as compared to other occupations falling under the General Schedule, the current pay scheme does not
allow for an appropriate classification
of Federal firefighters which reflects
the actual level of duties, responsibilities, and skills involved in the performance of duty.
Furthermore, the current Federal
firefighter pay and classification
schedule seems to ignore the overall
value of firefighting and the increasing difficulty, responsibility and hazards with which Federal firefighters
are being confronted as the state-ofthe-art advances in aircraft, weapons,
building construction, rescue procedures and as hazardous materials
become more abundant and their handling more technical each day.
In spite of the current premium pay
and "overtime" pay provisions, the average Federal firefighter works 72
hours per week for which he receives
about the same pay as most municipal
firefighters receive for an average 54hour week. The glaring inequity of
these long hours and relatively low
wages as compared to municipal firefighters, threatens morale and has led
to difficulties in retaining high quality
personnel, with many firefighters leaving the Federal service to work for municipal fire departments.
Rather than working to bring Federal firefighter salaries in line with the
compensation levels of their State and
local counterparts and a vast majority
of the profession, the complicated
Federal firefighter pay formula, with
its premium pay policies and its
unique calculation of overtime pay has
served as a source of discontent and
resentment, and has added to the inequitable and inconsistent treatment
of Federal firefighters under current
pay practices.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
While the Fair Labor Standards Act
extended special overtime provisions
to all fire and police personnel, including Federal, mandating the payment
of overtime for all hours in excess of
54 hours per week; under a decision of
the Comptroller General, Federal firefighters working 72 hours per week receive only one-half time, not time and
one-half, for each of the 18 hours of
overtime they are required to work.
The rationale for this payment
scheme was that since Federal firefighters receive regular pay, which includes premium pay for each of the 72
hours they work, they are only entitled to one-half time their regular rate
of pay for the 18 overtime hours.
What this has meant to the average
Federal firefighter <GS 5, step 4) is
the payment of approximately $1.85
per hour for 18 hours of overtime.
This calculation of overtime pay has
worked to increase resentment and
discontent among Federal firefighting
personnel.
Furthermore, the current Federal
firefighter pay structure has had a
severe negative impact on the career
development of Federal firefighters.
The problem arises due to the reluctance of qualified personnel to move
into positions involving promotion and
increased responsibilities, but because
of a shorter workweek and parallel reductions in the rate of premium pay
and overtime pay, offer less take-home
pay and reduced retirement and other
benefits.
For example, an assistant chief, who
is ruled to be exempt under the FLSA,
makes less money for the same
number of hours than does a crew
chief who is two grades lower and subordinate to him. Similarly, the fire
chief, who is a program manager and
administrator and therefore must
work a tour of duty more nearly coinciding with the work hours of other
managers at a particular facility,
makes considerably less than his assistant chiefs. As a result of these pay
practices it is becoming more and
more difficult to get employees to
accept promotions to more responsible
jobs, since they must take substantial
cuts in pay to do so.
For all these reasons I am introducing legislation today that removes
Federal firefighters from the General
Schedule classification and pay system
and establishes a separate pay system
which is designed to deal with and
eliminate the inequities and inconsistencies
of current compensation
schemes. This separate pay system
brings Federal firefighter salaries in
line with the vast majority of the profession, and provides a realistic classification system that accurately reflects the nature and level of duties
performed at every level within the
Federal fire services.
In addition, by providing compensation levels that reflect and include
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payment for long and irregular hours
and the hazardous nature of firefighting, this bill disposes of the need for
premium pay and overtime pay and
eliminates the problems and inequities
that these pay practices have resulted
in.
I believe that this discussion of the
issues involved completely supports
the argument that Federal firefighters
are treated unfairly by the Federal
Government in terms of pay and classification. I ask that Members of both
the House and Senate lend their support to this legislation, so that this inequitable treatment of Federal firefighters may finally be rectified.•
VIEWS FROM THE OTHER SIDE

HON. JACK FIELDS
OF TEXAS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Mr. FIELDS. Mr. Speaker, for too
long, a few Eastern newspapers have
been permitted to "set the agenda" in
Washington-to determine what issues
the Congress and the President will
discuss. Those newspapers are, by and
large, liberal publications with an intense dislike for Republicans and conservatives and the policies we want
now to implement.
In recent weeks, it is fair to say, the
editors of publications such as the
New York Times, the Washington
Post, and the Boston Globe-to name
only a few far-left newspapers-have
systematically attacked the President
and his policies, urging, instead, that
America continue to travel down the
same road to ruin on which we have
journeyed for the better part of these
last four decades.
Ronald Reagan received an overwhelming vote of confidence this past
November-and public opinion polls
show the overwhelming majority of
Americans still like him personally
and the policies he has proposed.
I do not know whether President
Reagan's policies or his personal popularity most upsets the editors of these
liberal Eastern publications. For whatever reason, however, the editors of
major liberal publications have attacked President Reagan with abandon-and we conservative Republicans
have not called them to task as of yet.
Today, I propose to change that. I
am today beginning a regular effort to
insert into the RECORD editorials from
major Eastern publications alongside
of editorials from Southern, Western,
and Midwestern newspapers. I believe
this process will provide us all with an
exhilarating freshness of the kind that
new ideas and commonsense can provide.
Today, I would like to insert an editorial from a recent Boston Globe
that-predictably-attacks the Reagan
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tax plan, and an editorial from the
Dallas Morning News which uses
sound logic and an understanding of
economic realities about our Nation. I
think you will agree that compared to
the tired hot air coming out of Boston,
there is a fresh and exhilarating
breeze blowing eastward from Dallas.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
[Editorial From the Boston Globe, June 10,
1981]
MAKING TAX POLICY

The House Ways and Means Committee is
due to begin work on its much discussed tax
legislation today. Within the regrettably
narrow bounds in which all discussion of tax
policy is taking place this year, the committee ought to draft a proposal that provides
an alternative to the policies of President
Reagan.
The proposal of committee Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski to limit cuts in personal
income taxes to 2 years ought not be abandoned. A 1-year cut is, in the current climate, not politically possible. However, the
3-year plan favored by President Reagan
would leave inadequate revenues for any domestic initiatives in the near future.
Further, a minimum principle of any
Ways and Means bill ought to be that all
taxpayers at all income levels receive
enough of a break to compensate for the effects of inflation and the resulting "bracket
creep" and of rising payroll taxes in the 2year period. The Reagan plan offers no such
protection for taxpayers with earnings
below $25,000.
Third, the committee-which still has a
Democratic majority-ought not accept the
Reagan proposals for flat cuts across all
income levels. The political pendulum has
not swung so far as to rule out the traditional Democratic goal of enhancing the progressive nature of income taxation at the
Federal level. Through the widening of
brackets and such, the committee ought to
endeavor to target the cuts to the degree
possible to the lower end of the income
spectrum.
On the business side, the committee ought
to be chary of accepting the Reagan plan
for simplified depreciation schedules. Different capital assets have varying useful
lives; a flat depreciation schedule may have
the effect of skewing sensible investment
policy. Further, the Reagan approach provides too little incentive for investments in
research and development. The rationale
for cutting business taxes is that it will spur
productivity. The Ways and Means Committee ought to strive to make sure that business tax cuts do, in fact, have a reasonable
chance of accomplishing that.
The truth, of course, is that now is not
the proper time for personal income tax
cuts or anything but the most artfully tailored business cuts. The truth is that if tax
cuts are to be made, they ought to be accompanied by changes in the tax code that
close some loopholes and questionable shelters and that enhance the equity of the tax
system. However, both Congress and the
President are hellbent on enacting substantial cuts without any tax "reform." The
least the Ways and Means Committee can
do under the circumstances is to seek to
make the cuts fair and effective.
[Editorial from the Dallas Morning News,
June 21, 1981]
CLASS DISMISSED

The Marxists, of course, have made class
struggle the keystone of their philosophy.
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But neither are the Democratic leaders in
Congress any slouches when it comes to pitting "the poor" against "the rich."
The official Democratic line on President
Reagan's economic policy is that it favors
what House Speaker Thomas O'Neill grandly calls "the wealthy of America." The poor,
by O'Neill's reckoning, get short shrift: Just
as you'd suppose with proud, heartless Republicans at the helm.
If automobiles could run on high-octane
buncombe, O'Neill and his fellow House
leaders would make a mint. The President's
reproof to them, offered at his press conference last week, was exactly on target.
O'Neill professes to be some kind of
expert on poverty, notwithstanding that
House speakers earn $75,000 a year, with
limousine and other lucrative perks thrown
in.
He has suggested that Reagan doesn't understand the poor; which comes as a surprise to Reagan. "We didn't live on the
wrong side of the railroad tracks," he said in
answer to the final question at his news conference, "but we lived so close to them we
could hear the whistle real loud. And I
know very much about the working group. I
grew up in poverty and got what education I
got all by myself and so forth ... "
But only debating points are scored in arguments by politicians over who used to be
poorest. What matters far more is who's
really going to do something to help the
poor-and everyone else.
Reagan had something to say about this,
too: "We have watched the so-called social
reforms for three or four decades now fail in
trying to lift people that are not in the
mainstream and don't have their foot on
the ladder of opportunity, and they failed
. . . I believe that our economic package is
aimed at stimulating the economy, providing incentives, increasing productivity so as
to create new jobs."
By contrast, O'Neill and his colleagues
hike taxes, afflict the nation with doubledigit inflation and interest rates, and call it
compassion. Then, when Reagan proposes
compensatory cuts in spending and taxes,
the O'Neillians flap their gums and drag
their feet.
Democratic-controlled House committees
haven't exactly got into the spirit of budgetcutting, the President noted. For instance,
"One House committee claims to have
achieved savings by eliminating a day-care
program to provide suppers. But it also
slipped into the changes of the law to say
that lunches can be served at supper time."
Meanwhile, according to Reagan, O'Neill
indulges in "sheer demagoguery" by pretending "that this economic program which
we've submitted is not aimed at helping the
great cross section of people in this country
that have been burdened for too long by big
government and high taxes."
The facts are on the President's side:

Fifty-three percent of his tax cuts would go
to Americans earning from $20,000 to
$50,000-those who pay 51 percent of our
taxes. What would be nice now is to have
the House speaker and his troops also on
the President's side.
What would be nicest of all, naturally, is
for O'Neill to call off the class-struggle rhetoric, stop arguing about who loves poor
people more, and pass some bills to help not
just one segment of the people but the
people as a whole.e

POW-MIA RECOGNITION DAY

HON. WILLIAM HILL BONER
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Mr. BONER of Tennessee. Mr.
Speaker, we have the honor of proclaiming Friday, July 17, as National
POW-MIA Recognition Day. A day
dedicated to honor former prisoners of
war, and those still missing in action,
for the painful sacrifices they made
for our country and its people, and to
give our appreciation, comfort, and
support of their families.
I would like to urge my colleagues to
support legislation which would continue the investigation in Southeast
Asia, until we can be assured that no
other Americans are being held captive. The plight of Vietnam will not be
over until all POW's have been returned home.
This day honors these citizens that
gave up their freedom in order that
their fell ow Americans could maintain
theirs. We owe a great debt, not only
to those who have returned home, and
their families who will continue to
have memories of those long months
or even years of anguish, but also to
those still missing in action as they
will continuously be in our thoughts.
Today, I would like to salute, and
pay tribute to these Americans for
their loyalty and service.e
HUMAN RIGHTS

HON. TOM HARKIN
OF IOWA

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. HARKIN. Mr. Speaker, the
Reagan administration has recently
signaled its intention of abandoning
human rights as a factor in American
foreign policy.
At the same time, it wants to increase arms sales to foreign governments.
I believe the Reagan administration
policy flies in the face of what the
American people want and what the
people of the other nations want.
To prove that latter point, I insert in
today's RECORD the results of a public
opinion poll conducted by the Gallop
affiliates in nine Latin American na-

tions.
The results of their poll have not
previously been make public. They
have, however, been available to the
Reagan administration. On May 28,
the Office of Research of the United
States International Communications
Agency summarized the results of this
poll for the State Department, the National Security Council, and the Department of Defense.
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The poll clearly demonstrates that
the people of Latin America, the
people who are often the victims of
state terror, favor the United States
pursuing a strong and aggressive
human rights policy. I believe the poll
results show that strong, public U.S.
efforts to protect human rights have
given hope to oppressed Latin Americans and that they very much want
those U.S. efforts to continue.
In six of the nine countries surveyed, over half of the respondents
said that one of the two things they
would "most like to see the United
States do in Latin America" was "help
protect human rights."
Only in Chile a,nd Argentina was
human rights not mentioned by the
poll respondents as one of their top
two concerns. In those two countries,
it was ranked third. Human rights
ranked as high as "increase economic
assistance" -the only other foreign
policy objective favored by the people
of Latin America-in most of the countries surveyed.

Among the policy options presented
to the poll respondents, only the
option of the United States "increasing military assistance" received
almost no support.
Over the past few months, the
Reagan administration has begun systematically dismantling our human
rights policy, substituting instead a
policy which can best be described as
more arms and more aid for brutal dictators who have no qualms whatever
about kidnaping, torturing, and murdering their own citizens.
The new policy not only pulls down
one of the last pillars of hope for millions of oppressed Latin Americans,
but will only work to alienate us from
the people in those countries. It is a
policy which is as foolish as it is tragic.
Mr. Speaker, I also want to say that
I believe this poll seriously underestimates support for a strong human
rights policy among the Latin American people. It does so for two reasons:
First, as the data indicate, many
people in Chile and in Argentina ex-

pressed no opinion on the question
about human rights. I submit that is
because the repressive nature of the
regimes in those two nations has so
cowed the people that they are afraid
to say they support human rights.
Second, the pollsters unfairly juxtaposed a private versus a public human
rights policy and presented the alternatives in such a way that a private
policy of human rights was seen as the
middle ground between public demonstration and no human rights policy at
all.
Despite these factors, less than onef ourth of the people surveyed said
they wanted the United States to stay
out of human rights entirely. And, despite the bias in the question wording,
most Latin Americans who support
human rights said the U.S. Government should publicly denounce abuses
in Latin America.
The results of the poll follow:

Now let's talk about some things that the United States could do in Latin America. (Show Card) What two things from this list would you most like to see them do in Latin America?
[In percent]
Mexico

:

H~~~~~~~i~·~~~

6. Reduce U.S. involvement in the region ............................................................................................................................... ..

21
30
59
7
53
18

Argentina

Chile

23
32
25
8
50
8

Uruguay
32
26
29
9
63
5

39
30
43
4
63
10

Brazil

Peru

19
35
56
12
50
12

Ecuador
25
25
56
7
66
9

18
29
57
23
58
8

Colombia
13
28
59
8
61
23

Venezuela
14
42
57
10
41
12

Percentages add to more than 100 percent because most people gave two answers.

In your opinion, what position should the United States Government take concerning human rights abuses in some Latin American countries? Should the United States denounce those abuses publicly, discuss them
privately with the governments concerned, or stay out of the matter enfirely, or do you not have an opinion?
[In percent]
Mexico

Argentina

Chile

Uruguay

Brazil

Peru

Ecuador

Colombia

Venezuela

~r~~~~c~rrv~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~~~lo~~.'.i~.~'.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

34
39
17
10

19
22
25
34

30
28
17
25

36
24
28
12

24
40
25

11

54
28
12
6

34
36
24
6

40
27
24
9

51
22
14
13

Total .................................................................................................................................................................... ..

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

Source: Foreign Opinion Note, International Communications Agency, USA, May 28, 1981. Surveys conducted by Gallup affiliates.

THE CHALLENGE FOR NATO IN
THE 1980'S

HON. EDWARD J. DERWINSKI
OF ILLINOIS
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. DERWINSKI. Mr. Speaker,

there have been many news reports in
past months on the condition of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
Much of this news opinion has it that
the alliance is in trouble. Ambassador
W. Tapley Bennett, Jr., U.S. permanent representative to NATO for 4
years, and a diplomat with a most distinguished record recently spoke his
views of NATO. Ambassador Bennett
believes that "the alliance today is
strong and healthy." His speech covers

a good deal of ground, and it is instructive and hopeful. It is printed
below in full for the benefit of the
Members.

ing intensively with our Allies on all aspects
of Western security policy. Thus, the topic
on which I have been asked to speak,
namely the outlook for the NATO alliance,

ADDRESS BY AMBASSADOR W. TAPLEY BENNETT, JR., U.S. PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
TO NATO, TO THE GERMAN-AMERICAN ASSOCIATION STEUBEN SCHURZ-DUSSELDORF,
JUNE 11, 1981
THE CHALLENGE FOR NATO IN THE 1980'S
I am most appreciative of the opportunity
to speak before this distinguished group. I
am also grateful for the generosity of the
Deutsch-Amerikanische
Vereinigung
in
agreeing to reschedule the talk at time,
after an earlier date at the beginning of the
year had to be cancelled.
In any event, the postponement may
prove an advantage. As you know, NATO
has been very active over the past several
months, and the new American administration of President Reagan has been consult-

time, the policies of the Reagan administration, which have some influence within the
alliance, have been more fully developed.
As President Reagan has made clear,
NATO remains the keystone-the bedrockof American foreign policy, just as it has
been for over thirty years. Indeed, the new
U.S. administration is determined to
strengthen ties with the alliance, and to
seek a new strategic consensus on the basis
of which we can together continue to
defend our freedoms.
There is no doubt in my mind-and I have
now served as U.S. Ambassador to NATO
for over four years-that the alliance today
is strong and healthy. The fundamental
agreement on the political and strategic requirements for alliance security in the

has been more sharply defined, at the same
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1980's which has emerged from three ministerial meetings this spring-in Bohn, Rome
and Brussels-offers firm demonstration alliance unity continues to be the best guarantee of peace in Europe and in the world.
It is evident, however, that very serious security issues are posed today for the alliance. These issues require difficult political
choices. We must, for example, provide increased resources for defense, at a time
when many of our nations face severe economic resource problems. We must proceed
with the implementation of NATO's double
decision on long-range theater nuclear modernization and arms control, at a time when
some are raising questions about the requirements of nuclear deterrence. We must
develop the conventional military strength
needed to meet and thus deter soviet and
other challenges outside Europe, at a time
when major Soviet improvements have already strained our capacity to maintain the
balance in Europe itself.
Defense capabilities

The Reagan administration has taken
firm and clear positions on all of these challenges. On the question of providing adequate resources for defense, we have resolved to increase our defense effort by the
amount needed to restore the balance with
the Soviet Union. This had meant an increase of some $6 billion-approximately
DM 13.8 billion-over the already large defense budget presented by the Carter administration for the current fiscal year; an
increase of some $25 billion-about DM 57 .5
billion in the defense budget planned for
next year; and a steady increase of 7 percent
per annum in real terms through 1985. The
principal objective of these increased expenditures is to improve the readiness, mobility, and equipment of our conventional
forces, and to strengthen the Navy, to meet
challenges whenever and wherever they
occur. These increases are not easy to make.
Defense is the only sector of the U.S.
budget to be increased; all other sectors
have been cut in the proposals of the
Reagan administration. Social areas have
been hard hit. This action has required political courage. It has been taken because
these measures are necessary if the military
balance is to be restored. This necessity has
been understood and supported by our Congress. In the American view, defense is not
deferrable. If we lack adequate national security, then all else is at risk.
I have sometimes heard it argued that the
budgetary choices of the Reagan administration unduly favor "guns" over "butter",
and that this alleged imbalance will somehow be damaging in the long run. The
answer to this is that the American people,
in giving President Reagan his sweeping victory last November, indicated very clearly
the priority they set on reestablishing a
strong defense capability to offset the
forces of the Soviet Union. The President's
priorities reflect this popular will. Basically,
the American people have decided that in
the present unsettled circumstances security must come first. The simplistic dichotomy between "guns" and "butter" is meaningless if our opponents see us as weaker
than themselves and are thus tempted to
further adventures and aggression.
We can afford the needed level of defense.
The share of defense expenditures in
United States national product is expected
to rise modestly, to about 6 percent, well
under the 10 percent levels of earlier periods of crisis-and less than half the current
level of the Soviet Union, which spends between 12 percent and 14 percent of its na-
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tional product on defense. Moreover, when
this level of expenditure is seen against the
backdrop of a more developed United States
economy than we had in either the 1950's or
1960's, that level of effort becomes both politically and economically sustainable.
The Reagan administration made clear at
the outset that it does not want to engage in
fruitless polemics with its Allies about the
percentages of national product which they
are dedicating to defense, or to focus solely
on the percentage rates of increase in their
defense expenditures. As Secretary Haig indicated in his first appearance before the
Senate, we are very conscious of the important contributions to defense made by our
Allies, including particularly the Federal
Republic. At the same time, we are convinced that an effective defense of Western
interests around the world cannot be
achieved unless all members of the alliance
are prepared to do more than at present for
defense. We cannot be arbitrary in measuring contributions. The financial target established in 1977-78 of real growth in defense expenditures in the neighborhood of 3
percent provides a benchmark for the alliance. But beyond this, the Reagan administration is interested in measuring more directly the results of defense expenditures in
terms of increased military output: more
tanks, better anti-aircraft defenses, more
Active and Reserve brigades, improved
models of aircraft, and so forth. The meeting of NATO defense ministers last month
in Brussels agreed that future evaluation of
Allied defense efforts must include this
measurement of specific improvements in
military capability.
Consultations

A second topic of major importance for
the internal NATO situation is consultations. The Reagan administration has put
great weight on improving the consultation
process. Secretary of State Haig has made it
clear that we will be clear and consistent in
our policy line, and that we will discuss all
steps thoroughly with our allies. We shall
count on the same in return.
This US commitment to improved consultations has been effectively demonstrated in
the three ministerial sessions of the alliance
which have been held this spring: the Nuclear Planning Group in Bonn; the North Atlantic Council in Rome; and the Defense
Planning Committee in Brussels. Having
participated with Secretaries Haig and
Weinberger for the United States in those
meetings, I can tell you that the interchange with Allied colleagues on the full
spectrum of Western security issues was extremely rich and productive. There emerged
a new consensus on the requirements for
the alliance, which should serve us well in
coming years. We agree on the need to take
new action to restrain Soviet adventurism;
we have committed ourselves to provide all
the resources necessary to rebuild NATO's
conventional forces to counter the build-up
of Soviet forces; and we have reconfirmed
the double decision of December, 1979 on
modernization and arms control affecting
long-range theater nuclear forces.
Some observers have said that the NATO
framework is no longer adequate for the
present world, and that we need new consultative mechanisms. Some people want organizations which are smaller, stressing the
need to work closely only with countries
which have major forces and interests at
stake in particular situations. Some people,
by contrast, want organizations which are
larger, stressing the need to consult with
other actors not engaged in the Central Eu-
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ropean balance. Personally, however, I find
this concern to seek new mechanisms somehow misguided. The institutions we now
have are performing well. With their varied
specializations they effectively cover a great
variety of interests and participants. NATO,
for its part, represents an important geo-political reality. It is no less central to Western security today than it was three decades
ago. Creation of additional bodies in the security field would not serve to facilitate resolution of difficult problems-and no one
denies that we have very difficult problems-but it could further confuse the existing structure and create unnecessary political problems. Let us rather concentrate on
making our existing bodies increasingly effective.
LRTNF
The most hotly-debated question in the
alliance today is clearly the nuclear issue,
and more particularly, the implementation
of NATO's December, 1979 double decision
on the modernization of long-range theater
nuclear forces and the offer to the Soviet
Union of arms control negotiations affecting LRTNF. These are extremely important
topics, and it is understandable that there
should be continuing attention to them. At
the same time, I am concerned that much of
the debate appears to reflect misunderstanding of the issues involved.
To hear some observers, one might think
the issue has been reduced to an almost
philosophically abstract choice of whether
or not NATO should implement a new step
in nuclear armament in Europe, totally
without connection to the strategic context
in which the December, 1979 decision was
made, without reference to the size and dynamism of Soviet nuclear deployments, and
in ignorance of the basic purposes of the
theater nuclear forces which NATO has
maintained over the decades.
I would like, therefore, to attempt to
remove a few of the prevalent misconceptions concerning the LRTNF issue.
First, it is sometimes argued that the
NATO deployments of cruise missiles and
Pershing II will only lead to an arms race,
and that it would have been better to await
results of negotiations before committing
the alliance to modernization in December,
1979. However, it is clear for those who will
see that for twenty years the only longrange nuclear missiles in Europe have been
Soviet; it is clear that the modernization of
that Soviet force of SS-4 and SS-5 missiles
with newer, mobile, mirved SS-20 missiles
began prior to the NATO decision to modernize its forces with the deployment of
cruise missiles and Pershing II; and it is
clear that the size of the agreed NATO program is less than the size of the force the
Soviets already have deployed. Moreover,
the Soviets are continuing to expand their
LRTNF force rapidly, with some 220 SS-20's
now deployed, representing 660 warheads,
which cover all of Europe with lethal
danger. Thus, NATO cannot start an arms
race in this area. But it must respond to
Soviet deployments if the security of NATO
populations is to be protected.
Second, some people argue that negotiations would have a better chance of success
if we had made no deployment decision, or
if we had even accepted Brezhnev's proposals for a moratorium. That is a very naive
view of Soviet negotiating tactics, and it
goes against all experience of dealing with
the Soviets. If there is to be any chance of
bringing the Soviets to negotiate seriously,
it can only be on the basis of a clear NATO
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determination to implement the December,
1979 modernization decision. In its absence,
the Soviets will have no incentive to reduce
their own theater nuclear forces. Why
should they? It was only after the December decision that the Soviets agreed to negotiate, and it will only be by the implementation of that decision that the Soviets can be
brought to negotiate seriously.
Third, it is argued in some quarters that
deployment by NATO of new missile systems would increase the danger of war in
Europe. This argument fundamentally misreads NATO doctrine and the objectives
which led to the December, 1979 decision.
In fact, theater nuclear forces serve exactly
the same purpose as all other alliance
forces-they serve to deter conflict. They
have done so successfully for three decades.
Properly maintained and modernized they
can do so in the future. Under the strategy
of "flexible response," which NATO adopted in 1967, the alliance must be prepared to
meet any possible attack at a level appropriate to defeat aggression and cause an attacker to withdraw. The means behind this
strategy range from conventional defenses,
through theater nuclear systems, up to strategic nuclear weapons. All these forces are
linked together, in a continuous spectrum of
deterrence. As long as the Soviet Union understands that NATO has the capacity and
the will to employ any or all of its forces, as
necessary, to meet potential aggression,
then it will not be tempted to attack, and it
will not be able to exert political pressure
on the alliance. That is how NATO has kept
the peace for more than thirty years.
However, the continued success of this
strategy of deterrence depends on our ensuring that each element of the NATO posture, including the theater nuclear forces, is
effective and credible in the light of the
present situation. We no longer ask our infantrymen to defend peace with swords, nor
do we send the Navy to patrol the seas in
sailing ships. In the same way, we cannot
expect the theater nuclear element of the
NATO deterrent to be effective against a
vastly improved Soviet threat if we remain
with only the weapons of twenty years ago.
Fourth, it has been alleged that there is a
divergence between United States and European objectives regarding the December,
1979 double decision, with the U.S. primarily concerned for modernization and the Europeans primarily concerned for arms control. This assertion ignores the strong
common interest which we all share in
maintaining a united and credible deterrent
posture vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. To
ensure this, it is a common interest of the
United States and Europe that there be a
strong coupling between the European theater and U.S. strategic nuclear forces. Indeed,
European voices-voices in the Federal Republic-were among the first to raise the
question of the need to achieve a balance
with Soviet theater nuclear forces so as to
ensure effective coupling of the theater to
the United States strategic forces. Similarly,
as regards arms control, both the U.S. and
Europe share an interest that any agreement affecting theater nuclear forces be equitable, verifiable, and supportive of alliance security. The December, 1979 double
decision thus reflects a common understanding between the United States and the
European Allies. The alliance reaffirmed its
commitment to both tracks of that decision
at the North Atlantic Council meeting in
Rome last month. Secretary Haig expects to
meet with Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko
in September at the United Nations in New
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York to work out the arrangements to begin
negotiations before the end of the year.
Within the past month he has had preliminary talks with the Soviet Ambassador in
Washington.
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provide facilities in Europe for the transit
of U.S. forces to Southwest Asia.
This topic has been discussed extensively
at the ministerial session of the alliance,
and agreement has been reached on the importance of improving our overall ability to
Wider horizons
A major theme of our consultations in the deal with threats outside the alliance area. I
alliance this spring has been the need to emphasize, of course, that none of this distake account of the security challenge out- cussion envisions a change in the geographside the traditional NATO area. There is a ic boundaries of the Treaty area. All that is
growing recognition that the interests of involved is a commitment by our individual
the Western industrialized democracies nations to take the broader security situa·
cannot be defended in Europe alone. Ag- tion into account in developing our mutual
gression by the Soviet Union or its proxies, defense efforts.
subversion, and pressure are in fact much
The future
more likely to be encountered in other reIn conclusion, I would like to emphasize
gions of the world, where we are less pre- the
strong conviction of the Reagan adminpared to defend our mutual interest. The
that the West has the resources,
Soviet Union has acquired global military istration
talent, the people, and the will to meet
capabilities in the past decade. It employs the
proxy Cuban and other forces in several the challenges posed by the Soviet Union,
countries, starting with Angola and Ethio- both in Europe and globally. We should
pia; it engages in subversion in Central never underestimate the advantages we posAmerica; It supports the Vietnamese occu- sess as open, dynamic societies, vis-a-vis a
pation of Kampuchea; it has invaded Af- Soviet Empire which is increasingly rigid,
unimaginative, and repressive and already
ghanistan.
The Reagan administration believes beset with grave internal difficulties indicastrongly that, in the face of these challeng- tive of a political system in decline. The
es, the only sound security policy is a global Soviet system produces tanks, but not food.
policy. The United States cannot think It produces refugees, not freedom. It is the
merely in terms of self-contained regions, West which offers hope and opportunity,
whose problems are supposedly isolated today and in the future. These Western adfrom the problems of other regions. Nor can vantages, together with the unity which we
we assume that the existence of a balance in have developed in over thirty years of
one region will ensure the protection of our common experience in the alliance, will
interests in another. We must, therefore, be enable us to continue to preserve our securiprepared to face the difficult resource and ty and our freedoms.e
political questions involved in confronting
possible Soviet challenges around the globe.
And we must consider how we can best co- RESEARCH IMPROVEMENTS FOR
BLACK LAND-GRANT INSTITUoperate with our friends and Allies to acTIONS
complish this task.
The most urgent threat to Western interests is posed by the situation in Southwest
HON. SHIRLEY CHISHOLM
Asia. There, the Soviet Union is in a posiOF NEW YORK
tion, following its brutal invasion of Afghanistan, to strike against the oil fields
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
upon which Western Europe depends for
Tuesday, July 14, 1981
the overwhelming percentage of its energy
supplies. If the Soviet Union were to inter- e Mrs. CHISHOLM. Mr. Speaker, yesrupt the flow of oil, the strategic effects _terday the House passed H.R. 1309,
would be as serious as a direct attack on the the land-grant colleges research facilicentral front of the alliance itself.
Our common problem then, is to devise a ties bill. This legislation will assist tracredible defense against possible Soviet ad- ditionally black land-grant institutions
venturism in this area. This must be based in upgrading their research facilities. I
on, first, strengthening of friendly states in am very pleased that the House has
the area; and, second, preparing our own acted, again, so quickly on legislation
forces for possible rapid intervention in the which we passed in the 96th Congress.
area if necessary. The United States is work- I am hopeful that the Senate will also
ing very actively to support our friends with move with dispatch on this legislation
both economic and military assistance. We
are also working to resolve the serious polit- so the 1890 institutions and Tuskegee
ical controversies which set parties against Institute will have an opportunity to
each other in the area. And we are prepar- continue their growth and achieveing a new rapid deployment force, which ments in agricultural research.
will enable us to move conventional forces
In support of this vital legislation, I
into the region to confront possible attacks. wish to bring to my colleagues' attenThese United States measures are necessary tion the historical background of
to deter future Soviet aggression. The these
postsecondary
institutions.
United States, however, cannot accomplish
this task alone. We have, therefore, asked While several traditionally black instiour Allies to assist, either in the region of tutions became land-grant institutions
Southwest Asia, for those who can, or in through congressional action in 1890,
Europe. For most of the members of the al- these institutions have never received
liance, which are not in a position to send the kind of programmatic support
naval or other forces to Southwest Asia, the available to other land-grant colleges.
most immediate requirement is to strength- Consequently, the 1890 institutions as
en forces in Europe, to ensure that NATO's
defense remains effective, in a situation in well as Tuskegee Institute have lacked
which certain U.S. forces might have been the equipment and facilities that
assigned to Southwest Asia and no longer be would enable them to have a competiavailable to be sent to Europe in a crisis. tive research capability in the areas of
There is also a requiremept for Allies to food and agriculture. The colleges cov-
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ered in F..R. 1309 have many of the
problems endemic to black colleges,
generally: limited academic programs
and small staffs. In today's world of
expanding educational opportunities,
many young black professors, particularly in the science and research fields,
are not restricted to the black colleges
as their only source of employment.
Increasingly, blacks in scientific fields
are being sought after by large research corporations or large white universities with established laboratories
and facilities. It is very difficult for
black colleges, like the 1890 institutions, to compete for this research
talent when they lack adequate research facilities or if fiscal constraints
force faculty members to carry heavy
teaching loads, leaving little or no
time to develop research projects.
The 1890 institutions face a particularly difficult burden in this situation
since one of their mandates is to provide research in agriculture which will
benefit the needs of the people in
their State. The 1890 schools, as with
most black colleges, have been making
do with their limited resources. In
fact, the total resources received by all
black colleges from the Department of
Agriculture in 1979 was only $28 million in comparison to $430 million received by all institutions. This is an
actual reduction in support from 7 .6
percent of the Agriculture Department's total budgetary support for
black colleges for 1978 to 6.5 percent
in 1979. If these land-grant schools are
to be full partners with the 1862 landgrant colleges, then we need to insure
that H.R. 1309 becomes law in the
97th Congress.•
STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS SUPPORT OTTINGER
AMENDMENT TO INTERIOR APPROPRIATIONS BILL

HON. RICHARD L. OTTINGER
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981
Mr. OTTINGER. Mr. Speaker, I
intend to offer an amendment to H.R.
4035, appropriations for the Interior
Department and related agencies. The
amendment will add $23 million for
various energy conservation programs.
The amendment has received wide
support from organizations such as
the National Governors' Association,
the U.S. Conference of Mayors, the
National League of Cities, the National Association of Counties, and the
Consumer Energy Council of America.
The letters of endorsement follow:
NATIONAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION,

e

Washington, D. C., July 9, 1981.

Hon. RICHARD L. OTTINGER,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D. C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN OTTINGER: On behalf
of the National Governors' Association, we
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wish to indicate our strong support for your
amendment to H.R. 4035, the Interior Appropriations bill, to add $20 million for state
energy conservation programs. While the
Governors have supported budget reductions, we have identified the state energy
conservation programs as the one area
among the many energy and environmental
programs where we support additional funding. Your amendment would stave off the
elimination of many state energy offices
which are critical to fostering energy conservation and renewable resource initiatives
as well as coping with energy shortages.
Sincerely,
Gov. VI.CTOR G. ATIYEH,
Vice Chairman,
Committee on Energy and Environment.

Gov. BoB GRAHAM,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Renewable
Resources and Conservation.

U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS,
Washington, D.C., July 9, 1981.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE: The U.S. Conference of Mayors urges your support of the
Ottinger Energy Conservation Amendment
during forthcoming House floor consideration of the FY82 Interior Appropriations
bill.
The Ottinger Amendment will modestly
adjust the energy conservation appropriation by providing an additional $23 million
for state and local energy conservation programs. Of this small amount, $20 million
would be earmarked for state energy offices
while $3 million would be targetted to the
Residential Conservation Service which provides much needed assistance to homeowners and renters for energy conservation efforts.
It is important to note that the Ottinger
Amendment in no way exceeds the boundaries recently set in the House version of
the reconciliation bill.
But the Ottinger Amendment will help to
provide the bare minimum of resources necessary to keep state and local governments
from losing momentum in the fight for
energy independence.
The Ottinger amendment is particularly
important to the future of energy programs
for the local governments in your district.
The Energy Conservation and Power Subcommittee of the Committee on Energy and
Commerce will soon mark-up legislation designed to specifically assist local government energy efforts. It is vital that adequate funds be available for this critical
function.
Energy conservation is still one of our best
tools for fighting inflation-nationally and
particularly in local governments. The U.S.
Conference of Mayors hopes you will join
with Representative Ottinger in helping to
make this possible.
Sincerely,
JOHN J. GUNTHER,
Executive Director.

JULY 9, 1981.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE: The National
League of Cities, the National Association of
Counties and the U.S. Conference of
Mayors urge your support of the Ottinger
Energy Conservation Amendment during
forthcoming House floor consideration of
the FY82 Interior Appropriations bill.
The Ottinger Amendment will slightly
adjust the energy conservation appropriations by providing an additional $23 million
for state and local energy conservation programs, mostly earmarked for state energy
offices which provide state and local govern-

ments with assistance for energy conservation efforts.
The Ottinger Amendment falls completely
within the ceilings which were set by the
House and Senate reconciliation measures.
But the Ottinger Amendment will help to
provide the bare minimum of resources necessary to keep state and local governments
from losing momentum in the fight for
energy independence.
The Ottinger Amendment is particularly
important to the future of energy programs
for cities and counties in your district. The
Energy Conservation and Power Subcommittee of the Committee on Energy and
Commerce will soon markup legislation designed to specifically assist local government energy efforts. It is vital that adequate funds be available for this critical
function.
Cities and counties are facing the burden
of rising energy costs now more than ever.
Please join in a prudent effort to help provide them with the tools to turn this problem around.
Sincerely,
ALAN BEALS,
Executive Director,
National League of Cities.

BERNARD HILLENBRAND,
Executive Director,
National Association of Counties.

JOHN J. GUNTHER,
Executive Director,
U.S. Conference of Mayors.

CONSUMER ENERGY COUNCIL
OF AMERICA,
Washington, D. C., July 10, 1981.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE: When the House
considers the FY82 Interior Appropriations
bill next week, Rep. Ottinger will be offering an amendment to adjust the energy conservation appropriation by adding $23 million for state and local energy conservation
programs. The Consumer Energy Council of
America <CECA), a broad-based coalition of
major national consumer, labor, farm,
public power, rural electric cooperative,
senior citizen, urban, and low income organizations, urges you to support the Ottinger
energy conservation amendment.
Energy conservation is the nation's cheapest and most available energy resource. An
aggressive federal commitment to conservation can lessen the nation's dependence on
oil imports, thus enhancing national security. In addition, investment in promoting
energy conservation is a cost effective
means of spending federal dollars, costing
less and creating more jobs than other
energy policy options.
The Ottinger amendment would restore
$23 million for state and local energy conservation programs-the absolute minimum
amount necessary to maintain the survival
of these programs. The Ottinger amendment complies with the recent budget reconciliation bill approved by the House; the
amendment does not exceed these budgetary limits. Of the $23 million, $20 million
would be targeted to state energy offices
and $3 million would be earmarked for the
Residential Conservation Service, a program
which assists homeowners and renters in
their energy conservation efforts.
State and local governments have demonstrated that they can make an extraordinary contribution to energy conservation,
and it is crucial that the modest appropriation contained in this amendment be available to support their efforts.
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The Consumer Energy Council of America
urges you to affirm your commitment to the
nation's energy independence by lending
your support to the Ottinger amendment.
Sincerely,
ELLEN BERMAN,

Executive Director.•

IN DEFENSE OF ISRAEL

HON. PHILIP M. CRANE
OF ILLINOIS

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. PHILIP M. CRANE. Mr. Speaker, the recent raid of the Iraqi nuclear
reactor by Israel has drawn serious
criticism from many facets of our society and world opinion at large. Joel J.
Sprayregen, a Chicago attorney and
chairman of the Public Affairs Committee of the Jewish United Fund of
Metropolitan Chicago responded to
these criticisms in the Chicago Sun
Times, Saturday, June 13, 1981. I commend it to the .attention of my colleagues.
ISRAELI RAID ON IRAQ WAS IN SELF-DEFENSE

Israel has drawn much rebuke for demolishing an Iraqi reactor that evidence indicates was intended to produce nuclear weapons for use against the Jewish homeland.
But a significant number of respected and
knowledgeable people have raised their
voices in defense of Israel's move.
Joseph Sisco, former U.S. undersecretary
of state for political affairs, said there is no
doubt in his mind that the Iraqi reactor was
a definite threat to Israel.
If there was a real question about the
reason for building a nuclear reactor in
Iraq, a nation that has so much oil it doesn't
need nuclear power to produce electricity,
the answer was given by the man who
knows best: Iraq's president, Saddam Hussein.
He is generally considered by world leaders to be a bona fide kook, a bizarre personality who wants to establish Iraq as the
leading Arab nation who will stop at nothing to achieve that goal. It was he who
started Iraq's war with Iran. Nonetheless,
one must believe the statement made last
September in his official organ, Al Thawra,
after Iranian forces tried to knock out the
reactor. The Baghdad paper said then: "The
Iranian people should not fear the Iraqi nuclear reactor, which is not intended to be
used against Iran, but against the Zionist
enemy."
The question Israel had to answer was:
Could an irresponsible, avowed enemy who
has been at war with Israel for 33 years be
trusted not to use atomic weapons once they
were available to him?
For Israel, a nation the size of Massachusetts with a population highly concentrated
in urban centers, the answer was "no."
It becomes clear, then, that Israel acted
justly in self-defense.
Among the many who agree are Sen. Alan
Cranston <D-Calif.) and Rep. Philip M.
Crane <R-Ill.) Cranston, who sits on the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, admonished the Reagan administration for
criticizing Israel before trying harder "to
understand Israeli motives." It is unfortunate that the administration has instead
chosen to condemn Israel by suspending a
promised shipment of F-16s.

In a column he wrote for the New York
Times, Cranston reminds us that when this
country faced a situation similar to that of
Israel-we were prepared to follow the same
path Israel has taken. The year was 1962;
the adversary was a Soviet-backed Cuba
then developing a nuclear-strike capability.
A courageous naval blockade, itself an act
of war, forced the Soviet Union to back
down and eliminated the need for this country to make a preemptive strike. Cranston
wrote:
"If a large superpower, the United States,
felt such a defensive strike to be a serious
option in 1962, how can we condemn Israel
today for making such a strike when its government felt that the entire Nation was imperiled?" And he reminds us that "small,
vulnerable Israel could be destroyed by just
three Hiroshima-type nuclear weapons."
Crane, in a statement in the Congressional Record, expressed "particular concern
over assertions that Israel was not justified," and added: "I am somewhat distressed
by the instant analysis and offhand verdicts
rendered by many armchair critics around
the country." He urged Americans to "consider the circumstances that confront Israel
and reflect on what our decision may have
been had we been faced with similar circumstances."
What is most unfortunate about Israel's
attack is the very need for it. It is a need
predicated upon steadfast Arab refusal to
recognize the right of the Jewish people to
a homeland and to peaceful existence in the
Middle East. It also is a need predicated
upon the willingness of Western nations to
supply unstable countries, such as Iraq,
with the technology to carry out their nuclear threats in return for guaranteed supplies of oil.
These are the essential issues. Until they
are justly resolved, Israel must deal with
the world as it is, rather than as it should
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NORTHEAST-MIDWEST REPUBLICANS PRESS FOR
CHANGES

As work progressed in the various
House committees on the reconciliation bill, several other Republicans
from the Northeast and Midwest and I
met and agreed upon issues of importance to us and our regions. We communicated these concerns to Minority
Leader BoB MICHEL, who (in cooperation with Budget Director Dave Stockman and Budget Committee Member
DEL LATTA) was in the process of fashioning a Republic amendment to the
bill the committee would eventually
produce.
Our letter explicitly indicated that
we found a cap on Federal medicaid
expenditures to be "unacceptable." Instead, we proposed five alternative
medicaid reforms to save about $760
million. We also pressed for continued
funding of low-income energy assistance, the Department of Energy
weatherization program, and the Solar
and Energy Conservation Bank. We
listed further spending priorities for
the National Endowments for the Arts
and Humanities, special education, vocational education, guaranteed student loans and Pell grants, the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, youth training and employment,
mass transit operating subsidies, and
Conrail. Finally, we stated our opposition to the use of the reconciliation
process to enact block grants.
NEGOTIATIONS ON REPUBLICAN AMENDMENT

Following delivery of that letter on
June 10, the other cosigners and I met
be.e
several times with Messrs. MICHEL,
Stockman, and LATTA as well as officials from the White House and other
BILL GREEN AND THE BUDGET Members of the House Republican
RECONCILIATION BILL
leadership. The purpose of these meetings was to negotiate provisions of the
Republican amendment <which would
HON. BILL GREEN
be offered to the committee bill)
OF NEW YORK
which would be favorable to the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
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ating sessions were several and contin• Mr. GREEN. Mr. Speaker, in the ued into the afternoon of voting on
last several days there have been the bill and its amendments.
many accounts in the media regarding MEDICAID CAP AND THE BROYHILL AMENDMENT
the actions of Republican Members of
The medicaid issue is especially imthe House from the Northeast and portant to me and I drafted the medicMidwest on the budget reconciliation aid portion of our June 10 letter. As I
bill. Because of confusion following indicated the administration proposed
some of those reports, I thought it to "cap" Federal expenditures and
would be useful if I would recount my adjust them by only 5 percent in fiscal
activities and those of several others year 1982. My group was opposed to
of my colleagues.
any cap and suggested instead several
The first concurrent resolution on other reforms which were less arbithe budget, which we approved last trary and more acceptable to States
May, not only set out broad spending and to medicaid recipients.
goals in 19 general areas, it also proThe medicaid issue was to have been
vided specific instructions to 14 House brought to the floor in the form of an
committees to trim spending in the amendment to be offered by Congresslaws under their jurisdiction by almost man BROYHILL, the ranking Republi$40 billion. This is known as the "rec- can on the committee which has jurisonciliation" part of the budget process diction over medicaid. His amendment
because it is designed to reconcile would also have made several other
actual law with the spending targets changes in health and energy issues.
contained in the budget resolution.
In our negotiating sessions with Mr.
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Stockman, Congressman BROYHILL
and others, my group remained adamant in our opposition to a cap. The
other side, however, continued to
insist upon a cap. Given this impasse, I
wanted to make sure that, if there was
to be a cap, it be as favorable to New
York as possible. Over the weeks that
ensued, I was able to get Messrs. BROYHILL and Stockman to agree to a 6-percent adjustment (instead of the 5 percent originally proposed), which would
have meant an additional $140 million
nationally, and eventually they agreed
to a 7 %-percent adjustment. I was still
opposed to the cap, but 71/2 percent
was better than 5 percent.
I continued to be very concerned
about the Broyhill amendment, which
was offered late on the final day of
consideration of the bill. Several of my
Republican colleagues and I had just
finished meeting with Mr. BROYHILL
and had indicated to him that we
would vote against his amendment.
Apparently, he did a final nose cpunt
on the floor, concluded that there
were too many of us opposed, and
withdrew his amendment. In my view,
this was a major victory for New York
City. The June 30, edition of the
Washington Post carried an excellent
article on this matter and I ask that it
be inserted into the RECORD at this
point.
[From the Washington Post, June 30, 1981]
AMID FRIDAY'S BUDGET PANDEMONIUM, ONE
VICTORY DENIED REAGAN
<By Spencer Rich and Joanne Omang)
Democrats aided by a handful of northern
Republicans opposed to cuts in Medicaid
and a few lesser programs denied one victory to President Reagan in the pandemonium last Friday night just before the House
approved his version of the budget.
In a strategy decision a few minutes
before the final vote, GOP leaders withdrew
a budget amendment that would have
"capped" future Medicaid growth and installed the president's proposals on medical
block grants, family planning, energy subsidies and regulation and all other programs
in the jurisdiction of the House Energy and
Commerce Committee.
As a result, language proposed by the
Democrats led by Energy and Commerce
Chairman John D. Dingell CD-Mich.), remained in the budget bill. The administration Medicaid cap was not included, and
family planning and a large number of
other health programs were kept in separate "categorical" programs rather than
being submerged in block grants, as the
president sought. Some solar conservation
programs were kept alive, as were the Public
Utilities Regulatory Policy Act and a
number of federally funded state energy
conservation programs. The Dingell language on these programs, instead of the
Reagan language, will now go to conference
with the Senate, which on most issues did as
the president asked.
The time was just after 6:30 p.m. Friday
and the text of an amendment by James T.
Broyhill <R-N.C.) putting the administration language into the bill in place of Dingell's had just been read.
Suddenly Broyhill took the floor and, to
the astonishment of many members, asked
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that his amendment be withdrawn. And he
promised it would not be reoffered in any
form by the Republicans that night.
He said that he was doing it because the
hour was late, but actually, according to
House GOP aides, the decision to drop the
amendment came after GOP leaders and administration nosecounters had huddled and
decided it would be too risky to offer.
Reps. Bill Green <R-N.Y.). Claudine
Schneider <R-R.U and several others had
put together a loose coalition of an estimated 10 to 20 northeastern and midwestern
Republicans unhappy with the proposal to
limit Medicaid growth to 5 percent next
year and other parts of the administration's
health, energy and commerce proposals.
"The Medicaid cap would have meant very
extensive cuts for the states involved," said
Green in a telephone interview from his
New York office yesterday. "We negotiated
it up to 71/2 percent" with administration
representatives, but Green said the group
was still unhappy with the Medicaid situation or other commerce, energy and health
proposals and most would have voted
against Broyhill.
Moreover, Dingell several weeks before
had corralled several southern Democrats
by including in his package a provision allowing natural gas-burning utilities to keep
using natural gas after 1990 instead of converting to coal. Republicans later offered a
similar provision but Dingell had already
nailed down the commitments.
GOP aides said the prospect of these defections made it "unclear whether we had
the votes" to pass the Broyhill language. An
acrimonious debate followed by a loss on
the amendment could have derailed the
president's victory express and possibly even
endangered final approval of the entire bill,
so GOP leaders decided to drop the amendment and go straight to the final vote.
Republican and Democratic sources alike
said the hottest lobbying came on Medicaid,
on which a number of governors as well as
hospital groups exerted pressure on delegations.
According to Dingell, both his version and
Broyhill's would have cut about $5.9 billion
in fiscal 1982 budget authority from health,
energy and commerce programs.
The Dingell amendment proposed to cut
Medicaid 3 percent in fiscal 1982, 2 percent
in fiscal 1983 and 1 percent in 1984 from the
amounts it was estimated states would otherwise get under present federal-state reimbursement formulas. This would mean a loss
to the states of $1.l billion over the next
three years.
The president, by contrast, had proposed
to cap federal Medicaid outlays at $16.4 billion in fiscal 1981, and limit the increase in
this amount in 1982 to 5 percent Oater 7%
percent) and by the inflation rate thereafter. It would have cost the states considerably more in this program, which is the
second-largest national health program and
largest welfare program.
Both Dingell and Broyhill would retain
the existing child immunization and venereal disease control programs as separate categorical programs with cuts.
However, the Broyhill proposal would
have united 24 other health programs into
three block grants: maternal and child
health, health services and preventive
health, with 'the states given wide latitude
to spend the money as they wish.
Dingell also proposed a maternal and
child health block and a preventive health
block, plus a separate alcohol and drug
abuse block, but Republicans said too many
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federal strings were still attached to these
blocks and they were really categoricals
"disguised" as block grants to the states.
Moreover, Dingell's three blocks cover
only 15 programs, and Dingell would continue a long list of other programs as categoricals, such as family planning, which is a particularly emotional issue for liberals and
conservatives, mental health, and migrant
health programs. Moveover, Broyhill would
have killed health planning agencies, which
seek to control hospital expansion; Dingell
only cuts their money.
Broyhill would have converted the Consumer Product Safety Commission into a
bureau in the Commerce Department, with
its budget cut 25 percent and its legislative
proposals subject to veto by the Office of
Management and Budget; Dingell keeps it
independent with slightly more money.
BLOCK GRANTS

As I indicated in describing our June
10 letter, I was also opposed to using
the reconciliation process to achieve
the block grants the President had requested. If we were to have block
grants-and I not necessarily opposed
to them-I thought we should have
taken our time, gone through the
normal committee and hearing process, and brought them to the floor in
bills of their own.
One of the final actions on the reconciliation bill came when Congressman JONES, the chairman of the
Budget Committee, wanted to offer a
motion to delete the block-grant portions of the bill. I voted to allow him
to make that motion and was the only
Republican Member of the House to
do so. We were unsuccessful, however,
and, consequently, the motion to take
out the block grants was not made in
order.
RULES COMMITTEE ACTION

As my colleagues know, the rule is
written by the Rules Committee and
governs the manner in which a bill
will be considered on the floor and
spells out which amendments, if any,
may be offered.
The Rules Committee met June 24.
The Republican leadership had, by
this time, fashioned all but the final
details of its amendment, and sought
to offer it in its entirety with only a
single vote on whether or not the
amendment should be adopted. This
was a huge amendment affecting literally hundreds of programs. It cut
funding for some programs and increased funding for others.
The Rules Committee consists of 11
Democrats and 5 Republicans, and on
strict party-line votes it approve a rule
which would have made 6 amendments in order. Had the Rules Committee taken the entire Republican
package and simply divided it into six
parts, I would have had no objection. I
saw nothing wrong in asking the Members of the House to vote on the details of the Republican amendmentas opposed to a single vote on the
whole package .
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However, that is not what the Rules
Committee proposed. Instead, it would
have permitted only amendments cutting programs to be offered, none
adding funding as the Republicans
had fashioned their package. And, in
the case of medicaid, the Rules Committee would have allowed only an
amendment including a 5-percent adjustment, not the 7 ¥2 percent I had
been able to negotiate. Clearly, the
rule proposed by the committee was
unfair, and it was obviously designed
out of political consideration to make
the Republican alternative as unattractive to the House membership as
possible. It was an attempt to dictate
to the Republicans what amendments
they could offer. As I said before, I
would not have objected to dividing
the Republican package and having
separate votes on its components, but
that is not what the Rules Committee
rule would have done. At that time, it
was unclear how much support there
was in the House for a medicaid cap
and I was upset that the House might
adopt the cap with only a 5-percent
adjustment instead of the 7 Vz percent
to which I had been able to get Mr.
BROYHILL to agree.
Adoption of the rule came before
the House the next day (the 25th) and
I voted to allow an amendment to the
rule. I think the Democratic leadership made a considerable error in putting together such an unfair rule, because a majority of my colleagues
agreed with me and approved an
amendment to the rule which basically discarded what had been proposed
by the Rules Committee and, instead,
made in order the Republican package
<which was to be offered by Mr. LATTA)
and an amendment by Mr. BROYHILL
<which had at one time been part of
the Republican package, but which he
decided to separate and offer on its
own>. I was pleased with this decision
to offer the Broyhill part of the package separately because I thought it
contained the most objectionable features to New York, and, as I said, we
helped in persuading Mr. BROYHILL to
withdraw his amendment.
THE LATTA AMENDMENT

The bill produced by the various
House committees and assembled by
the House Budget Committee made
major revisions in hundreds of Government programs and would have cut
spending by $35.1 billion in fiscal year
1982. Obviously, such cuts would have
an impact on all areas of the country.
On the 26th the Latta amendment
was offered to this bill. Contrary to
how some press accounts described it,
it was not a total substitute for the
bill. It amended only certain parts of
the committee bill and left intact
those portions on which it was silent.
From my perspective, there was good
and bad in the committee bill and
good and bad in the Latta amendment.
For example, one major defect of the

committee bill was that it contained a
3-month postponement in the cost-ofliving increase for social security recipients. This was a one-shot budget
gimmick at the expense of the elderly
and disabled. The committee bill also
failed to put any income limit on guaranteed student loans.
High-income families fully able to
pay college tuition should not receive
subsidized loans from the Federal
Government that are often reinvested
in higher yield bank deposits. Finally,
the committee bill provided an unrealistic approach to spiraling food stamp
costs by simply setting an artificially
low authorization for this program.
Congress had done this in each of the
past 2 years and it has not worked.
When funds ran out in mid-year, Congress had to vote more money rather
than let families go without food
stamps for several months, so the
"savings" never occurred. On balance,
I did not think that the additional
changes the Latta amendment would
make to the committee bill would be
detrimental to New York. I did, on the
other hand, think that they would
help to reduce the deficit, lower interest rates, and help turn our economy
around. Consequently, the amendment
won my support and that of a majority of my colleagues.
GAINS FOR THE NORTHEAST AND MIDWEST

The bill as amended passed the
House June 26 by a vote of 232 to 193.
Differences between the House bill
and the Senate version are now being
resolved. A comparison of my group's
June 10 letter and what finally passed
the House would show that we from
the Northeast and Midwest were totally success!ul on some issues, partially
successful on others, and unsuccessful
on a few. This was to have been expected from the outset. Seldom is one
able to achieve complete victory on
legislation of this magnitude and complexity.
We were totally successful, for example, in receiving the assurance we
sought regarding mass transit funding
for 1982-the Republican amendment
contained no reduction, as it might
have-and Conrail funding. We were
partially successful on the arts-the
amendment cut some funding, but not
the 50 percent proposed by the administration-and on the Solar Bank-we
were able to retain authorization and
funding for the bank, over the opposition of the administration, although
not at as high a level as we would have
preferred. Finally, of course, I have already given considerable attention to
the significant victory we won in opposing the medicaid cap.
This summarizes my actions and
those of several of my Republican colleagues on the reconciliation bill. I
might add in closing that we are continuing to meet and exert influence regarding the conference report so that
the final version of the bill will be as
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fair and reasonable for our sections of
the country as possible.e
SUBSIDIZED ENERGY
FINANCING LIMITATIONS

HON. LES AuCOIN
OF OREGON

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, July 14, 1981

e Mr. AuCOIN. Mr. Speaker, Mr.
HEFTEL and I are introducing legislation today to correct a problem that
has hindered State and local efforts to
encourage conservation and renewable
energy use.
Our bill would amend the Internal
Revenue Code so that taxpayers who
receive certain types of low-interest
energy loans from State or local agencies, will be able to claim Federal
energy tax credits in addition. A companion bill has been introduced in the
Senate by my distinguished colleague
from Oregon, Mr. PACKWOOD.
Under present law, taxpayers are ineligible for Federal residential energy
tax credits if they receive subsidized
financing through a State or local
agency. Businesses face a reduction in
their investment tax credits if they receive State or local subsidized financing.
At least 15 States-including my own
State of Oregon-offer low-interest
loans for conservation and renewable
energy improvements. But many
people are discouraged from participating in such loan programs when
they learn they must sacrifice their
Federal tax credits.
This double-dipping penalty has
been a major stumbling block for
State programs-programs that are
badly needed because they provide
capital to people who might not otherwise be able to afford energy-saving
improvements.
Interestingly, a person who receives
a low-interest energy loan from his
utility company is not considered to be
double dipping, and is free to claim a
Federal tax credit of up to 40 percent.
Our bill would simply extend the same
treatment to participants in State and
local loan programs.
This bill is not a giveaway. It would
not allow anyone to take a Federal tax
credit on top of a subsidized loan from
a Federal agency. Nor would it make
tax credits available to persons who
receive energy grants. It would only
affect those who receive loans from a
State or local agency.
Most of all, it would send a strong
message of support to State and local
governments that have taken the initiative to promote conservation and renewable energy development-and it
would encourage other States and localities to follow their example.
The text of the bill follows:
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H.R.-

A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to limit the application of the subsidized energy financing limitations on
certain tax credits to Federal subsidies,
and for other purposes
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. SUBSIDIZED ENERGY FINANCING

the biggest company in the worldA.T. & T. As you may know, the Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, and Finance Subcommittee is in
the midst of building a record on the
status of competition in the telecommunications industry. The issues
before the Telecommunications Subcommittee are complex and of critical
importance. Ms. Hornblower's article
clearly pinpoints and defines these
issues. I urge my colleagues to read
the following article which is to date
the most fair portrayal of this controversial and most far-reaching issue
that the Congress may take up.

LIMITED TO FEDERAL FINANCING
(a) TAX CREDITS.(!) IN GENERAL.-Subparagraph (C) of section 44C(c)(10) of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954 <defining subsidized energy financing for purposes of the residential
energy credit) and subparagraph CC) of section 48(1)(11) of such Code (defining subsiA.T. & T. DEBATE: SLEEPER ISSUE THAT
dized energy financing for purposes of secAFFECTS ALMOST EVERYONE
tion 38 property) are each amended by
(By Margot Hornblower) ·
striking out "Federal, State, or local," and
In the spring of 1976, an obscure bill ininserting in lieu thereof "Federal".
named "The Consumer Commu(2) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Subsection nocuously
nications Reform Act" was introduced in
(a) of section 6050D of such Code <relating the Congress and quickly attracted the
to returns relating to energy grants and fi- sponsorship of 192 senators and representanancing) is amended by striking out "a Fed- tives. The legislation, unobtrusively drafted
eral State or local program a principal pur- and promoted by the American Telephone
pos~ of which is to provide subsidized fi- & Telegraph Co., would have guaranteed
nancing or grants" and inserting in lieu AT&T's historic monopoly over the telethereof "a Federal program a principal pur- phone business, just as that lucrative induspose of which is to provide subsidized fi- try was opening up to competition.
nancing, or a Federal, State, ?r l<;>cal proAlthough the bill eventually died-comgram a principal purpose of which is to pro- petitors labeled it a brazen power grab-it
vide grants".
startled a somnolent Congress into taking a
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments look at the mysterious world of high-techmade by subsection (a) shall apply with re- nology communications. Today, five years,
spect to subsidized energy financing made hundreds of hearings and a thousand witafter December 31, 1980.
nesses later, Congress finds itself mired in
SEC. 2. PROPERTY FINANCED BY INDUSTRIAL the most complex regulatory reform effort
DEVELOPMENT BONDS
in history.
(a) IN GENERAL.-So much of paragraph
Rewriting basic laws governing the over(ll) of section 48 (1) of the Internal Revelapping industries of telephones, television,
nue Code of 1954 <relating to special rules newspapers, computers, satellites and elecfor property financed by subsidized energy tronic is a heady business. It involves assertfinancing or industrial development bonds) ing congressional power over a huge sector
as precedes subparagraph CB) thereof is of the economy, a $300 billion market; and
amended to read as follows:
it entails a massive restructuring of AT&T,
"(11) Special rule for property financed by the largest company on earth with 1 million
subsidized energy financing.employees, 3.5 million stockholders and 72
"(A) Reduction of qualifed investment.customers.
For purposes of applying the energy per- million
Communications law has remained essencentage to any property, if such property is tially unchanged since the 1934 Communifinanced in whole or in part by subsidized cations Act, written to regulate communicaenergy financing, the amount taken into ac- tions systems that seem almost primitive
count as qualified investment shall not today. The "Bell Bill" of 1976 awakened
exceed the amount which <but for this sub- Congress to the implications of the new
paragraph) would be the q~alified in~est technology, which until then it had left to
ment multiplied by the fract10n determmed the governance mainly of the courts and the
under subpargraph CB)."
Federal Communications Commission, an
(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Subpara- independent regulatory agency.
graph (B) of section 48<1)(11) of such Code
Flushed with its success in deregulating
is amended by striking out "or proceeds" in trucking, railroads and airlines, Congress
clause (i) thereof.
has turned to a far more difficult task: de(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments
ciding how to let a mammoth companymade by this section shall apply to obliga- which dominates a market far more than
tions issued after December 31, 1980.e
any railroad, airline or trucking companyexpand beyond simple phone service into
data processing and even elecA.T. & T. DEBATE: SLEEPER computers,
Yellow Pages in a controversial effort
ISSUE THAT AFFECTS ALMOST tronic
to become the nation's total communicaEVERYONE
tions network.
At stake is nothing less than "the control
of
information in a democratic society,"
HON. EDWARD J. MARKEY
says Timothy E. Wirth CD-Colo.), chairman
OF MASSACHUSETTS
of the House telecommunications subcomIN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
mittee. "In the economy of the 1980s, more
than half of our gross national product is
Tuesday, July 14, 1981
on the development, storage, transfer
e Mr. MARKEY. Mr. Speaker, I based
and use of information."
would like to call to the attention of
David K. Aylward, the subcommittee's
my colleagues the excellent article, au- chief counsel, says, "We're talking about bilthored by Margot Hornblower of the lions and billions of dollars and the future
Washington Post, on how to deal with of the American economy."
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Explosive political pressures are mounting
around the issues. President Reagan's closest advisers are urging him to drop the government's seven-year-old suit against
AT&T, the biggest antitrust case in history.
The Defense Department, which depends
on AT&T for military communications, is
championing the company's cause in the
name of national security.
And, at a time when the Japanese and Europeans are energetically trying to surpass
the United States in telecommunications,
industry says the legislation will affect
America's global economic power for decades.
Paving the way for its lobbying campaign,
AT&T's 23 political .action committees gave
$622,252 to candidates during the last election-more than twice as much as the P ACs
of any other corporation in America.
The Communication Workers of America,
the union that covers AT&T employees,
supports the company's legislative position
and gave another $449, 720.
Sen. Barry Goldwater CR-Ariz.) recently
said that in 30 years in Congress he had
never seen such "outlandish efforts" from
all sides to influence legislation.
Despite the grandiose scope, for the
public, telecommunications is still a sleeper
issue, much like energy in the 1960s. "Everyone who has a telephone, a television set
or a radio is affected," says Sen. Harrison H.
Schmitt <R-N.M.), a cosponsor of Senate
legislation. "But so far the user is a passive
bystander."
W. J. <Billy) Tauzin <D-La.) shook his
head wearily after a recent hearing entitled
"Status of Competition and Deregulation:
Defining Markets." "Our constituents don't
understand this stuff, so there's no political
capital in it. They get mad if you spend time
looking into long-range issues that you
could be spending on their immediate problems."
Probably few more than a dozen members
of Congress understand the complexities of
the legislation. Mention the words "telecommunications," "semiconductor," "cross-subsidization," "fiber optics" or "interconnection," and most politicians' eyes glaze over.
Even one of the most knowledgeable, Rep.
Al Swift CD-Wash.), a former broadcaster,
walked into a discussion recently on AT&T's
"installed base migration strategy" <how
much the company can charge for obsolescent equipment) and declared, "I don't
know if I've been eating magic mushrooms
or wandering around Alice's Wonderland,
but the more I learn about this field the
bigger it gets. I'm always losing ground. I
think I'm going to cry."
A major Senate bill, introduced in April
by Robert Packwood CR-Ore.), would allow
AT&T to move into the lucrative fields of
computers and data processing, which.it had
foresworn in a 1956 settlement of a government antitrust suit. The bill also would deregulate key portions of the telephone industry, including the manufacturing and
supply of equipment and certain long-distance services.
AT&T's competitors, which range from
tiny telephone equipment firms to highly
specialized electronics outfits to ITT and
Exxon, contend that unshackling a giant,
regulated monopoly to compete in the free
market will touch off corporate star wars in
which small and large companies alike
would be destroyed.
The consequent stifling of competition,
they say, would hurt the consumer by inhibiting innovative research and raising prices.
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The latest in-joke among the communications crowd at conventions and law firms is
the appearance of T-shirts and bumper
stickers with the slogan "Reach Out and
Crush Someone," a take-off on Ma Bell's
long-distance ad campaign, "Reach Out and
Touch Someone."
Hardly a business in America will be unaffected by the outcome. Data communications, the information system whereby com. puters talk to each other through telephone
wires, microwaves or satellites, is the central
nervous system of the economy.
Farmers now call up weather and price information on home computers before planting crops. ·Doctors diagnose patients and do
medical research through computers.
Bridge building and international banking, petroleum exploration and newspapers-all depend on electronic data processing. Without computers and communications to handle payroll and Social Security
checks, guide missiles and submarines, track
criminals and court cases, the government
would virtually come to a halt.
Today the communications business is
overwhelmingly dominated by AT&T,
which controls about 90 percent of the
market, although Comsat, ITT, MCI, IBM
and others are trying to move in.
If AT&T can also make computers and
market data software-the information
packages that travel over its telephone
wires-"it has Orwellian implications," Alan
Pearce, a telecommunications economist,
told the House subcommittee. "I don't think
we can tolerate that kind of unchecked
power in a democratic society."
At Boeing Computer Services in Fairfax,
William Harris, the company's government
relations man, shudders at the thought,
Boeing leases large trunk lines from AT&T,
which clients use to plug into Boeing's computers. The White House has used Boeing
to computerize records of gifts from foreign
dignitaries. Alitalia calls in from Rome to
make calculations for airplane building.
"We're looking at a company-AT&Twhich controls our entire business," Harris
said. "The idea that Bell wants to compete
scares you."
It is small comfort, he adds, that the legislation would require Bell to set up a separate subsidiary for competitive services.
"Can you believe that any company won't
control its subsidiary and show favoritism?"
The idea of an unregulated subsidiary to
include data communications, telephone
equipment and certain long-distance business-everything but basic phone servicehas already been approved by the FCC, but
is being fought ferociously in the courts.
Without waiting for Congress to act,
AT&T already has begun to restructure
itself, "Baby Bell," as it subsidiary has been
dubbed, would take 100,000 employes and
up to $15 billion in assets from the parent
company.
Opponents fear, however, that Bell will
use the enormous revenues from its regulated phone service, guaranteed by the ratepayers to Bell operating companies like
C&P, to subsidize the new unregulated company.
Corporations such as MCI and Southern
Pacific, which have survived ferocious competition with Bell in the long-distance and
equipment markets thanks to the FCC, fear
the new subsidiary will wipe them out by
impeding their access to Bell's local phone
networks.
The solution for many of these opponents
is to break AT&T into smaller companies,
which is what the Justice Department has
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been trying to do since 1974, alleging that
Bell has followed a pattern of illegal monopolistic practices to stifle competition and
force other companies out of business.
But divestiture is viewed as draconian in
Congress, and the Justice attorneys' contention that the legislation would undermine
its antitrust case has fallen on deaf ears in
the White House, which supports the bill.
Newspaper companies, including the
Washington Post, are also opposed to the
bill that would set up a second subsidiary to
allow AT&T to offer its Yellow Pages over
home computers.
Newspapers are just getting into the electronic business. Post and New York Times
stories, for instance, are offered on Compuserve, an Ohio data bank that links home
computers across the country by telephone.
If Bell can offer a constantly updated
Yellow Pages, amounting to an electronic ad
section, over its own lines, would newspapers, offering their own ads electronically,
be able to compete with the owner of the
network they use? Would Bell eventually
want to add stock tables, sports scores,
movie listings and even news?
AT&T officials say they have no interest
in supplanting newspapers, and that it
would be unfair to confine their Yellow
Pages, a $2.3 billion a year business, to the
print medim if electronic information is the
wave of the future.
Indeed, since 1976, when Bell's bill would
have outlawed competition, the company
has done an about-face, adopting an "if you
can't beat 'em, join 'em" stance. Since it
could not hold on to its regulated monopoly,
AT&T now advocates a virtual free-for-all.
The bill's passage, AT&T Chairman
Charles Brown told a recent Senate hearing,
"would make it plain that Congress means
what the bill says, namely that it's for competition-real competition-and not for a
mishmash of protectionist clauses that seek
to define who may compete and who may
not."
The bill's sponsors, citing such advances
as Bell Laboratories' invention of the transistor, contend it would be crazy to lock the
company that has done some of the most
brilliant electronics research in history out
of the booming data communications
market.
They argue that technology is moving so
fast that it makes no sense for the law to
draw artifical barriers between computers
and the lines or microwaves that connect
them. Touchtone phones use the same digital bits as computers to transmit the human
voice. Long-distance switching takes place
through computers. Computers are connected to each other by telephones that transmit data.
As for Bell's regulated arm feeding its unregulated subsidiary, Senator Schmitt says,
"We're trying to ensure that it can't
happen. I'm convinced we can do it. The
FCC will have the power to oversee it."
Schmitt opposes spinning off the new subsidiary as a separate company, as opponents
advocate. "Telecommunications is becoming
the number one industry in the world. We
can't do anything to prohibit its growth,"
he said.
Politically, deregulation fever has seized
the Congress. "My gut feeling is I'm against
government," said Texas Rep. James M.
Collins, ranking Republican on the telecommunications subcommittee. "When you talk
about government regulation, I'm against it.
That's why I like the idea of Bell getting
into" competitive fields.
Nonetheless, Collins said, he has begun to
hear from Ross Perot and some of the
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smaller electronics firms in Texas. "They
see that tank coming down the road and
they say, 'You'll kill us off.' And the little
guys are the ones who innovate."
The House held hearings on the issues
last month, but is proceeding far more cautiously than the Senate. When Rep. Wirth
submits the subcommittee bill in the fall, it
is likely to have far stricter rules for the
separation of Bell's new subsidiary and it
may well outlaw the company's electronic
Yellow Pages.
"We're not into deregulation for deregulation's sake," Wirth says. "We'll deregulate
when the market is competitive. . . . It is
nonsense to talk about a competitive market
in long-distance when AT&T controls 90
percent of the business."
Meanwhile, Wirth acknowledges, "The
politics are mammoth.''
Members of Congress are acutely aware
that Lionel Van Deerlin, former chairman
of the House communications subcommittee, considered unbeatable in his district,
was ousted in November after his opponent
charged a few days before the election that
Van Deerlin's support of communications
legislation would raise residential phone
bills. Although no one has proven that the
phone company was behind the ploy, it
demonstrated the potency of the issue.
"Everybody I talk to on the Hill is afraid
of AT&T," said Jack Biddle, head of the
computer and communications industry association that represents 70 firms with $4
billion worth of business. "AT&T tells
them, 'If you move one hair on our head,
this whole complex thing will come completely unglued and you won't be able to
call your mother on the phone.' "
Virtually every congressman is in tough
with the head of the telephone company in
his district. Bell is known as a good corporate citizen that contributes to the Boy
Scouts and United Way. "It's motherhood,
apple pie and the Bell system," John Guttenberg, a consultant for the North American Telephone Association, a Bell opponent,
says with some disgust.
Bell's message is that bigger is better. Its
well-financed ad campaigns with the slogans
"the system is the solution" and "the knowledge business" reinforce its argument that
when you're competing against Japan, Inc.,
the French government and other nationally owned communications systems, "it's not
a mom-and-pop deal," as AT&T lobbyist
Mickey McGuire puts it.
Many computer companies, including
IBM, have failed to join in the crusade
against AT&T. "Bell spends $15 billion a
year on outside equipment," Biddle said.
"Many companies don't want to be put in
their opposition. You don't bite the hand
that feeds you-even if it is about to choke
you."
Nonetheless the fact that in five years the
committees have been unable to get a bill to
the floor of the House or Senate is evidence
of how fierce the opposition is. In both
chambers, the Judiciary committees, citing
antitrust concerns, have tried to claim jurisdiction from the Commerce committees.
This year, for the first time, General Telephone and Electric Co., the nation's No. 2
phone company, has come out against
AT&T, as has the International Communications Association, a group of 430 companies who buy more than $1 million a year in
communcation services. ICA members Westinghouse and Montgomery Ward have
spoken out against the bill. If others, from
Sears to General Motors, become active,
AT&T may meet its match.
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can only expect both ardent supporters and vocal opposition to its various
components. The proposed income tax
cuts are one component which bring
out many different opinions.
It is certainly not enough simply to
support the income tax cuts for which
President Reagan has asked. Many
people take a negative stand on an
issue without really having an understanding of the issue and what one is
trying to accomplish. These same
people can be convinced of the benefits of that action if one only takes the
time to carefully explain it to them. In
light of the importance of a public
awareness of the income tax cuts and
the rationale behind them, I am
pleased to bring to the attention of my
colleagues in the House an article by
David M. Smick which appeared in the
Wall Street Journal on Wednesday,
July 8, 1981, entitled "What Reaganomics Is All About." I believe that Mr.
Smick pinpoints the thrust of the
President's economic philosophy, and
brings into focus exactly how the tax
cuts will help us toward economic recovery. The article follows:
WHAT REAGANOMICS Is ALL ABOUT
In the late 1930s, Chester Carlson had a
revolutionary idea-an electrostatic printing
process-which he tried to sell to the top
mimeograph companies in America. Turned
away time and again, he finally converted
his kitchen into a workshop and went into
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Last year, the cable television industry business for himself. There was risk and a
and the newspaper industry, whose clout shortage of capital, but the tiny enterprise
among mediaconscious congressmen rivals survived and prospered.
Today, we know it as Xerox.
that of AT&T, both won amendments in the
Were Mr. Carlson alive, he probably
House bill to prevent AT&T from entering
the cable business or the electronic Yellow would ask, "What ever became of those
smug
mimeograph companies?" The answer
Pages.
Even the tiny burglar alarm industry, is that they fell victim to what Joseph
which uses electric alarm systems traveling Schumpeter, the economic theorist, called
through telephone lines, pushed through a "the creative destruction of capital"-the
process by which a new idea enters the marclause to keep Bell out of its business.
Nonetheless, all sides seem to agree now ketplace, making existing capital worthless.
What sounds like some arcane concept is
that no bill will pass without AT&T's endorsement. "Bell doesn't browbeat, but it the heart of Reaganomics. It explains the
has enormous resources to persuade," says President's understanding of how growth is
produced in the private sector, and why he
Rep. Swift.
"I'm trying not to be stampeded. Bell hits believes, against a multitude of critics, that
me once, then I get hit by 18 competitors. his across-the-board tax cuts for people will
"There's an incredible amount of paranoia. lead directly to new jobs.
To give the President credit, most policyEverybody's terrified because there's so
much at stake. It looks to me like what's de- makers have in recent years understood the
veloping is Bell against the world-the process of job creation about as well as John
McEnroe has mastered the art of diplomaworld may lose."•
cy. Mention "jobs" and the picture is of
giants of industry like Chrysler and U.S.
Steel
either protecting existing jobs or exREAGANOMICS
panding plant and equipment to create new
ones.
HON. EDWIN 8. FORSYTHE
Actually, the Fortune 500 have experiOF NEW JERSEY
enced virtually no net job growth for more
than a decade. The newest research shows
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
instead that nearly all new jobs are coming
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from firms with precisely the opposite chare Mr. FORSYTHE. Mr. Speaker, with acteristics.
They are not only small, but minuscule.
the approval of Gramm-Latta II,
President Reagan's economic plan Nearly 70% of new jobs come from firms
with
20 or fewer employes. Almost 100% of
seems to be well on its way to becom- net new
jobs in the Northeast come from
ing a reality. While our country con- such firms.
tinues to fight spiraling interest rates
They are young. Most new jobs come from
and inflation, the importance of a new firms four years old or less.
approach for solving these problems is
They are unpredictable and unstable. The
intensified. Of course, we hear much more stable a firm is, the less likely it is to
talk about this new economics, and produce new jobs.
FAIL NATIONALLY AT SAME RATE

Many of these fledgling enterprises will go
out of business (four out of five do so within
the first year> with new ones springing up
to take their place. Frostbelt or Sunbelt,
such businesses fail nationally in metropolitan areas at roughly the same rate-8% a
year. Booming Houston, according to David
Birch of MIT, proportionally has more business failures today than the old cities of
Boston, Baltimore, Hartford-indeed more
than almost every other city in the U.S.
What these facts and statistics create is a
perfect object lesson. Houston's success
stems not from a strong defense, but a
strong offense. Entrepreneurs with new
ideas are creating jobs at a pace far exceeding the rate jobs are lost, providing Houston
a tremendous engine for prosperity.
The secret to maintaining high levels of
national employment is hardly import
quotas or Chrysler-like bailouts or even tax
proposals aimed merely at modernizing existing plant and equipment.
The secret is creativity-encouraging a
groundswell of men and women with fresh
ideas to strike out on their own. The secret
lies in the enterprises yet unborn, the oil
wells yet undrilled, the inventions yet untried. Some of these fledgling entrepreneurs
will fail, but others-like Chester Carlsonwill replace today's capital and products
with new and better ones, to the benefit of
all of us.
The irony is that city planners, government growth economists and even successful
corporate executives usually find this thinking unrealistic. The reason may be that productive change is not in their own vested interest. But it also may result from the great

frustration that in this age of sophisticated
econometric models and corporate "fiveyear plans," enterprise and job growth is
just as unpredictable as it was decades ago.
It still involves the dynamic process of two
competing forces: success and failure. And
perhaps most frustrating, it continues to
depend directly on the creativ.e implementation of new ideas by folks who, in the eyes
of corporate America and the federal government, appear unpolished and relatively
inexperienced.
If you have met a true entrepreneur even
once, you know they tend to be nothing but
crazy. Like Chester Carison, they appear illogical dreamers, even though many have
that inner genius for success. As a sophisticated business or government executive
would you, or could you, take the risk of investing in such unpredictable characters
knowing that many will end up as miserable
failures? Perhaps this is why large institutions have not provided many permanent
new jobs.
While entrepreneurs may be crazy, they
are crazy like a fox. Most expect to lose
money in the early years; still they make a
careful calculation of current risk against
future reward. They are society's dreamers
and will endure incredible risk far more
than established business with promise of
great future reward.
In a sense, every individual is a potential
entrepreneur. By that I mean that we have
near limitless sources of both human and financial capital professionals in high tax
brackets working only three days a week,
mid-level industry technicians teeming with
new ideas but apprehensive of the risks of
individual enterprise; and many others.
Notice this is not just capital formation,
but capital mobilization. Capital is more
than money. It is also productive ability and
thus exists in the minds, hands and hearts
of people. The question is, how do you encourage these potential new wealth and job
creators to invest their talent and savings in
a new enterprise instead of in real estate,
elaborate tax shelters, money market funds
or in doing nothing at all? What they need
is a climate of economic buoyancy, so necessary to individual initiative, and a system
that capitalizes on human nature by
strengthening the link between effort and
reward.
House Speaker Tip O'Neill calls this "the
whims of free enterprise." With all due respect, it is precisely such entrepreneurial
risk-takers, now lining Route 128 outside
Boston with small "hi-tech" firms, who are
shouldering his city's job and tax base. If he
simply visited these enterprises, the Speaker would discover that entrepreneurial success in America is taxed and harassed more
than in just about any other free industrialized country. By the sheer force of logic, he
would immediately help lower or eliminate
the capital gains tax, lower the corporate
rate, eliminate senseless overregulation and,
most importantly, lower marginal tax rates
on personal income across the board.
POTENTIAL ENTREPRENEURS

After all, 90% of American businesses still
pay taxes through the personal schedules.
These include proprietorships, partnerships
and all the other noncorporate entities engaging in enterprise. Just as vital are potential entrepreneurs who, before entering a
risk situation by pulling savings out of tax
shelters, look instinctively to their personal
tax bracket, which inflation has. pushed
higher and higher in recent years.
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This is why President Reagan calls his
Rather than spoil the impact by
across-the-board personal tax-rate reduction paraphrasing him further, I urge my
plan a "small-enterprise incentive" and why colleagues to read all of this short artihe favors the proposed end to the distinc- cle. Titled "Where Are the Administion between "earned" and "unearned"
income <establishing a top tax rate on per- tration's Marketing Men?" and written
sonal income of 50% now, with the goal of by Lindley H. Clark, Jr., it might
35% as soon as is politically possible). Both better be described as "A Supplyincrease the after-tax reward for greater en- sider's True Confessions, or Why
trepreneurial risk, for the direct creation of Reaganomics Won't Work." The artijobs.
.
cle follows:
Congress, with a false sense of sophistica[From the Wall Street Journal, July 14,
tion, has always preferred more complicated
1981]
solutions to the creation of jobs-the targetWHERE ARE THE ADMINISTRATION'S
ed gimmicks with built-in "triggers" that
MARKETING MEN?
have failed for so many years. Yet the birth
<By Lindley H. Clark, Jr.)
of an enterprise has an elusive, almost metaphysical quality that makes targeting, planA year ago Claremont Economics Institute
ning, certainty and "sophistication" most was a small and little-known consulting firm
difficult. Something as common and essen- based in a college town east of Los Angeles.
tial as the ballpoint pen was conceived by, The town is accessible via occasional flights
of all people, an insurance executive on his to Ontario <the California town, not the Casummer vacation. The arrival of the auto- nadian province). Today the Claremont Ecomatic transmission had little if anything to nomics Institute is still a small consulting
do with the multi-million-dollar engineering firm, but there is a difference: Two of its clidepartments of Detroit's Big Three.
ents are the Office of Management and
Growth involves ideas and thus is unpre- Budget and the Treasury.
dictable. All we can provide is buoyancySo when John Rutledge, the 32-year-old
that sense of economic boundlessness where head of the institute, meets with his coma person can, with energy and initiative, mercial clients-as he did recently in New
take a new idea as far and as high as he or York-he engages in a careful balancing act.
she wants. If we can keep that initiative It does him no harm at all to have such
from being stifled, as it is today by an ineffi- well-placed clients in Washington. On the
cient tax and regulatory system, people may other hand, his commercial customers can
once again follow their dreams. Allow entre- watch David Stockman and Donald Regan
preneurs and potential entrepreneurs on television. Mr. Rutledge has to offer the
across-the-board worthwhile returns on customers something a little different to
their effort and they will start taking risks. justify his fees.
Our entire economy will gain in production
He does. One reason the Claremont group
and jobs, and the nation will regain the lined up the Reagan administration busienergy and opportunity and spirit upon ness was that its model was one of the few
which its greatness depends.e
around that took account of "supply-side"
economics. In its more extreme form supplyside economics claims that tax cuts and
WHY REAGANOMICS WILL NOT tight money will generate increased savings,
WORK?
investment and production.
The Claremont model predicts that the
consumer price index will rise by less than 5
HON. DONALD J. PEASE
percent in 1983 and the inflation-adjusted
OF OHIO
gross national product will grow by more
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
than 4 percent. This forecast has been labeled by some as Alice-in-Wonderland ecoTuesday, July 14, 1981
e Mr. PEASE. Mr. Speaker, the Wall nomics.
With Claremont clients, however, Mr.
Street Journal of today, July 14, car- Rutledge sounds quite hardheaded. In fact,
ries an interesting article concerning he argues that the Reagan program is a lot
John Rutledge, head of Claremont Ec- more hardheaded than many of its critics
onomics Institute at Claremont Col- recognize. What the administration needs,
lege. Mr. Rutledge's apparent enthusi- he contends, is better marketing men.
To begin with, he stresses that there
asm for the Reagan supply-side ecoaren't a lot of supply-side extremists
nomics seems to have cooled, accord- simply
in Washington-at least, not in positions of
ing to the article.
power. The monetarists, among whom he
Starting off with describing the ad- counts himself, are in charge. He comes
ministration as "hardheaded" (and it close to ridiculing the supply-side notion
does not appear to be a compliment>. that cuts in marginal tax rates will induce
Mr. Rutledge comes close to ridiculing people to work harder. "Do you know what
the supply-side notion that cuts in effect that has in our model?" he asks.
marginal tax rates will induce people "About zero."
The Reagan tax cuts, which Mr. Rutledge
to work harder. "Do you know what enthusiastically
supports, aren't really tax
effect that has in our model?" he cuts
at all, he tells his clients. The effect of
asked the Wall Street Journal writer. the tax cuts will be largely offset by bracket
"About zero."
creep, as inflation continues to push AmeriGoing on to thoroughly punch large cans into ever-higher tax brackets. The tax
holes in supply-side economics and cuts will serve merely to keep a rein on
Reaganomics in particular, Mr. Rut- taxes, not to cut them. A few good marketledge uses his economic background ing men might have put that point across,
says.
and knowledge of the administration heMr.
Rutledge further notes that his estiplan to essentially verify all of the mate of
the effect of the tax cuts is based
criticisms that Keynesians (bite my on his prediction of a rapid drop in inflatongue> have leveled at supply-side ec- tion. If inflation doesn't come down quite so
onomics for years.
fast, there will be even more bracket creep,
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tax revenues will rise even more and the
proposed tax cut will be even less of a cut.
There's some question whether political
marketing men could afford to be quite as
frank as the Claremont economists would
like. One Claremont analyst, for instance,
says the Reagan tax cut in effect will be entirely offset for the poor by bracket creep
and Social Security tax increases. There
will, however, be some tax cut for wealthier
Americans, which may mean some of them
will save and invest more, and if you can
look at the overall effect that will be good
for the economy. Businesses also will get
some tax cut.
Mr. Rutledge nonetheless wishes that the
ideologues in government could do a better
job of explaining what they're up to. "The
secret weapon is Reagan himself," he says.
"Put him on the tube for 20 minutes, give
him a chart with one straight line on it and
he'll sell anything to anybody."
The Claremont group sees no instant
magic in the Reagan program. While their
forecasts are described as optimistic, their
near-term outlook for the economy actually
is more pessimistic than most. They expect
only slow growth in the real gross national
product this year and next. Despite the fact
that they don't expect the Reagan tax cuts
to inflate the deficit, they contend that
sharp cuts in federal spending are needed to
make gains against inflation.
Mr. Rutledge, predictably enough, takes a
dim view of the Carter administration's economic management. "They simply didn't
know what they were doing." But he's still
not sure about the Reagan administration.
He is sure that the administration has not
sufficiently made the case against inflation.
Tight monetary, and fiscal policy are
needed not for supply-side miracles but for
the old-fashioned purpose of getting inflation down.
We've got to get inflation down, he says, if
we want more capital spending, more production and more productivity. "All that
supply-side wonderful stuff," he says,
hinges on inflation control.
The Reagan administration, he says, took
office at a fortunate time. Raw materials
prices were already coming down. An oil
glut was holding down oil prices. None of
this was due to Reagan policies, but the
Reagan program could reap the benefits.
A major worry, in Mr. Rutledge's view, is
monetary policy. He's concerned about Federal Reserve overkill. The Fed may make
money too tight for too long. This could
bring on a sharp drop in the economy and a
sharp rise in unemployment, leading to a
rise in political pressures for a wild swing in
monetary policy toward ease.
Mr. Rutledge worries about the administration itself. Slow growth in the economy
already seems likely to push unemployment
above 8 percent of the labor force in the
third quarter. Will the administration
retain the will to resist pressure for offsetting actions? Who knows?
Whatever else it may be, that doesn't
sound like Alice-in-Wonderland economics.e

July 14, 1981
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION BUDGET

HON. JOHN CONYERS, JR.
OF MICHIGAN
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Mr. CONYERS. Mr. Speaker, one of
the casualties of action last month on
the fiscal year 1982 reconciliation bill
was the complete elimination of funds
for the National Science Foundation.
No doubt, most of my colleagues were
unaware that the Gramm-Latta reconciliation amendments eliminated all
funds for NSF. I am sure that most of
my colleagues join me now in the expectation that the conference committee will reverse the incredible blunder
that was made, and restore full funding to NSF.
The Biomedical Research Council of
the University of Michigan, which includes a great many distinguished scientists and scholars, recently wrote me
urging my support for the restoration
of NSF funds. It is unthinkable that
this Congress would take final action
to cripple American scientific enterprise, which of course would be the
consequence of allowing the House
version of the reconciliation bill to
stand.
I want to share with my colleagues
at this point the letter from the Biomedical Research Council of the University of Michigan, which points out
clearly the very considerable and very
dangerous effects of the elimination of
NSF funds. I urge their review of this
communication. The letter follows:
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
MEDICAL SCHOOL,
Ann Arbor, Mich., July 10, 1981.

Hon. JOHN CONYERS, Jr.,
U.S. House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.
DEAR MR. CONYERS: As a result of deep

concerns expressed by all members of the
Biomedical Research Council present at our
meeting this morning, we are writing to you
to urge you to approve a budget for the National Science Foundation at the level recommended by the House Science and Technology Committee. While the current trend
clearly stresses the need to cut unnecessary
expenses from the federal budget, the economic growth of this nation depends heavily on its accomplishments in research and
development. NSF has played a vital role in
promoting U.S. science and technology. At a
time when our country's traditional position
of leadership in a variety of technicallybased industries is being challenged by foreign competition, it is especially important
to provide for real growth in the country's
investment in science and technology research and education. NSF has been very effective in promoting the overall health of
U.S. science and technology in the past. It
should be strongly supported in continuing
this endeavor.
At the University of Michigan the NSF allocation for fiscal year 1979-1980 was
$12,298,397 for research and $1,109,434 for
non-research <which includes instructional
support). The research dollars currently include support for about 100 faculty and
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staff on 32 major biomedical research projects. These projects are being directed by
scientific investigators of national and international stature in the areas of research
that are clearly at the forefront of science
and technology. Gene regulation, to cite one
area, not only promises to lead to the discovery of the cures to many ancient human
diseases, it has recently lead to the birth of
a new industry based on recombinant DNA
technology which is expected to reach in
excess of $3 billion by 1990 <Time, March 9,
1981, p. 51) or perhaps as high as $40 billion
by the end of this century <Nature, March
12, 1981, p. 78). The current leading position
of the U.S. in this new area is wholly attributable to basic research funded by the U.S.
Government agencies in the past 20 years.
Support of NSF is, therefore, an investment
in the future economic health of our nation.
The members of the .Biomedical Research
Council trust that you will carefully consider the consequences of a reduction in the
NSF budget and we have similar concerns
about the budgets of the Department of
Energy, the Environmental Protection
Agency, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. As scientific investigators, faculty members of the University, and advisors to the Dean of the University of Michigan Medical School (please see
attachment>. we believe that a significant
reduction in the budget for NSF sponsored
biomedical research would have long-lasting, harmful effects for this country as a
whole.
Sincerely,
ETHEL N. JACKSON
<and 13 others).
Attachment ( 1>.
THE BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH COUNCIL (BM:ij,C)
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
The
Biomedical
Research
Council
<BMRC> of the University of Michigan encourages biomedical research and facilitates
interdisciplinary research and training
across the University. The BMRC members
represent the Health Science Schools and
Colleges: Dentistry, Engineering, LS&A,
Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, and Public
Health.
The BMRC has 12 members, who are appointed for 3-year terms by the Dean of the
Medical School or the Vice President for
Research. In addition, there are two consultants representing DRDA, and the Veterans Administration Hospital. The BMRC
meets every Friday morning from 7:45 to
9:00 a.m., to discuss issues and make recommendations to the Medical School and University Administration on policies and practices to assist research investigators
throughout the University. Council members would welcome hearing from you about
your comments, questions, and problems in
biomedical research. The 1980-81 members
and their phone numbers are:
BMRC MEMBERS
James N. Cather, Ph.D., <Chairman), Prof.
of Biological Sciences, LS&A.
Ethel N. Jackson, Ph.D., (Vice Chairman),
Asst. Prof. of Micro./Immunol.
Bennett J. Cohen, D.V.M., Ph.D., Director
of ULAM, Prof. of Lab. Animal Med.
Wayne K. Davis, Ph.D., Director, Off. of
Educa. Resources and Research.
Walter Loesche, D.M.D., Ph.D., Prof. of
Dentistry, Dental School.
John C. Marshall, M.D., Ph.D., Prof. of
Internal Medicine.
John E. Niederhuber, M.D., Prof. of Surgery and Micro./Immunol.
William B. Pratt, M.D., Professor of Pharmacology.

Stanley A. Schwartz, M.D., Ph.D., Assoc.
Prof. of Ped. and Micro./Immunol.
Joseph E. Sinsheimer, Ph.D., Prof. of Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chem.
Peter E. Smouse, Ph.D., Assoc. Professor
of Human Genetics.
William C. Stebbins, Ph.D., Prof. of Psychology in the Dept. of Otorhino.e

HANDGUN BODY COUNT

HON. WILLIAM LEHMAN
OF FLORIDA
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

•Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Speaker, once
again the handgun body count has
climbed higher. For the month of May
there are 600 reported handgun
deaths. Florida ranks fourth among
the States; only California, Texas, and
Illinois, report a greater number of
tragic deaths caused by the use of
handguns.
When a President, or a Pope, or any
famous person is shot, there is a universal outcry, but we seem to pass over
with little concern the deaths of 600 of
our fell ow Americans in 1 month.
Among the handgun victims this
month was the Rev. John Jackson of
Tennessee who spoke out against
handguns at the time of the assassination attempt on Pope John Paul II.
The past weeks have seen violent
riots in the cities of England; however,
no fatalities have resulted, because
neither the rioters nor the police have
handguns. Will the threats of riots
here which we are hearing again open
our eyes and ears to the need for
stronger handgun control?
The list follows:
HANDGUN BODYCOUNT-MAY 1981
ALABAMA (5)
Julian Baker, Terry Cofield, James
Rogers, Henry Wilhoite, Earl Wilkinson.
ALASKA (4)
James Felton, Juan Perez, Marlene
Peters, Harold Trent.
ARIZONA (9)
Gilbert Avena, Barbara Brown, Francis
Brown, Adolpho Franco, Jaime Freire,
Thomas Millage, Pedro Vega <two unidentified males).
ARKANSAS (6)
Audna Bullock, George Clawson, Dr. Bennett Reaves, Johnny Ricks, John Schleuss,
Clayton Tompkins II.
CALIFORNIA (94)
Dennis Andrews, Joseph Andrews, Henry
Bagliazo, Walter Berkey, Everett Bowman,
Mary Brown, Tommy Calloway, Eddie
Casio, Maria Casio, Manuel Castro-Lopez,
Mary Cole, William Crutcher.
Barbara Compton, James Conley, Richard
Crake, Geneoffa Diekmann, Robert Dornan,
Frances Douglas, Lillian Dunning, Marjorie
Durkin, Francisco Farias, Phillip Freitas,
Paul Ganelin, Sr., Detective G. Garrett.
Javier Gomez, Charles Gouge, Isias
Gracia, Mrs. Isias Gracia, Robert Grady,
Mary Gross, Carmen Gutierrez, Henry Gutierrez, Richard Halbush, Gary Harris,
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Henry Hayes, Belynda Hicks, Robert Hirohata, Isra James.
Ernie Jang, Albert Jensen, Terry Jensen,
Eddie Johnson, Irma Juarez, David Lewis,
Bradley Linzie, Cesario Luna, Bicholas Mannion, Mark Martin, Darlene Mejia, Alfonso
Millan.
Winston Moore, Ruben Nanez, Earl
Nelson, Henry Nicol, Charles Nicholas,
Richard O'Brien, Armando Perez, Vincent
Petretti, Dewayne Porter, Curtis Price, Ben
Quiroz, David Rivera.
Benito Rodriquez, Melissa Ryan, Primitivo Salazar, Heather Scaggs, Barry
Schnittker, Raymond Simons, David Smith,
Dwayne Spears, Matthew Stein, Lawrence
Thomas, Joe Torre, Donald Wardrip <four
unidentified females, sixteen unidentified
males).
COLORADO ( 11)

Janet Castaneda, Calvin Castelberry, Bill
Davis, Lorraine Escarzega, Stanley Hunter,
Abel Lechuga, Sr., Josephine Lechuga,
Harold Martinez, J. C. Tyus, Richard Voshell <unidentified male).
CONNECUTICUT

Kenneth
Strawther.

Bateman,

(2)

Jr.,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Leonard

(54)

Felipe Alba, Mrs. Almeida, Joel Alvarez,
Jewel Austin, Robert Barton, John Bella,
Harold Blackman, Duane Borysik, Robert
Boston, William Braddy, Jorge Carvalo,
Peter Castellano, Pete Cordova.
Anna Duque, Oscar Duran, Leo Evans,
Angel Fernandez, Ercy Forbes, Patricia
Gardner, Earl Gates, Enrique Grant,
Norman Hoeltzel, Charles Howard, Jr., Antonia Hernandez, John Jackson.
Yvonne Jennifer, Maurice Julien, Denise
Keaton, Fredis Machado, Joan Martin,
Lavina Mason, Octavio Mejia, Daniel Mendoza, Frederick Moore, Warren Moore,
Virgil Nesbitt, Edith Nicholson.
Anita O'Neill, Benjamin Oshell, Robert
Parent, Felton Phillips, Jorge Piloto, Wiley
Pollock, Dagoberto Rodriquez, Eugene
Senior, Keith Thomas, Nicholas Velasco,
Lazaro Rivero, Daniel Sussman, Felile Vasquez, three unidentified males.

(2)

NEW JERSEY ( 5)

Herbert Bekoff, Stephen Donovan, Terry
Weaver, David Yellin, unidentified male.
NEW MEXICO

(2)

Joyce Payne, Stephen Ormonde.
NEW YORK (12)

KANSAS

(5)

Richard Bemis, Larry Kirby, Michael
McGrew,
Jeannine Walton,
Kenneth
Walton.
KENTUCKY

(6)

Robin Barnes, bra Hash, Herman Matthews, Mae Matthews, Lucille Miller, Ernest
Petty.

NORTH CAROLINA

(9)

Willian Brown, Ashley Deaver, Thomas
Egan, Calvin Freeman, James Lindsey, Bob
Mountford, Jr., Willie Potts, David Rankin,
Carlos Woodard.
NORTH DAKOTA ( 1)

Dennis Zent.
OHIO

(23)

MARYLAND (11)

Deborah Adams,. Robert Bourgeois, Roberta Carney, Clifford Cogar, Orville Cogar,
Laura Cooper, Willa Davis, Raymond Duerr,
Grady Evans, John Faist, Debbie Hale,
Gregory Jacobs.
Freman Kleski, Andrew Peasley, James
Rhinesmith, Michael Slattery, Ervin Wadsworth, Dorothy Wadsworth, Lori Wadsworth, Joanna Williams, Charles Wheeler,
two unidentified males.

Ingrid Ellis, Thomas Ferebee, Joseph
Hudson, Steven Jones, Baby Joseph-Jones,
Sharon Joseph, Carroll Kelley, Anthony
Mathews, Larry Smith, Nathan Thomas,
Vanessa Williams.

Robert Burton, William Cleveland, Jonnie
Conn, Patty Hall, P. J. Gaynor, Larry Hardeman, Deborah Kinchion, Rodney Spradlin, Roger Wheeler.

Barbara Aguillard, Patrick Anderson,
Kelvin Bridges, Annette Butler, Roger Clanton, Carroll Croucher, Melvin Hall, Samuel
Jones, Joseph Margavio, Harold Monk,
Cheryl Ricks, Scott Russell, Laura Shirley,
Samuel Walker.
MAINE

(1)

Armand Langlois.

MASSACHUSETTS

(2)

Kevin Geise, Anthony Muolo.
MICHIGAN

(40)

ILLINOIS ( 7 4)

MINNESOTA (3)

HAWAII (3)

NEVADA

Frank Thompson, unidentified male.

Modesto Barra, Lt. Jan Brinkers, Reynolds George, Alphonse Indelicato, Guillermo Rodriquez, Edward Rogers, John Scarangella, unidentified female, four unidentified males.

Ernest Amona, James Daniels, unidentified male.

GEORGIA (10)

NEBRASKA ( 2)

John Bollinger, Frankie Peck.

INDIANA (11)

George Alford, John Allman, Adel Berry,
John Bryant, Marshall Burn, Timothy
Childs, William Chudy, Minnie Daily, Lisa
de Boris, Thomas Eichhorn, Jack Evans,
Osie Gaddy.
Theodore Gist, Harry Graves, Paul
Haddad, Frank Holman, Oliver Huwitte,
Gwendolyn Jackson, Yusef Karrien, Diane
Lewicki, Fred Lucus, Frank Magiera, Robert
Matthews, Robert Mendoza.
Elizabeth Nance, Bennie Nelson, Adeline
Norman, Johnny Randolph, Juan Reed,
James Roberts, Janet Roberts, Victor Rodriquez, Raymond Solomon, Danny Stinson,
Diane Super, Rodney Trent, Allen Valentine, Leon White, two unidentified males.

Dent Daniel, Patrick Daniels, John
Garcia, Ivey Gardner, Walter Geer, Genus
Graham, Danny Hansford, Freddie Johnson, Clarence Lovett, Kimberly Rhodes.

Gary Welch, Larry Wilson, unidentified
male.

Charles Border, Thomas Collins, Jay
Given, John Goshen, Sandra Goshen,
Howard Lacy III, John Malone, Dereck
Miller, Isaac Plump, Gerri Roberts, John
Torrence.

LOUISIANA ( 14)
(7)

Donald Crosland, Mrs. T. Eggimann,
Ingrid Marie Ellis, Donald Mccrae, Annette
Turner, Ellison Wray <unidentified male).
FLORIDA

Lex Leaks, Leonard Ivy, Lorenzo Lopez,
Frederick Mangun.
Emil Moderhack, Douglas Oppelp, Clement Pacini, Nathan Pearl, James Peyton,
Salvatore Pranzo, George Oliver, Roy
Powell, Louis Reyes, Domingo Rodriquez,
Michael Rodriquez, Gregory Rogers.
Scott Sanders, Jesus Santanna, Edward
Spanitz, Ralph Spencer, Edmund Sutherland, Celestino Szmenez, Bernard Taylor,
Janet Timmes, Felix Trejo, Roy Turner,
George Vaughn, Juan Velasquez, Joseph
Votava, Edward Woods.
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Daryl Adams, Henry Alonso, Ricardo BanCarolyn Andrew, Gregory Rice, Barbara
uelos, Grover Bedenfield, Caroline Black, C. Winn.
J. Boston, Juan Bracamontes, Joseph BracMISSISSIPPI ( 8)
cio, Johnny Brantley, Guy Bruno, Frank
Tommy Benson, Joel Carlisle, Ralph
Bruns, James Calvin.
Jose Cintron, Robert Connely, Enrico Co- Carter, Jr., James Clark, Margaret Deen,
penhaver, Cesar Davis, Victoria Del Valle, Rolando Gonzalez, Donald Mooneyham,
Leo Dowery, Richard Duncan, Charles Ellis, Ethel Webster.
MISSOURI (25)
Jr., James Ellis, Fiore Forestiere, William
Carl Caldwell, Esther Chappell, Robert
Franklin, Merlyn Garland.
Fentress Glascow, Dennis Goins, Sr., Fields, Freddie Franklin, Harry Gangwes,
Thomas Gonzales, Steve Guy, Mark Hall, Ronald Hall, William Harris, Arthur Hayes,
Morita Hanson, Eddie Harris, James Hicks, Ryan Hill, Curtis Johnson, Robert Jordon,
Gary Hilliard, Jr., Milton Hills, Wilbert Vesta Martin.
Reginald McCoy, Gayle Meyer, Russell
Hobbs, Willie Houskin.
Gumarco Ibarra, Petru Ivanius, Edward Rice, Edwin Schmidt, Verna Schmidt,
Jasper, John Jones, K. Johnson, Nolan Bernat Sutter, Jonathan Sykes, David
Johnson, Virgil Johnson, Joseph Karijolic, Thomen, Mark Walker, Wanda Walker,

OKLAHOMA ( 9)

OREGON

(6)

John Cooper, Lori Cunningham, Robert
Hamblin, Charles Roper, Walter Sprogis,
Jr., Allen Wilcox.
PENNSYLVANIA ( 19)

Richard Angatola, Michael Belcher, Chelsais Bouras, Jeanette Curro, William Henderson, Lewis Hendricks, Leroy Jackson,
Bertha King, Robert Major, James Mason,
Perry Minich.
Bertha King, Clarence King, Joseph
Murray, Harry Peetros, George Sager,
Joseph Smith, Jr., James Stoutmire, Joe
Weaver.
RHODE ISLAND ( 1)

Yvonne Willette.
SOUTH CAROLINA (4)

Emma Fleming, Dennis
Taylor, Chester Williams.

Iler,

Wayne

TENNESSEE ( 11)

Phillip Buchanan, Lt. Clarence Cox,
Akbar Dadkhah, William Darden, Hobert
Greer, Sharon Hankins, Donald Higgins,
Rev. John Jackson, Stella Leach, Joe Smith,
Jr., Claudia Webb.
TEXAS (63)

Juan Anzaldua, Silvano Arce, Cleve
Brooks, Jr., Loretta Browning, Ira Carlock,
Wally Carlson, Jr., Anthony Carroll, Sr.,
Norris Carter, Pete Cordova, Jesus Coronado, Kittie Cromer, Elizabeth Cruthirds.
Dale Dahlstrom, Larry Dahnke, Billy
Davis, Charles Downey, Roy Duran, Terence Gannon, Armando Garza, Erma
Gentry, William Green, Jeanne Hassell,
Joann Hernandez, James Jones.
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Willie Jude, Fenwick Langlinais, Jose tions were included by the Ways and
Lopez, Henry Luna, Thomas Mahr, Ray- Means Committee as part of its small
mond Mettler, Phyllis Miller, Janet business provisions for the comprehenMouton, Pat Newsome, Mary Newsome,
sive tax bill. In brief, the Ways and
Lipscomb Norvell, Natividad Orozco.
Frankie Parsons, James Patton, Daniel Means provisions are as follows:
Perez, George Perkins, Mark Piert, Carol
Further reduction and graduation of
Pope, Donald Pope, Kenneth Randall, Euse- corporate tax rates at the low end;
bio Rangel, Annie Rawlings, Jack Roberts, direct expensing of capital expendiPatrick Rock.
Samuel Rogers, H. W. Savage, Degra tures-as adopted June 18, 1981; a
Scott, John Shelton, Rocky Shelton, Greg- technical report on cash accounting
ory Spears, L. S. Spencer, Rosalin Suarez, and LIFO simplification to be preJr., David Thompson, Dolores Velasquez, pared by the Department of the
Jean Wagnon, Tammy Woods, unidentified Treasury; increases in both the minifemale, three unidentified males.
mum accumulated earnings credit and
UTAH (4)
the number of subchapter S corporaRaymond Jordan, Floyd Rowley, Larue tion shareholders; and further benefiRowley, unidentified male.
cial treatment of losses on small busiVIRGINIA (12)
ness corporation stock.
Michelle Copeland, Tyrone Copeland,
These measures nicely complement
Hubert Everett, Irene Hardy, Samuel Jackson, Eugene Lawrence, Glenda Lavender, the substantive relief which capital inShawn Lowe, Mary Montecalvo, Ernest tensive businesses will receive through
Moody, Robert Mountford, Jr., unidentified accelerated depreciation reform. Furmale.
ther, small- and medium-size businessWASHINGTON (13)
es in the Nation's older urban centers
Charles Allan, Robert Carver, Richard El- such as my city of Buffalo, will greatly
lerington, Theron Hoerler, Jimmie Horton, benefit from the Ways and Means tax
Paul King, Joel Louis, John Mahan, Teresa bill. This action by the Ways and
McNeeley, Timothy Parker, Frances Peery,
Means Committee is in glaring conWillie Price, Jr., Robert Smith.
trast to the Treasury's position on
WEST VIRGINIA (3)
small business tax relief, as brought
Greg Childers, Ethel Fitch, Freman
out at my subcommittee hearings.
Kleski.
For the benefit of the Congress and
WISCONSIN (3)
John Ford, Chun Son Guthrie, Christine the business community, I have attached a fact sheet on 1981 tax proSchultz.e

DEBATE ON SMALL BUSINESS
TAX RELIEF

HON.HENRYJ.NOWAK
OF NEW YORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, July 14, 1981

• Mr. NOWAK. Mr. Speaker, as chairman of the Small Business Subcommittee on Tax, Access to Equity Capital and Business Opportunities, I
have advocated for the last 2% years
that small business be given its fair
share of any tax cut enacted by the
Congress. With this .as my firm objective, I conducted subcommittee hearings in March and April on proposed
administration tax cuts and their effects on small business.
The Assistant Secretary of the
Treasury, John E. Chapoton, testified
that small business would benefit from
the Reagan proposals, but did not
have any solid data to back his claim.
Although he agreed to work with my
staff to develop pertinent data, as of
this date, Treasury has not provided
any statistics verifying its position. Despite this lack of a Treasury analysis,
in testimony before the Ways and
Means Committee on April 7 and
again in a letter dated June 9, 1981, I
made several recommendations for
small business relief.
I am pleased to report that on July 9
substantially all of my recommenda-
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posals as prepared by the National
Small Business Association. This statistical analysis substantiates the
degree to which the Ways and Means
bill is preferable to small business.

FACT SHEET ON 1981 TAX PROPOSALS
<Prepared by National Small Business
Association)
Two major business tax proposals are now
being debated: the Administration program,
which is embodied in the so-called ConableHance bill <H.R. 3849) and an alternative
being developed by the House Ways and
Means Committee._T-he--- Administration
began with 10-5-3 depreciation, but both
proposals are still evolving. At this time the
House Committee's alternative-which earmarks nearly $20 billion of additional benefits for small enterprises-seems clearly
preferable for the small business community.
BENEFITS SPECIFICALLY ALLOCATED TO SMALL
BUSINESS
An explanation is as follows: On June
24th, the majority caucus of the House
Ways and Means Committee announced two
measures specifically targeted to small
firms: (1) $25,000 in "direct [first year] expensing" and (2) corporate rate reductions
beginning in 1982, and becoming fully effective up to $200,000 in 1984.
Official estimates of the taxes which can
be saved, if these two provisions are enacted, are summarized in the following
table:

POTENTIAL SMALL BUSINESS TAX SAVINGS
[Calendar year tax benefits in billions of dollars)
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Expensing...................... 2.9 2.1
Rate cuts under

$200,000............................. 1.04

Total

1.5

1.0

0.628 0.355 8.483

1.65

2.6

2.8

2.9

10.99

Total ................. 2.9 3.14 3.15 3.6 3.428 3.255 ........ .

Total 1981-86.......................................................................... 19.473

The Senate Finance Committee also approved a direct expensing provision (beginning at $5,000 in 1982 and rising to $10,000
in 1986) with benefits adding up to $3.0 billion for 1981-84.
It is important to note that the targeted
tax reductions described above would be in
addition to any other provisions of the bill
(such as mainline depreciation reforms, rehabilitation credits, estate and gift tax reduction, research and development credits)
that partially benefit small business along
with other business and/or individual taxpayers.
IMPACT OF CORPORATE RATE REDUCTIONS
Tax savings resulting from the proposed
corporate rate cuts, compared to current
law, for typical small companies at various
income levels are as follows:

POTENTIAL TAX SAVINGS FROM CORPORATE RATE
REDUCTION PROPOSAL
1984

1981
tax- taxExisting House
comlaw
mittee
$35,000 ................
$65,000 ................
$100,000...............
$150,000 ...............
$200,000...............

$6,250
13,750
26,750
49,750
72,750

Savings

1984

taxAdm in- Savings
Dollars Percent istration

$5,250 $1,000
10,500 3,250
17,500 9,250
30,000 19,750
45,000 27,750

16.00
23.63
34.57
39.70
38.14

$6,250
13,750
26,750
49,250
72,750

IMPACT OF "DIRECT EXPENSING"
"Direct expensing" would permit a small
business to deduct 100 percent of the cost of
any machinery, equipment, vehicles, etc.
purchased in any year. The House would
allow a total of $25,000 annually, beginning
in 1981. The Senate would permit $5,000 in
1982 and 1983; $7,500 in 1984 and 1985; and
$10,000 per year beginning in 1986.
A business investing within these ceilings
could thus recover the capital invested
almost immediately, rather than waiting 3,
5, or 10 years under the Administration proposal, or an average of 10112 years under current law.
There are now 130 classifications for different types of property requiring different
depreciation periods under existing regulations. "Expensing" would treat all equipment the same-thereby reducing the
n__umber of classes to one for those businesses purchasing less than the annual ceiling.
The $25,000 limitation in the House proposal would cover approximately 86 percent of
U.S. businesses.
For such firms, this massive simplification
gives the House alternative a definite advantage over all other depreciation proposals,
especially since it is accompanied by sizable
financial benefits.
COMBINATION OF BENEFITS SUPERIOR FOR MOST
SMALLER COMPANIES
Because the level of investment and the
level of income vary widely among businesses, it is difficult to generalize about the
total impact of any bill on a particular busi-
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ness. The effects can be illustrated, however, by way of examples.
A National Small Business Association
analysis found that for a typical familysized corporation, the House alternativecombining "direct expensing" and corporate
rate reductions-results in lower federal
taxes and higher retained earnings than
either the Administration version or existing law during the period 1981-87 and thereafter.
Based on a company earning $50,000 per
year in pre-tax profits and purchasing
$25,000 of equipment in 1981, 1 the results
are as follows:

COMPARISON OF HOUSE AND SENATE PROPOSALS WITH
EXISTING LAW
Federal
Improvetaxes paid men! ~vt
(1981c~~wn
87 l
(percent)

Af~;~ax
flow*

Current law··-·····--·-·---·-····--·-··-·-·-··--...... $5586.,359280 ··-·-··-·3·-.6··5··· $226668',467102
Administration proposal. .......................... .
House alternative -·-····-····-··-···········-··-···· 51,625
11.79 273,375
*Taking into account $25,000 expended for purchase of equipment.

Thus, at a $50,000 level of income and a
$25,000 level of investment, the Administration proposal is slightly better than current
law while the House alternative is significantly better than the Administration proposal.
As the level of income rises, especially relative to the level of investment, the superiority of the House alternative becomes more
pronounced.
In firms and industries where investment
is heavy, the Administration proposal becomes more attractive, because of its increased reliance on investment credits and
1

The example, reduced t o simple terms, is based on
a company earning $50,000 annually, 1981 through
1987, and buying $25,000 in equipment in 1981, of
which $10,000 is vehicles and the remaining $15,000
is machinery having the average life of 10 years.

sharply reducing the write-off period for
long-life equipment. For example, the 2015
biggest corporations received 75 percent of
all the corporate investment credits in 1976.
Because of these features, the Congressional Joint Tax Committee expected the following allocation of depreciation benefits
under the Administration's package:

DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS UNDER ADMINISTRATION
PROPOSAL BY INDUSTRY (1981-90)
Dollars
(billions)
Electric and gas utilities .......................................... . $74.751
Oil and gas production and marketing......................... 69.218
39.961
31.356
25.627
24.088
Chemicals .... ·-··-····-·-·······-··-·······-······-··-··········-·-·-·· 21.005

+~!1e~~~~--~~-~-.'.~~~~~-~~-~'.~'.i.~~-~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~;~~~~~e_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

sembled, analyzed and distributed, so that
business owners can make up their own
minds on what provisions are best for their
enterprises, their industries, and the national economy.

SCORECARD-PROVISIONS RECOMMENDED BY SBLC IN
TESTIMONY OF MARCH 30, 1981, ACCEPTED INTO MAJOR
HOUSE AND SENATE TAX BILLS, AS OF JULY 1, 1981
House

w~~~~d

Percent
15.71
14.55
8.40
6.59
5.39
5.06
4.41

------

7 industries ................................................
55 industries. .........................................................
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286.006
60.10
475.860 -······-····-··

Where investment is light, and especially
if business income is $25,000 or below, both
bills appear to be weak, although "expensing" gives an edge to the House alternative.
Accordingly, the National Small Business
Association is calling upon all concerned to
press for improvements to this part of the
legislation for both incorporated and unincorporated enterprises, so that the ultimate
bill will be equitable and balanced for all
elements of the business community.
Individual income tax reductions are not
considered here. It can be observed preliminarily, however, that while individual tax
rates apply to all income of proprietorships
and partnerships, they apply only to funds
withdrawn from corporations. Hence, while
reduced individual rates may or may not encourage reinvestment in unincorporated
businesses, they could cause dis-investment
in corporations, especially if corporate rates
are not reduced. These matters need to be
examined further.
The 1981 legislation will probably be the
largest tax cut in U.S. history. As it develops
further, additional information will be as-

Committee

Senate
Finance
Committee

Administration
(Conable/
Hance bill,
H.R. 3849)

1. Corporate rate reductions up to Yes ............. No .............. No.
$200,000.
Depreciation-expensing
of Yes ............. Partial 1 --···· No.
$25,000 per year.
3. J;{~~~~ ~~ed~~ machinery in- Yes ............. Yes ............. Still open.

2.

4. 15 year period for structures,
more flexible period for equipment.
5. No depreciation on pro~ress pay~i~t~ ~~arnpeb~ld.ta ing more
6. 25 percent rehabilitation credit
for existing structures. .
7. Spread for structures which are
"owner operated".

Yes............. Yes ............. Yes.
Yes ............. Yes ............. Yes.
Yes 2 •••••••••• Yes (same) . Yes
(same) .
No .............. No .............. No.

~: ~zj~ne~ i~u~sed~reiiiiiroi1ovei/ ~~'. ..~~~-::::: ~~:::::::::::::: ~~:

1

small business participating debenture/diesel excise tax.
9. hb) Accumulated earnings, sul>- Still open ..... Yes ............. No.

9. c (~ter B~o~~~!fe~lir st~P~o~fttio~~
serve".
10.. Credit against social security tax
increases.
11. Capital gain tax reduction to 20
percent.
12. Estate tax exclusion to
$600,000.
13. Inventory reform LIFO/cash accounting_
14. Research and development credit.
15. Savings: Interest exclusion targeted to construction/IRA-LERA.
16. Extend energy credits to rental
property_
Total:
Accepted in whole or in sul>stantial part_
Still open ...............................

Still open ..... No .............. No.
No .............. No .............. No.
Yes ............. Yes ............. Yes.
Still open ..... Yes ............. Yes.
Still open ..... No .............. No.
Still open ..... Yes ............. Yes.
Yes/yes ....... Partial 3
No/yes.
Yes.
No .............. No .............. No.
8................ 10 .............. 6 plus
5................ ·-·····-········--· 1.

$5,000 in 1982, $10,000 in 1986.
20 percent regular, 25 percent historic.
• Not targeted.•

1

2

·

